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Justice of the Constitutional Court of Hungary.

INTRODUCTION

Constitutional courts in Central and Eastern Europe played an important role in the democratic 
transitions of the early 1990s. As a logical political response to erstwhile communist regimes, these 
institutions were designed to be strong safeguards of individual rights against oppressive state 
power. The broad competences of, and the public trust in, constitutional courts rendered them sig-
nificant players in the political arena. After two decades of stable functioning, constitutional courts 
and ordinary courts in both Hungary and Poland are facing serious political and legal challenges 
from the countries’ new political majority. Do these developments amount to a paradigm shift in 
the concept of constitutionalism, or are they signs of democratic decay? What is the responsibility 
of constitutional courts in the current situation and what is the proper attitude the courts should 
assume? This chapter examines these questions with special attention to the constitutional devel-
opments in Hungary.
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DEMOCRATIC TRANSITION AND THE ROLE OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT

Following the end of World War II and after the Soviet occupation of the country, in August 
1949, with the Hungarian Working People’s Party in complete control of Hungary, a constitution 
based on the ‘Stalinist’ 1936 Soviet Constitution was adopted. The constitution confirmed the par-
ty’s leading role. Hungary became a ‘people’s republic’, manifested in a “state of the workers and 
working peasants”. A Presidential Council elected by parliament was to operate as head of state, yet 
the true power rested with the Working People’s Party, its leading role enshrined in the document. 
The parliament met for some ten days each year, adopting only a few acts. Most rules took the form 
of presidential and ministerial decrees. Real control was not even exercised through officially pub-
lished laws, but mainly by internal orders, prescripts or even informal ad hoc instructions. A variety 
of fundamental rights was guaranteed, but only to the working people (or in line with their inter-
ests). Moreover, no means existed to enforce these mandatory rights. While the constitution de-
clared citizens’ right to personal liberty and security, this did not prevent the execution of hundreds 
and the imprisonment of tens of thousands on political grounds without a fair trial. The document 
was essentially what James Madison called a ‘parchment barrier’. 

The most important feature of Hungarian democratic transition in 1989-90 was that it took place 
in the form of negotiations and compromises, sustaining the governability of the country and the 
operability of the state system. The Constitutional Court was one of the first ‘products’ of the demo-
cratic transition; it started functioning on January 1, 1990, before the first free election took place. 
The Constitution, amended in 1989, granted the Constitutional Court the competence to review 
and annull any act or other legal rule it found to be unconstitutional. The Constitution declared that 
everyone had the right to initiate proceedings before the Constitutional Court in the cases specified 
by law. The eleven justices of the Court were to be elected (for a period of nine years) by a major-
ity of two-thirds of all members of parliament, and Act XXXII of 1989 on the Constitutional Court 
[ACC], regulating the competences and organization of the court, was to be adopted by a majority 
of two-thirds of the votes of the members of parliament present [Article 32/A of the Constitution, 
8(3) ACC]. The ACC stipulated that the ex post review of legal provisions may be initiated by anyone 
(any person or organization, even in the absense of a concrete judicial procedure or decision, on the 
basis that the applicant in question considered the contested provision to be contrary to an article 
of the Constitution (this was the so-called actio popularis) [see Article 1 b), 21(2) of ACC]. The Court 
was also afforded the competence – among others – to declare an unconstitutional legislative omis-
sion on the part of the legislator (in case it failed to legislate on a subject matter, resulting in the 
violation of the Constitution), and call upon the legislator to perform this task within a time-limit 
prescribed by the Court. Again, this procedure could be initiated by anyone or even ex officio by 
the Court itself [Article 1 e), 21(4), 21(7), 49 of ACC]. The president of the Court was elected from 
among and by the justices themselves. Based on the bitter experience of the previous communist 
regime, the institutional independence and the strong competences of the Constitutional Court 
were designed to make the Constitution a practically enforceable fundamental law and to serve 
as an effective safeguard for the protection of individual basic rights against potentially oppressive 
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state power. Furthermore, guarantees were also laid down in the Constitution, such as the principle 
of rule of law and judicial independence. 

Although the principle of separation of powers was not explicitly mentioned in the Hungarian 
Constitution, the Constitutional Court has consistently enforced it in its decisions as an integral part 
of the principle of the rule of law – and as one of the most important organizing and functional 
principles of the Hungarian governmental system. The Court accepted the traditional tripartite divi-
sion of the branches of government. When defining its own legal status in the early period of its 
functioning, the Constitutional Court ruled that when exercising powers directed to specific parts 
of the Constitution, it will take into consideration the principle of division of powers.1 Accordingly, it 
consistently rejected the idea of assuming the responsibility of the government or the legislature in 
the framework of preliminary norm control.2

In its 1993 landmark decision on the appointment of judicial leaders, the Constitutional Court 
defined the characteristics of the judicial branch within the system of powers. “When interpreting 
the principle of the separation of powers (as a part of the principle of the rule of law) the Constitu-
tional Court based its decision on the way the principle of separation of powers is used in today’s 
parliamentary systems, and on the way it is formulated in the Constitution. The ‘separation’ of the 
legislative and executive branches today essentially means the division of powers between the par-
liament and the executive branch, although these are politically intertwined. The parties forming 
the governing majority of the parliament are entitled to form a government, and the parliament 
votes on the bills the government introduces. […] Under these circumstances the main character of 
the judicial branch, as opposed to the other two ‘political’ branches, is that it is constant and neutral 
[notwithstanding the fact that the judiciary enforces the bills and decrees that are often created to 
enact political programs]. This neutrality is expressed by article 50 paragraph 3 of the Constitution 
which declares that the judges are independent and only subordinated to the law. […] Therefore the 
judicial branch is independent from the political motivations of the other two branches, and in this 
sense it is constant and continuous. Hereinafter the Constitutional Court interprets the neutrality of 
the judicial branch as described above”.3 

The Constitutional Court has not only joined the political process as a new organization protect-
ing the Constitution, but it has become a key player of democratic transition by shaping its own 
competences with great autonomy. The Court began laying the groundwork for the rule of law in 
1992 decisions by setting forth with the democratic transition, a ‘rule of law revolution’ has taken 
place. In these decisions, the Constitutional Court interpreted many requirements stemming from 
the principle of the rule of law and the concept of constitutionality. Among others: state power 
must be exercised according to the law (that is enacted and officially published in due order); the 

1 31/1990 (XII. 18.) ABH Constitutional Court Decision
2 Constitutional review of Acts adopted by the Parliament but not yet signed by the President of the Republic and not yet published in 
the Official Gazette.
3 38/1993 (XII. 18.) ABH Constitutional Court Decision; see also: István Stumpf, The Hungarian Constitutional Court’s Place in the Consti-
tutional System of Hungary, Civic Review, Vol. 13, Special Issue, 2017. 
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fact that Hungary is a constitutional state only becomes a reality when the Constitution (including 
human and civil rights and the principle of the rule of law) is truly and unconditionally enforced, 
therefore, the entire legal system must be brought into harmony with the Constitution; not only the 
regulations and the operation of the state organs must comply strictly with the Constitution, but the 
Constitution’s values and its ‘conceptual culture’ must permeate society as a whole. Although the 
Court was divided when it came to the interpretation of its own exact role, the majority believed 
that, in the given historic situation, the Constitutional Court was compelled to play an activist role.

The inherited grave economic difficulties, the differences in party politics, the inherent ten-
sion within the governing coalition, the inexperience and unpreparedness of the new political elite, 
and mutual distrust quickly eroded the people’s trust in the multi-party system. In this vacuum of 
politics and trust, the Constitutional Court became a key player with its chosen role as a rule of law 
revolutionary and its activist attitude. Some of the most important decisions of the Court (abolition 
of the death penalty, decisions on compensation and transitional justice acts, the demarcation be-
tween competences of the president and the executive) often generated strong political reactions. 
According to critics, the Court only pursued the acknowledgement and legitimacy of the West in the 
early nineties, failing to demonstrate any understanding for everyday reality from its ‘ivory tower’. 
According to Csaba Varga, one of the most radical critics of the Constitutional Court: “the Court 
encroached upon the whole political process, and in many cases it determined the course of the 
process, forcing the entire society, the political class, the parties and among them the legislative, 
executive, and judicial branches that represent society under their arbitrary philosophies, views, 
and the obligations and restrains that go with them; thereby restraining the chances of a will to 
change the system – a will to substantially overcome the past and enter into a new phase of nation 
building” (Varga, 2006:540). As described by another early critic of the Court, Béla Pokol, activism 
overly transfers the weight of the most important decisions affecting the society from the parlia-
ment to the Constitutional Court, thereby eroding the fundamentals of the parliamentary system 
based on elections and the parliament.4 As opposed to the legal nihilism of the one party state, they 
fetishized the law, putting the rule of law in the center of the new catechism.5

POLITICAL CONSTITUTIONALISM

There is no single definition of judicial activism in academic sources. “Most of the time it reflects 
disapproval: the Court does not adhere to the text of the Constitution, ignores precedent, uses an 
unacceptable method of interpretation, invades the territory of legislation, or just makes a deci-

4 Pokol 1992:154
5 Stumpf op. cit.
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sion that the critic disapproves on political grounds. Those opposing constitutional jurisdiction is of 
the view that the whole institution of constitutional revision of parliament’s acts is activism”. (Tóth 
2009: 17) 

The debates gained momentum in recent years through papers of academics supporting politi-
cal and legal constitutionalism.6 Activities of constitutional courts and supreme courts moved to the 
center of attention in Hungary and abroad. Political criticism of legal constitutionalism claims that 
there has been a ‘coup d’état’ in the courtroom and that certain decisions (with political character) 
of the courts restricted the latitude of the executive and legislative branch in tackling crises. These 
voices demand a return from ‘governance by judges’ to governance by elected and accountable 
leaders.

Supporters of political constitutionalism believe that legislators holding a democratic mandate 
are much more capable and have a stronger legitimacy to solve problems emerging as a result of 
‘reasonable disagreements’ within society. Judges of the constitutional courts on the other hand 
ignore the majority opinion of society, and regularly represent minority opinions that are not shared 
by the wider political community. Political constitutionalists believe that the substance of the con-
stitution is not about the boundaries that constitutional provisions set against the legislator through 
the human rights catalogue, but about democratic decision-making, which leaves the final decision 
in the hands of elected politicians. As for the separation of powers, checks and balances are not con-
stituted by veto actors (e.g. the constitutional court), but by the parties competing in free elections.7

These debates then gain an additional dimension in case of conflicts within federal states be-
tween the states and federal governments (courts),8 likewise within the European Union between 
member states and institutions of the Union.9 

6 The legitimacy and effectiveness of constitutional jurisdiction is basically questioned by University College London professor Richard 
Bellamy in his recently published book: Political Constitutionalism. A Republican Defense of the Constitutionality of Democracy. Cam-
bridge University Press, 2007.
7 In a recent publication, Béla Pokol added an international dimension to the arguments of political constitutionalists. “[…] the decisions 
of the ECHR of Strasbourg, the regulations of the global constitutional-advisory organizations, and the constitutionalized “general” inter-
national law would take control over the constitution itself, its amendments, and the constitution making power. Thus, the circle would 
close, and the most important characteristic of a state, the power to adopt a constitution, would cease to exist.” In the end of his article, 
Béla Pokol envisions the threat of a forming global constitutional oligarchy. Jogelméleti Szemle, December 2013.
8 “A system of government that makes the People subordinate to a committee of nine unelected lawyers does not deserve to be called 
a democracy.” SCOTUS Justice Antonin Scalia dissenting in Obergefell v. Hodges, 135 S. Ct. 2584, 192 L. Ed. 2d 609 (2015); decided June 
26, 2015.
9 “European politics characterized by the extreme dominance of human rights logic and the downright limitation of the majority principle 
is in sharp contrast with the principle of total sovereignty of a one-party parliamentary majority” (Pócza, 2012).
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CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENTS IN HUNGARY AND POLAND AFTER 2010

Hungary

The 2010 elections in Hungary brought a landslide victory for the Fidesz-KDNP coalition. The 
governing forces, which held a constitutional majority, began preparing a new constitution. The 
adoption of the Fundamental Law of Hungary shows that the national-conservative majority seized 
the “constitutional moment” and carried out the largest scale reform since the system change, as 
regards the contents and the structure of the Hungarian legal system, in many points motivated by 
criticisms of the previous constitutional system. The Fundamental Law, adopted exactly one year 
after the 2010 elections, was intended to symbolize – even in its name – a break with the previous 
system which was based on the pacts of the old elite. A new political generation introduced its de-
mand for a position that is not bound by the compromises of the previous era, that doesn’t accept 
‘nullifying’ the historical constitution, that considers the importance of the family in maintaining 
the community, and that does not give up the idea of uniting the nation without moving borders. 
The preamble of the Fundamental Law, the National Avowal, on the one hand, symbolizes break-
ing with the former, politically neutral constitutional identity; on the other hand, it is intended to 
play an important role in the interpretation of the constitution. According to Article R paragraph 
3 of the Fundamental Law: “The provisions of the Fundamental Law shall be interpreted in ac-
cordance with their purposes, the National Avowal contained therein and the achievements of our 
historical constitution”. If we sum up the criticisms of the previous constitution, it is apparent that 
the Fundamental Law incorporates the most important provisions that the old constitution lacked 
according to critics. Community-centered regulation is built in next to the human rights catalogue 
borrowed from the Fundamental Rights Charter; citizens’ obligations also appear beside citizens’ 
rights; among the legal interpretation requirements of the courts, common sense and public good 
appears, as well as the presumption of legal acts serving moral and economical purposes (Article 
28). Strengthening the role of the state, limits on selling national wealth also became part of the 
Fundamental Law. 10

However, the Fundamental Law shows an interesting dichotomy: it suggests a return to the his-
torical roots of Hungarian statehood in its rhetoric, but is connected to the democratic constitution 
of 1989 in its normative contents. Moreover, it has built in elements of the previous jurisprudence 
of the Constitutional Court. Unlike the old constitution, the Fundamental Law explicitly declares the 
principle of the separation of powers: “the functioning of the Hungarian State shall be based on the 
principle of division of powers” (Article C paragraph 1). The Fundamental Law has maintained the 
republican form of government, and did not make radical changes to the governmental structure. 
However, some shifts have taken place in the relationship between constitutional institutions. The 
Budget Committee appeared as a new actor in the system of checks and balances, which may signifi-

10 Stumpf op. cit.
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cantly limit the actions of parliament, because no central budget may be adopted without the con-
sent of the committee. Although the president did not acquire the right to dismiss the parliament 
(in times of serious constitutional or political crisis, due to lack of confidence), as the preparatory 
committee first suggested, he is still capable of shortening the term of the parliament if the latter 
does not adopt the central budget for the year by March 31. The previous constitution also included 
the privilege of the president to dismiss parliament if it fails to elect a prime minister within 40 days 
of the first candidate being introduced. Besides the president’s power of political veto (sending a 
bill back to parliament for reconsideration), the president’s power of constitutional veto (sending 
the bill to the Constitutional Court in case the President considers it to be unconstitutional) was 
broadened. However, the Fundamental Law also sets forth that if the president does not exercise 
his veto rights, he must sign the bill into law within 5 days. As for the government, the Fundamental 
Law strengthens the position of the prime minister (chancellor-type government). The institution 
of the so-called ‘constructive no-confidence vote’ was upheld. As a new constitutional regulation, 
besides the government, the prime minister can now assign duties to the ministers. The inclusion of 
autonomous regulatory organs (with the power to issue decrees) in the Fundamental Law also adds 
a new player to the system of separation of powers. 

The sharpest conflicts within the constitutional system following the 2010 election arose be-
tween the Constitutional Court and the two-thirds majority parliament, which appeared as both the 
legislative branch and the constitution enacting/amending power. This conflict has led to important 
changes regarding the position of the Constitutional Court within the system of powers. The amend-
ments made to the ACC and the Constitution in 2010 and 2011 included some major modifications 
that affected the Court’s role as a check to the parliamentary majority. The composition of the ad 
hoc parliamentary committee responsible for the nomination of the judges to the Constitutional 
Court was re-adjusted: the original rule stipulated one member per parliamentary group; while the 
new rule enabled membership proportions to follow the relative sizes of the parliamentary groups, 
which enabled the governing majority to nominate judges without the necessity to compromise 
with opposition parties [Article 6 of ACC]. A constitutional amendment limited the powers of the 
Court in the field of financial legislation: acts on state budget and taxes could only be reviewed by 
the Court in connection with a few specific basic rights.11 The election of the president of the Court 
was put into the hands of the two-thirds majority of the parliament; and the number of judges was 
raised from 11 to 15. These changes remained in force after the adoption and entry into force of 
the Fundamental Law and the new Act Nr. CLI/2011 on the Constitutional Court. In addition, the 
new regulations abolished the ‘actio popularis’ based ex post norm control, formerly one of most 
powerful competences of the court. 

However, reforming the position of the Constitutional Court in itself did not immediately put a 
definite end to the conflicts. Tensions increased in late 2012, early 2013, when the Court partially 

11 The Constitutional Court shall have powers to review the Acts on the central budget, on the implementation of the budget, on central 
taxes, duties and contributions, on customs duties, and on the central conditions for local taxes, if the breach of the Constitution alleged 
in the petition is exclusively limited to the violation of the rights to life and human dignity, to the protection of personal data, to freedom 
of thought, conscience and religion, or is in connection with the rights related to Hungarian citizenship. [Constitution 32/A(2)]
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nullified the Transitional Provisions of the Fundamental Law,12 and then, initiated by the preliminary 
norm control request made by the Hungarian president, ruled several provisions of the Act on the 
Electoral Process to be unconstitutional.13 These two decisions were related, because the need for 
voters to register themselves before elections had also been written into the Transitional Provisions 
by the second amendment of the Fundamental Law,14 as a result, partial nullification provided the 
opportunity to carry out a constitutional review of the registration. The parliamentary majority 
retreated in the case of voter registration but took up the hatchet in the case concerning the consti-
tutional amendments. The Fourth Amendment of the Fundamental Law, adopted by the Parliament 
in March 2013, not only incorporated most of the Transitional provisions in the Fundamental Law, 
but also included several other provisions that had been previously deemed unconstitutional by the 
Court. The amendment rearranged the system of the separation of powers by attempting to reign in 
the scope of authority of the Constitutional Court. Indirectly, the amendment prevented the Court 
from reviewing the text of all other amendments, except in a case of a breach of procedural regula-
tions. The amendment also stipulated that the Court is bound by the content of the application, and 
that the Court may only broaden the scope of inquiry in case there is a close connection; the Fourth 
Amendment further annulled all previous decisions of the Court, but it did not rule out the possi-
bility for the Court to arrive at the same conclusion. The amendment set forth a close deadline for 
the constitutional review based on judicial initiatives, and established the partial publicness of the 
proceedings of the Constitutional Court. Understandably, the Fourth Amendment stirred up heated 
political debates; many perceived it as the end of the principle of the separation of powers, and 
sanctions against Hungary were demanded from the Council of Europe for the breach of European 
Union law.15 

Poland

The 1997 Constitution of Poland is part of a tradition based on the rule of law, democracy, fun-
damental freedoms and rights, a well-functioning system of judicial protection, and a constitutional 
court with a strong record of human rights protection, which are all built on the ideas of limited 
government, separation of powers, the centrality of the individual and respect for the self-imposed 
rules.16

The Polish general elections on October 26, 2015 completely reshaped the political scene, bring-
ing the right-wing conservative party Prawo i Sprawiedliwość (PiS, ‘Law and Justice’ in English) back 
to power. Unlike the FIDESZ party in the Hungarian Parliament, which won the constitution-making 

12 45/2012 (XII. 29.) ABH Constitutional Court Decision
13 1/2013 (I. 7.) ABH Constitutional Court Decision
14 See details in Stumpf op. cit.
15 Stumpf op. cit.
16 Tomasz Tadeusz Koncewicz, Constitutional Fidelity and the Polish Constitution, Int’l J. Const. L. Blog, Aug. 11, 2017, at: http://www.
iconnectblog.com/2017/08/constitutional-fidelity-and-the-polish-constitution
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majority in 2010, PiS in Poland does not hold a supermajority capable of changing the 1997 Polish 
Constitution. Over the course of two years the ruling majority of PIS, using forced legislative proce-
dures, adopted legal reforms that – according to certain scholars – de facto changed the system of 
government.17 

Following the elections, the president refused to honor the appointment of justices made by 
the late parliament and to swear them in, while the parliamentary majority of PiS appointed its own 
judges, by arrogating to itself the power of constitutional review and retroactively extinguishing the 
term of office of the then actual president and vice president of the Court.18

In its recent ‘three acts,’ the Polish government took steps toward assuming greater control 
over the Supreme Court and the National Council of the Judiciary, as well as the ordinary courts. 
The first bill addressing the system of ordinary courts grants the Minister of Justice the exclusive 
power to appoint presidents and vice-presidents to all courts and introduces vague criteria for their 
removal. Furthermore, it contains temporary provisions in line with which the Minister of Justice 
may terminate the office of any or all current presidents without the need to state reasons for six 
months after the law comes into force. Moreover, the bill mandates a so-called ‘review’ of all execu-
tive functions within the courts, permitting newly appointed presidents to remove the presidents 
of various court departments and sections. The second act is the bill on the Supreme Court. It intro-
duces the compulsory retirement of all current judges of the Court, except judges indicated by the 
Minister of Justice and approved by the President of the Republic to remain in office. While offering 
the judges a possibility to serve in other courts, it de facto removes them from office. Furthermore, 
the proposed law allows for the ex lege termination of service of almost 400 staff members of the 
Supreme Court, leading to their collective dismissal. The bill on the Supreme Court also establishes 
a new special disciplinary chamber in charge of disciplinary proceedings for all legal professions. 
The third act is the bill amending the Act on the National Council of the Judiciary. It terminates the 
office of all current members of the Council and introduces a new appointment procedure for the 
representation of judges in the Council.19

17 Anna Sledzinska-Simon, The Polish Revolution: 2015-2017, Int’l J. Const. L. Blog, July 25, 2017, at: http://www.iconnectblog.
com/2017/07/the-polish-revolution-2015-2017
18 Tomasz Tadeusz Koncewicz, Polish Constitutional Drama: Of Courts, Democracy, Constitutional Shenanigans and Constitutional Self-
Defense, Int’l J. Const. L. Blog, Dec. 6, 2015, at: http://www.iconnectblog.com/2015/12/polish-constitutional-drama-of-courts-democra-
cy-constitutional-shenanigans-and-constitutional-self-defense
19 Sledzinska-Simon, op. cit.
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PARADIGM SHIFT OR DEMOCRATIC DECAY?

Many constitutional law experts have drawn a parallel between the current constitutional situ-
ation in Poland and Hungary. Grzegorz Ekiert highlights that both countries’ governments argue 
that they are subverting the existing democratic institutions to make democracy stronger and more 
responsive to popular will; they claim that they are merely fulfilling their promises to the majority of 
voters who elected them. Even assuming that this is not a cynical ploy – he states – the fundamental 
question for Europe today is where democracy ends and an authoritarian system begins. He notes 
that the governments in these parliamentary democracies can easily bypass constitutional con-
straints with the approval of the constitutional court, should they be able to take control of it. Ac-
cording to Ekiert, recent constitutional developments in both countries have followed pretty much 
the standard playbook of authoritarian politics, the so-called ‘salami tactics’, a term employed dec-
ades ago by Hungarian Communist leaders to describe the imposition of communist dictatorship, 
involving a gradual takeover of the state, subversion of democratic institutions and the destruction 
of political opposition.20

Tom Gerald Daly notes that more often than not one cannot easily tell, whether reforms are 
aimed at a ‘bad faith’ hollowing out of democratic rule, or a bona fide rebalancing or transfor-
mation of the system. The existence of democratic decay is often contested. For instance, while 
many Polish scholars agree with the decay diagnosis, others are of the view that the state is sim-
ply moving toward a traditional republican mode of government. Therefore Daly suggests that any 
any diagnostics must be as clear, rigorous and objective as possible, while still leaving room for a 
broader assessment based on the overall picture. His thumbnail definition of ‘democratic decay’ is 
the “incremental degradation of the structures and substance of liberal constitutional democracy”. 
The term ‘liberal constitutional democracy’ is employed to refer to democracy’s conceptual con-
tent–especially its minimum content.21 Under “degradation of the structures and substance,” Daly 
means linked open attacks or other deterioration of democratic structures (e.g. unbalanced focus 
on one element to the detriment of the others), and a cheapening and devaluing of the ‘substance’ 
of democratic governance (especially public faith in, and commitment to democratic rule).22

Without trying to provide a fully comprehensive analysis and judgment on the question whether 
Hungary or Poland has fallen into democratic decay, in this chapter I build on the analytical premises 
of the Federalist Papers, especially no. 78, and assess these legal developments from the perspec-
tive of the rule of law, separation of governmental powers and judicial independence.

20 Grzegorz Ekiert, How To Deal With Poland And Hungary. Grzegorz Ekiert, Social Europe Edition, No. 13 August 2017
21 Daly does not elaborate further on what would be “democracy’s conceptual content”. 
22 Tom Gerald Daly, When is a Limp More than a Limp? Diagnosing Democratic Decay, Int’l J. Const. L. Blog, July 12, 2017, at: http://www.
iconnectblog.com/2017/07/when-is-a-limp-more-than-a-limp-diagnosing-democratic-decay/
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CONSTITUTIONALISM

“There is no position which depends on clearer principles, than that every act of a delegated 
authority, contrary to the tenor of the commission under which it is exercised, is void. No legislative 
act, therefore, contrary to the Constitution, can be valid. To deny this, would be to affirm, that the 
deputy is greater than his principal; that the servant is above his master; that the representatives 
of the people are superior to the people themselves; that men acting by virtue of powers, may do 
not only what their powers do not authorize, but what they forbid” – writes Alexander Hamilton 
in The Federalist,23 summarizing the main idea of a constitutional government, that is a limited 
government under a higher law. But, as James Madison adds, “a mere demarcation on parchment 
of the constitutional limits of the several departments, is not a sufficient guard against those en-
croachments which lead to a tyrannical concentration of all the powers of government in the same 
hands”,24 so a functional constitution has to contain institutionalized mechanisms to control power. 
Where the judiciary (or a specific court) is empowered by the constitution to enforce the same by 
way of legal procedure, we unambiguously have a legal constitutionalist state.

Discussing the present situation in Poland, some experts argue that the country has moved 
from legal constitutionalism to political constitutionalism. However, as Daly points out, this argu-
ment conveniently ignores the fact that the express text of the Polish Constitution clearly sets out 
a legal constitutionalist system.25 Article 79 gives the right to everyone whose constitutional free-
doms or rights had been infringed, “to appeal to the Constitutional Tribunal for its judgment on the 
conformity with the Constitution of a statute or another normative act”. Ekiert draws attention to 
the unique character of democratic institutions, which “require loyalty and the cooperation of all 
political actors to function. They require minimal trust between those in power and the opposition. 
They require solidarity and public-minded behavior on the basis of commonly shared norms. The 
moment someone decides to break this fragile balance the system stops working”.26 In effect, where 
the parliamentary majority starts to openly disregard the norms embedded in the constitution (es-
pecially, if the constitutional court, by some means, is rendered inoperable), concentrating powers, 
this may be regarded as a sign not of a paradigm shift from legal to political constitutionalism, but 
of a transition from constitutional democracy based on the rule of law to authoritarianism based on 
a state of lawlessness.

In Hungary, preceding the 2010 elections, the strategic decision-makers of Fidesz have long pre-
pared to do away with the system based on the compromises, bargained by the economic, political 

23 Alexander Hamilton, Federalist No. 78, in The Federalist, at: 
 https://www.congress.gov/resources/display/content/The+Federalist+Papers
24 James Madison, No. 48, in The Federalist, at: https://www.congress.gov/resources/display/content/The+Federalist+Papers#TheFed
eralistPapers-48 
25 Daly, op. cit. 
26 Ekiert, op. cit.
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and philosophical elite of the status quo, and to break “clotted post-communist structures”.27 Ana-
lysts close to the national-conservative side kept emphasizing, that “what was carried out on the be-
half of the rule of law by limiting multi-party parliamentarism, is considered as choking democracy 
today.”28 They believed that serious distortions have taken place within the constitutional system, 
drastically limiting the governments’ scope of action. Therefore, the excessive separation of powers 
is to be cut back in order to restore the supremacy of the elected parliament, and to build a strong 
government with an effective public administration. Several proposals were formulated to change 
the constitutional system and to introduce innovations to the new constitution.29 Finally, although 
the 2010 “revolution in the voting booths” has brought about the most radical transformation of 
the Hungarian legal system since the 1989-90 system change, the New Fundamental Law continues 
to be firmly anchored in popular sovereignty, democracy and the rule of law. The constitution-
maker has rearranged the balance of powers, but the Fundamental Law has remained a written 
constitution with a fundamental rights catalogue and a Constitutional Court to enforce it (with the 
exception of financial acts, which are only narrowly subject to judicial review). For these reasons we 
may conclude that there has not been a major paradigm shift to political constitutionalism in the 
constitutional system of Hungary, although in respect to the restriction of the review of financial 
acts, the system may be considered a hybrid of the two models and therefore a ‘mixed constitution’.

According to Hamilton, one of the fundamental principles of a republican government is the 
right of the people to alter or abolish an established constitution, whenever they find it inconsist-
ent with their happiness. Nevertheless, he warns that “it is not to be inferred from this principle, 
that the representatives of the people, whenever a momentary inclination happens to lay hold 
of a majority of their constituents, incompatible with the provisions in the existing Constitution, 
would, on that account, be justifiable in a violation of those provisions”. Hamilton expressly points 
to a requirement that follows from the principle of the rule of law in constitutional republics: “[u]
ntil the people have, by some solemn and authoritative act, annulled or changed the established 
form, it is binding upon themselves collectively, as well as individually; and no presumption, or even 
knowledge, of their sentiments, can warrant their representatives in a departure from it, prior to 
such an act”.30

The aforesaid principles seem to have guided the decision of the Hungarian Constitutional Court 
on the Transitional Provisions,31 and later, the adoption of the Fourth Amendment of the Funda-
mental Law. When elaborating on the decision on the Transitional Provisions, the Court faced grave 
questions, such as whether the Constitutional Court has the competence to review the Fundamen-
tal Law itself and its amendments, and the question of which legal source category the Transitional 
Provisions of the Fundamental Law fits into. The consistent practice of the Court was that it may 

27 Tellér, 1999:51
28 Pokol 2011:451
29 Pokol, 2011: 453–455
30 Federalist No. 78 
31 Decision 45/2012 of the Constitutional Court. English version available: http://www.mkab.hu/letoltesek/en_0045_2012.pdf (accessed 
24 August 2017).
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not review the constitution itself, but the Court did not rule out the possibility of a review when the 
legal validity of an amendment is contested. The Court based the possibility of reviewing the Tran-
sitional Provisions on the assumption that the leader of the country, by enacting the Fundamental 
Law, intended to create a stable and permanent constitutional system, defining the Fundamental 
Law’s scope, contents and structure. The Court ruled that based on the criteria deriving from the 
Fundamental Law, there may only be one single source of law at the apex of the hierarchy of legal 
sources. The Transitional Provisions disrupted this coherence, the Court argued, since the provisions 
seek to elevate multiple provisions to the apex, which are not built into the text of the Fundamental 
Law. It can cause uncertainty within the constitution in case the contents and scope of the Funda-
mental Law are obscure or may be defined in multiple ways. “The Fundamental Law obliges the 
Constitutional Court to examine all those laws that break up the internal unity of the legal system, 
in particular those that violate the unity of the Fundamental Law itself. Accordingly, it is not only 
a right but a constitutional obligation of the Constitutional Court to protect the Fundamental Law 
against any legislative decision that would hinder or deteriorate the enforcement of the provisions 
contained in the Fundamental Law, rendering its legal contents, scope and position in the hierarchy 
of the sources of law, as well as the contents of the Fundamental Law as a constitutional standard, 
uncertain. The Constitutional Court’s obligation to protect the Fundamental Law includes the duty 
to protect it as a single and unified document.” The Constitutional Court made it clear that, without 
that degree of incorporation, no new provision shall become part of the Fundamental Law. The 
majority reasoning of the decision left open the possibility to review the content of constitutional 
amendments regarding their compliance with “the substantial requirements, guarantees and values 
of democratic states under the rule of law” and check whether the amendments “create insoluble 
contradictions between the regulations of the Fundamental Law”.32 

By elaborating and applying the concept of the ‘incorporation order’ in its decision, the Con-
stitutional Court made it clear that it shall not accept the legislative circumvention of the Funda-
mental Law, so where the parliament (even with the same parliamentary majority that adopted 
the Fundamental Law) wishes to enact regulations evidently deviating from the actual content of 
the Fundamental Law, the Fundamental Law must be formally amended. With the adoption of the 
Fourth Amendment, the parliament acknowledged this concept, as it formally incorporated most of 
the Transitional Provisions into the Fundamental Law. On the other hand, by explicitly restricting the 
Court in its review of constitutional amendments (except from a procedural point of view), and by 
amending the Fundamental Law to include other legal provisions that the Constitutional Court had 
formerly judged unconstitutional, the parliament also clarified its position that its two-thirds major-
ity is the main constitutional power and it accepts no limits in exercising this right (thus, if it is of the 
view that the Court made the ‘wrong’ decision, it can overrule the Court’s decision by introducing 
the annulled provision into the body of the Fundamental Law).33 

32 Stumpf, op. cit.
33 As already mentioned, unlike the parliamentary majority in Hungary between 2010-2014, PiS in Poland is not a supermajority capable 
of changing the Constitution. So there has been no similar direct conflict between the constitution amending power and the Constitu-
tional Tribunal, political tensions have erupted in the constitutional system in a different way.
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Others considered the European Union’s criticism as an attack on Prime Minister Orbán be-
cause of his effort to re-politicize political matters and to enforce the mandate given to him by the 
majority of voters. This line of argument claimed that Orbán’s effort contradicted the main trend 
of European Union politics of turning political matters into legal problems, meaning that solving 
social problems should take place on the legal/judicial plane.34 However, it worth noting that the 
fundamental source of this political and constitutional problem is the fact that there is no sepa-
rate constitution-making and constitution-amending power in the Hungarian constitutional system, 
since both may be enacted by a two-thirds majority of all members of parliament. Moreover, there 
is no significant difference either between the single majority of votes required to form a govern-
ment (elect the prime minister) and the two-thirds majority. Hence, if a political party simply wins 
with a large margin at the general parliamentary elections (e.g. owing to poor performance of the 
previous government), it can easily become not only the governing majority, but at the same time 
also hold a constitutional majority, without any substantial or significant procedural restrictions. 
This means that the constitutional system in Hungary is structurally fragile and this is not a new fea-
ture introduced by the Fundamental Law; the same rule has applied since the democratic transition 
in 1989 (the difference is that no parliamentary majority had the power and/or the will to amend 
the constitution unilaterally before 2010). 

The constitutional structure of Poland seems to be somewhat more resilient. A bill to amend the 
Constitution must be adopted by the Sejm by a majority of at least two-thirds of votes with the pres-
ence of at least half of the statutory number of deputies, and by the Senate by an absolute majority 
of votes with the presence of at least half of the statutory number of Senators. If a bill to amend 
the Constitution relates to the provisions of the chapter on the fundamental rules of the Republic 
of Poland, the chapter on the freedoms, rights and obligations of persons and citizens, or the chap-
ter on the amendment of the constitution, holding a confirmatory referendum may be required by 
one-fifth of the statutory number of deputies; the Senate; or the President of the Republic [Article 
235 of the Constitution].

SEPARATION OF POWERS AND JUDICIAL INDEPENDENCE

“The Executive not only dispenses the honors, but holds the sword of the community. The legis-
lature not only commands the purse, but prescribes the rules by which the duties and rights of every 
citizen are to be regulated”35 and “[i]n republican government, the legislative authority necessarily 

34 Stumpf, op. cit.
35 Federalist No. 78
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predominates”36 – observe Hamilton and Madison. If this applies in a constitutional system with the 
classical separation of the three branches of government, it is all the more true in a parliamentary 
democracy, where the executive is elected by the legislative majority and is dependent on the con-
fidence of the latter. As Ekiert explains, “the fundamental problem of parliamentary democracies is 
the danger of the tyranny of the majority. The moment you have one more seat in the parliament 
than the opposition, you can basically do whatever you want”. The only check on the power of the 
parliamentary majority is the constitutional court and an independent judiciary. The moment the 
constitutional court is taken over by the parliamentary majority, its power is almost absolute.37 

Hamilton argues that “the complete independence of the courts of justice is peculiarly essential 
in a limited Constitution”, agreeing with Montesquieu that “there is no liberty, if the power of judg-
ing be not separated from the legislative and executive powers”, as liberty would “have everything 
to fear” from the judiciary’s siding with– or dependence from –either of the other branches of 
government. According to him, nothing can contribute so much to the authority and independence 
of the judiciary as permanency in office, this is therefore to be regarded as an indispensable ingredi-
ent in the constitution. As opposed to permanency, periodical appointments would pose a danger 
to the independence of judges, for “if the power of making them was committed either to the 
executive or legislature, there would be danger of an improper complaisance to the branch which 
possessed it; if to both, there would be an unwillingness to hazard the displeasure of either”.38 The 
same argument can be applied to contest the possibility to remove judges from office. 

In 2010 during the first phase of the constitution drafting process in Hungary, many experts sup-
ported the idea of turning from the centralized (European) model of constitutional jurisdiction to 
the decentralized (American) model. According to these experts, a system of constitutional protec-
tion should have been created where the Curia (Supreme Court of Hungary) takes the role of the 
Constitutional Court, and lower level courts would have become the primary institutions of funda-
mental rights protection. The creation of a separate administrative court system and administrative 
supreme court also came up. The governing majority feared that the abolition of the Constitutional 
Court would be interpreted by international observers as repealing democracy, and that ordinary 
courts of law were not prepared to dispense constitutional justice. Eventually, the parliamentary 
majority stopped short of engaging in the conflicts that would have come with the radical reform of 
constitutional protection and the judiciary, but many significant changes were made.39

On the one hand, the restriction of the competence of the Constitutional Court in financial mat-
ters and the abolition of the actio popularis; the modification of the nomination process of Consti-
tutional Court judges; raising their number to 15; transferring the right to elect the president of the 
Court from the members of the Court to the parliament resulted in an institution which – in view of 
its competences – became less able and – based on its composition – potentially less keen to serve 

36 Federalist No. 51
37 Ekiert, op. cit.
38 Federalist No. 78
39 Stumpf, op. cit.
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as a strong counterbalance to the parliament (and the incumbent parliamentary majority).40 How-
ever, based on the new ACC, once a member of the Constitutional Court is elected (even though not 
for permanent tenure, but) for twelve years, the judge may not be removed from office by either 
of the other branches of government, and may not be re-elected following the end of that tenure 
(thus gaining both formal independence and relief from the inclination to please any political force 
in order to be re-elected) [Articles 6(3) and 15-16 of ACC]. On the other hand, by creating the Curia, 
the parliament created the grounds for dismissing the president (and vice-presidents) of the former 
Supreme Court. At the same time, the new National Office for the Judiciary and its president, who is 
elected for nine years, took over the management of the judicial system (from the former National 
Council of Justice and its president). In 2011, the parliament also lowered the retirement age of 
judges serving at ordinary courts from 70 to 62-65 years, which would have forced many judges 
(typically holding senior positions) to unexpectedly and unwillingly retire within a year; but Con-
stitutional Court ruled this piece of legislation to be unconstitutional.41 As a result, apart from the 
dismissal of the few judicial leaders mentioned above (in connection with the reform of the central 
institutions of the judiciary), at the time the Fundamental Law entered into force in 2012, the vast 
majority of judicial offices remained unaffected by any significant structural reform. The Fundamen-
tal Law stipulates that judges shall be independent and only subordinated to the law; they shall not 
be given instructions as to their judicial activities, and may only be removed from office for the rea-
sons and in a procedure specified in a cardinal act (that is an act adopted with two-thirds majority) 
[Article 26(1)]. The cardinal act referred to does not provide institutional means for the legislative or 
the executive branch to interfere with judicial activities or to remove judges from office. 

Regarding judicial independence in Poland, experts paint a grimmer picture. According to Sledz-
inska-Simon, the entry into force of the recently adopted ‘three acts’ will potentially have serious 
consequences. “It is clear that the officially declared goal of improving the effectiveness of the judi-
ciary covers a less subtle objective to control the executive offices in ordinary courts and indirectly 
have influence on the administration of justice. […the] immediate effect would be the concentration 
of power in the hands of the Minister of Justice and the parliamentary majority (and, importantly, 
the limitation of some of the presidential prerogatives). By taking over the Supreme Court, the gov-
ernment would also gain influence over any question of the validity of elections and nationwide ref-
erenda. By appointing the First President of the Supreme Court, it would automatically decide the 
Chairperson in the Tribunal of the State adjudicating cases of constitutional offence.” She also adds 
that newly established “disciplinary chamber’s autonomous position vis-à-vis the First President of 
the Supreme Court makes it ripe for abuse by the Minister of Justice who, via his representative, 

40 In February 2015, the term of office of Constitutional Court President Peter Paczolay ended. In March and April 2016 the term of of-
fice of three other judges also ended, among them the then President, Barnabás Lenkovics. The vacancies at the Court were not filled 
between 2015 and April 2016, because the government parties had lost their two-thirds majority in the Parliament by then and no 
compromise could be made with the opposition parties on the candidates. After April 21, 2016 the CC kept operating with 11 members 
(instead of 15), and without an elected president. The president’s duties were exercised by the Vice President. After half a year of uncer-
tainty, the governing majority reached a compromise with an opposition party. The four vacancies were filled and the Vice President was 
elected President by a tripartisan two-thirds majority in Parliament. Since December 1, 2016 the membership of the Constitutional Court 
is complete, stable, and the legality of the institution’s operation is basically undisputed.
41 33/2012 (VII. 17.) ABH Constitutional Court Decision
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would have the power to initiate disciplinary proceedings against any judge”. The above mentioned 
legislative actions are supplemented by a “political campaign portraying the judiciary as the alleg-
edly most corrupt, and yet immune, social caste”.42 

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court Małgorzata Gersdorf, after the introduction of the (third) 
bill amending the Act on the National Council of Judiciary, dramatically declared that “the époque 
in which we relied on the principle that the democratic state is ruled by law, as expressed in Art. 2 
of the Constitution, has ended”.43 The former presidents of the Constitutional Tribunal published 
a joint statement in which they seriously condemn the act. According their opinion, the acts – if 
not de iure, but de facto modify the Constitution – providing discretionary power to the Minister 
of Justice to appoint court presidents, “which confers on the government the power of permanent 
tampering with judicial independence by establishing a corps of politically obedient judges”. This 
amendment, together with the composition of the National Council of the Judiciary, the dissolution 
of the current and the establishment of a ‘new’ Supreme Court “will eventually abolish the inde-
pendence and autonomy of the Polish judiciary from political institutions”. The former presidents 
of the Tribunal also highlight that the neutralization of the Constitutional Tribunal has made the ef-
fective constitutional review of statutes and their application impossible and leads to arbitrary and 
unconstitutional legal solutions.44 I would not add here further commentary.

THE ROLE OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURTS IN CRISIS

“In a society under the forms of which the stronger faction can readily unite and oppress the 
weaker, anarchy may as truly be said to reign as in a state of nature, where the weaker individual is 
not secured against the violence of the stronger”45 – warns the author of the Federalist against the 
potential grave consequences of the unrestricted power of the government controlled by a unified 
political majority. 

In my firm opinion, there is no democratic alternative to the rule of law, no effective governance 
may be carried out without stable constitutional foundations. If we sacrifice the values and consti-
tutional stability of the rule of law on the altar of ad hoc political interests, society as a whole will 

42 Sledzinska-Simon, op. cit.
43 Mikuli, Piotr: An Explicit Constitutional Change by Means of an Ordinary Statute? On a Bill Concerning the Reform of the National 
Council of the Judiciary in Poland, Int’l J. Const. L. Blog, Feb. 23, 2017, at: http://www.iconnectblog.com/2017/02/an-explicit-constitu-
tional-change-by-means-of-an-ordinary-statute-on-a-bill-concerning-the-reform-of-the-national-council-of-the-judiciary-in-poland
44 Steinbeis, Maximilian: Statement by the former presidents of the Constitutional Tribunal: Andrzej Rzepliński, Marek Safjan, Jerzy 
Stępień, Bohdan Zdziennicki and Andrzej Zoll, VerfBlog, 2017/7/13, http://verfassungsblog.de/statement-by-the-former-presidents-of-
the-constitutional-tribunal-andrzej-rzeplinski-marek-safjan-jerzy-stepien-bohdan-zdziennicki-and-andrzej-zoll/
45 Federalist No. 51
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have to pay the price and it is simply not worth it. In a democratic rule of law state, separation of 
powers must respond not to the question of who defeats whom, but to the substance of the system 
of constitutional responsibility which ultimately serves the common good. 

In the system of separation of powers, the constitutional requirement of cooperation must pre-
vail. The court(s) authorized to carry out constitutional review (hereafter: constitutional courts) 
in a parliamentary democracy bear a special responsibility as the only real counterbalance to the 
legislative and executive branch. The responsibility is even greater where the court faces a political 
majority in the legislation capable of amending the constitution (eg. parliamentary super majority), 
admitting, “that it would require an uncommon portion of fortitude in the judges to do their duty 
as faithful guardians of the Constitution, where legislative invasions of it had been instigated by the 
major voice of the community”.46

On the one hand, I propose that constitutional courts in situations of democratic crisis should 
exercise their competences to their limits to protect the constitutional foundations of the state such 
as the separation of the branches of government, in particular, the independence of the judiciary, 
and all those political rights and democratic institutions (freedom of speech, freedom of informa-
tion, fair electoral system, etc.) which enable the political system to self-correct in a democratic way 
(e.g. at the following elections). However, the constitutional courts should be careful not to elevate 
themselves above the constitution and the valid rules governing their competences and procedures 
– whatever valid cause they claim to defend -, because overstepping the limits would be contrary to 
the rule of law and detrimental to the culture of the rule of law and democracy (which may poten-
tially backfire at a later point in time). Moreover, judicial activism that violates the competences of 
other branches of government can serve as a means of direct (and willful) encroachment upon the 
democratic process.47 

Constitutional courts have the competence to rule on the constitutionality of the cases brought 
before the court and also have the constitutional – and moral – duty to strictly defend constitutional 
principles, rights and the system of checks and balances. But the constitutional courts have no com-
petence to render political decisions – especially to decide economic and social questions – in place 
of the democratically elected legislative branch, if the question is not sufficiently stipulated by the 
constitution itself. An important lesson from the recent constitutional history of Hungary, as Pokol 
warned in 1992, is that judicial activism – besides being justly criticized from the theoretical point 
of view of the separation of powers – “may lead to the point where major political forces consider 
cutting back constitutional jurisdiction, or, in a more radical move, completely abolishing it. Activism 

46 Federalist No. 78
47 As the recent case of the Supreme Court of Venezuela shows. The the government-dominated Supreme Court of Justice of Venezuela 
issued a ruling in which it stated that “in order to preserve the country’s rule of law” it felt forced to transfer to itself (“or to the entity 
that the Court decides”) all the powers enjoyed by Parliament, while – in a second ruling, issued the next day — it stripped the members 
of the National Assembly of their immunity. see more: Couso, Javier: Venezuela’s Recent Constitutional Crisis: Lessons to be Learned 
From a Failed Judicial Coup D’etat, Int’l J. Const. L. Blog, Apr. 12, 2017, at: http://www.iconnectblog.com/2017/04/venezuelas-recent-
constitutional-crisis-lessons-to-be-learned-from-a-failed-judicial-coup-detat-i-connect-column/
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is dangerous not only to the political system and parliamentarism, but to the institution of constitu-
tional jurisdiction itself”.48
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1. INTRODUCTION

On December 6, 2015 the citizens of Armenia approved a far-reaching constitutional reform 
by referendum. The new constitution formally provides more extended protection of fundamental 
rights and freedoms.2 In addition, it introduces a new institutional framework, whereby Armenia 
becomes a parliamentary democracy. Armenia is, therefore, going to be a case-study of importance, 
as it is one of the few democracies transitioning from a semi-presidential regime to a parliamentary 
regime (to my knowledge, another example in this sense is the Republic of Moldavia). Time and 

1 The article has been submitted for consideration to the journal in July 2017. It does not therefore reflect the changes that the Italian 
electoral law as undergone, following the decision no. 35/2017 of the Italian Constitutional Court, which partially struck it down.
2 The constitutional reform goes beyond the topic of the paper and it is not possible to go through it. However, as to fundamental rights 
enshrined in the new text, it can be argued that they are formulated in a more accurate fashion, in compliance with the most advanced, 
third-generation constitutions and with the recommendations of the Council of Europe (Venice Commission). A major criticism has 
however been done as far as the social and economic rights are concerned. Some scholars submitted that such rights were given a lower 
constitutional status for they are not be guaranteed now by the state, but merely protected (e.g., the right to housing). 
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constitutional jurisprudence will tell whether the Constitution will concretely be a “thrust for a new 
beginning”, as stated by Armenian President Serzh Sargsyan, or another tool in the hand of the gov-
ernment to further entrench its political power. 

The present paper aims to outline the basic features of the new Electoral Code, which was 
adopted by parliament on May 25, 2016. The constitution required, in fact, parliament to adopt a 
new code in a fairly short amount of time, that is by June 1, 2016. 

In framing the new electoral system the legislature expressly drew from the Italian electoral law 
no. 52/2015 (so-called Italicum). Therefore, the paper intends to examine, in turn, the Armenian 
Electoral Code and the Italian electoral law,3 providing. It further aims to engage in a comparative 
analysis between the Armenian and Italian electoral system to see how the original model has been 
interpreted and whether a legal transplant occurred. Finally, by outlining the structural similarities 
and differences between the two countries, the aim is to assess whether the reform can be suc-
cessful in striking a proper balance between representation and governmental stability, which is the 
declared purposes of the reform. 

2. THE ARMENIAN PARTY SYSTEM

Every republic in the former USSR, upon the collapse of the Soviet Union, enshrined in their 
declarations of independence (and/or in their constitutions) the basic principles of the democratic 
state, and the most important tools for their fulfillment, among which the separation of power and 
a multiparty system.4 A multiparty system stood sharply at odds with both democratic centralism 
and the leading role of the Communist Party of the Soviet era. Therefore, by enshrining a multiparty 
system, former Soviet republics, including Armenia,5 meant to transition to democracy, but the pri-
marily goal was to make a clear cut with the past.

By way of introduction, it can be submitted that at least two diverging trends have been ob-
served in the Armenian party system. However, their explanatory power can be better appreciated 
by considering their interaction with one another. 

3 The Italian Electoral law has undergone changes following the decision no. 35/2017 of the Italian Constitutional Court. However, these 
amendments will not be addressed. For purposes of making a comparison, suffice it to compare the Armenian law and the Italian law at 
the time it was used as a “source of inspiration.”
4 C. Filippini, ‘L’evoluzione costituzionale delle Repubbliche dell’ex URSS’, in S. Bartole - P. Grilli di Cortona (Eds.), Transizione e consolida-
mento democratico nell’Europa centro-orientale : èlites, istituzioni e partiti, Giappichelli, Torino 1998, pp. 93-95. 
5 The multiparty system of the Republic of Armenia is enshrined in Article 7 of the Constitution enacted in 1995, which read as follows: “A 
multi-party system is recognized in the Republic of Armenia. Parties are formed freely and assist in the formation and expression of the 
people’s political will. Their activity cannot contradict the Constitution and the laws, nor can their structure and way of working contradict 
the principles of democracy. Parties provide for the openness of their financial activity.”
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On the one hand, under the previous regime, Armenian political parties were heavily influenced 
by the super-presidential executive,6 in terms of limited pluralism. According to some scholars, 
among the aspects curtailing the development of most parties is the hostility they systematically 
face in the process of their consolidation. 

On the other hand, political groups could indeed benefit from a mixed electoral system. In par-
ticular, since the Proportional Representation system (PR) partially embraced by the electoral law 
granted a more favorable environment for parties to establish roots. This is even truer if one com-
pares it to the single-member district plurality system adopted in Kyrgyzstan and Ukraine,7 due to 
which parties faced major obstacles in gaining representation in parliament. 

As a consequence of those trends, Armenian opposition parties can be defined as being ‘poorly 
rooted,’ as opposed to parties that completely lack any form of consolidation (e.g., in Kyrgyzstan). 

From a diachronic perspective, Armenian political parties can be classified as historic parties, in-
dependence parties, and third generation parties.8 Amongst the first group is the Armenian Revolu-
tionary Federation (ADR), also known as ‘Dashnak,’ founded in Georgia in 1890 as a group a variety 
of movements striving for independence. Other parties also belong to this group, like Social Demo-
cratic Party and the Liberal Democratic Party, which, however, either no longer exist or gradually 
became extra-parliamentary forces. 

Independence parties were affected by the general ban on political activity issued during the 
communist period. The core of what is the main independence party, the Armenian National Move-
ment (ANM), is to be found in the leaders of the Karabakh Committee. The party played major 
role in achieving the independence of the country. The Republican Party, now the ruling party, the 
Democratic party of Armenia, and the National Democratic Union also belong to this group.9

Finally, the third generation parties emerged subsequent to the 1991 presidential election. 
Amongst the third generation parties, those currently represented in parliament are the Rule of 
Law Party (conservative, pro-European), Heritage (national-liberal), and Prosperous Armenia Party 
(social and liberal conservative).10

6 We refer here to the notion of superpresidentialism stipulated by Steven Fish: “An apparatus of executive power that dwarfs all other 
agencies in terms of size and the resources it consumes; a president who enjoys decree powers; a president who de jure or de facto 
controls most of the powers of the purse; a relatively toothless legislature that cannot repeal presidential decrees and that enjoys scant 
authority and/or resources to monitor the chief executive; provisions that render impeachment of the president virtually impossible; 
and a court system that is controlled wholly or mainly by the chief executive and that cannot in practice check presidential prerogatives 
or even abuse of power.” See: M. Steven Fish (2000), The Impact of the 1999–2000 Parliamentary and Presidential Elections on Political 
Party Development, paper presented at the 2000 meeting of the Midwest Political Science Association, Chicago, IL. 
7 J.T. Ishiyama - R. Kennedy, ‘Superpresidentialism and Political Party Development in Russia, Ukraine, Armenia and Kyrgyzstan’, Europe-
Asia Studies, Vol. 53, No. 8, 2001, pp. 1177-1191. 
8 J.C Baumgartner (Ed.), Party Politics in Armenia: A Primer, Occasional Paper, Center for Policy Analysis, American Univ. Armenia, 2002, 
pp. 2-6. 
9 The Republican Party, the Democratic party of Armenia, and the National Democratic Union gained respectively 52, 23 and 9 seats at 
the 1990 parliamentary elections. For a comprehensive overview of independence parties see: Ibidem, p. 7.
10 Other parties currently represented in Parliament are: the Republican Party (leading party with 69 seats), ANC and ARF (opposition 
parties).
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However, an ideology-based classification could provide a deeper understanding of the political 
landscape. One would then expect a classification that sorted parties based on their views. Such a 
classification, however, would actually explain very little about politics in Armenia since it would not 
consider what has been the major cleavage since independence: nationalism v. pacifism.11 Politics 
is deeply intertwined with foreign affairs, to the extent that foreign affairs can serve as a metonym 
for politics. Former Armenian President Levon Ter-Petrossian was defeated in 1998, after 7 years 
of uninterrupted presidency, over his pacifist approach to handling the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict; 
positions on granting dual citizenship to members of the diaspora, establishing political relationships 
with Turkey, and on leaning toward either Russia or the European Union are equally divisive matters. 

The main pacifist party in Armenia is the ANC, which, as previously seen, has almost disap-
peared from the public scene after Levon Ter-Petrossian’s defeat. The party’s foreign policy agenda 
includes a balanced approach toward all major international actors, namely the EU, Russia and USA, 
and a similarly cautious approach in normalizing bilateral relationships with Turkey;12 the leading 
Republican Party, the Prosperous Armenia Party13 – which was allegedly created by the Republican 
Party – and the Rule of Law party have somehow followed this path in their foreign policy agenda. 

On the opposite side of the spectrum are the parties with a deeply rooted feeling of national 
identity. First and foremost is the Armenian Revolutionary Federation (ARF), which, notwithstand-
ing its affiliation with the Socialist International since 1907, has held a firm stance on ceasing all re-
lationships with Turkey as long as Ankara does not recognize the Armenian genocide and supporting 
Nagorno-Karabakh in its quest for formal independence from Azerbaijan. 

It is also worth noting that Armenian political parties are not fully institutionalized; they devel-
oped around charismatic leaders instead of distinguishing themselves through a specific ideology. 
An observed trend is the creation of new political factions by former government officials who lost 
the elections or by leaders splitting away due to differing opinions on specific issues (for example, 
the Communist party split into six parties, and the National Democratic Union split into four).14 In 
addition, differences in policies are blurred so no clear difference exists between the right and left. 
This ideological weakness is counterbalanced by a strong sense of national identity, which cuts 
across the majority of groups. Moreover, in the end electoral competition, is more about “position-
ing for power15 than taking a position on issues”.16

11 G. Ter-Gabrielian, ‘Explaining Armenia: an Insider’s View’, Armenian News Network / Groong, 1998. Available at <www.groong.org/
ro/ro-19980207.html> [accessed: 1 June 2016].
12 EuFoA, Armenia 2012: An introduction to the political party landscape, 2012, p. 4. Available at: <www.eufoa.org/uploads/ArmeniaPo-
liticalPartyGuide.pdf> [accessed: 1 June 2016]. 
13 The firm support for the foreign policy of the government has lessened since former Foreign Minister Oskanian, known for being critic 
toward the RP, joined the party.
14 S. Nelson - B. Katulis, Armenia Political Party Assessment: Final Report, ARD inc. Report for the United States Agency for International 
Development, 2005, p. 16. Available at: <armenia.usembassy.gov/root/pdfs/political_assistance.pdf> [accessed: 2 June 2016].
15 Gagik Tsarukyan, Samvel Aleksanyan, Mher Sedrakyan are well-known millionaire businessmen. Also, the current Prime Minister Abra-
hamyan is a wine and brandy producer, and the owner of roughly 24 important companies as of now. See: A. Ishkanian, ‘Self-Determined 
Citizens? New Forms of Civic Activism and Citizenship in Armenia’, Europe-Asia Studies, Vol. 67, No. 8, 2015, 1213. 
16 Ibidem, p. 6.
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Another distinctive feature of the Armenian party system: attempts to modify the political land-
scape and reduce its fragmentation have been pursued through a policy of overt hostility toward 
opposition parties rather than through orthodox ways, such as a selective electoral system. An im-
portant exception to that general rule is the 5 percent threshold, which was ‘successful’ in drasti-
cally reducing the number of parties represented in parliament – due to the fact that many parties 
did not exceed the threshold or because they had no incentives in running as part of electoral blocs. 

But, most importantly, parties refrained from participating in the political contest due to the 
systematic hostility they faced in their process of consolidation. A major example for this is the ban 
on ARF issued in 1994 by then President Levon Ter-Petrossian, upheld by the Supreme Council17 and 
lifted only upon his defeat. Similarly, eight more parties, one bloc and 36 percent of candidates were 
banned in 1994 under a variety of – often specious – justifications.18

Other major obstacles in this sense have been electoral irregularities and frauds. If it is correct 
to say that elections are the traditional ‘acid test’ for democracy, then Armenia does not usually 
‘ace’ the test. Too often the electoral process ends up being marred by frauds. The short Republi-
can era has been characterized by elections deemed by NGOs and internationals observers to be 
non-compliant with international standards (probably with the sole exception of 2012 parliamen-
tary elections).19 Often, in the aftermath of the elections, a widespread sense of non-acceptance 
of electoral results arises, leading the country to the verge of a political crisis (2003 parliamentary 
elections,20 2005 and 2015 constitutional referenda are significant examples). Furthermore, voting 
lists are not always up-to-date (in that they include deceased or non-resident citizens); military vot-
ing, i.e. soldiers had to vote under the instructions of officers; ballot stuffing, discrepancies in the 
vote count were observed; the government apparatus is often exploited to channel votes to those 
in power (‘machine politics’); OSCE delegates even reported protocol tampering, reminiscent of the 
Stalin’s adage “it’s not who you vote for that matters, but who counts the votes”.21 There are few 
incentives for political groups to participate in the competition, due to its perceived unfairness, and 
to accept the so-called rules of the game.

Also, small disincentives, including the fee to participate in the race; the possibility to ‘buy’ ad-
ditional time in electronic media; the de facto uneven coverage of the candidates; and other issues 
have all been used with the intended purpose of discouraging participation. 

If one wants to sum up the current political landscape, the following conclusions might be drawn: 

17 The ban was upheld on the ground that the party violated the rules prohibiting membership of non-citizens and the leadership being 
based abroad. The ARF is in fact a diaspora party with several stable cells in countries with a significant Armenian population, where it 
conducts numerous political and cultural activities. 
18 I. Bremmer - C. Welt, ‘A Break with the Past? State and Economy in Post-communist Armenia’, Helsinki Monitor, Vol. 8, No. 1, 1997.
19 According to Freedom House, however, as it turned out, also 2012 elections were marred with fraud. See: A. Iskandaryan, ‘Armenia’, 
Nations in Transit, Freedom House report, 2013. Available at the following URL: <www.freedomhouse.org/report/nations-transit/2013/
armenia#.VaZpOk1OW72> [accessed: 15 June 2016].
20 OSCE/ODIHR, Final Report on Presidential Elections in Armenia1, 18 April 2003. Available at: <www.osce.org/odihr/elections/
armenia/14054?download=true>. [accessed: 4 Feb. 2016].
21 E. Herzig, The New Caucasus: Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia, Royal Institute of International Affairs, London, 1999, p. 33.
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i.  Parties are ideologically weak and poorly institutionalized; 

ii. A focus on past rather than present exists, and nationalism weighs more than the political 
stance on internal issues within the overall (pseudo)ideology of a party; 

iii. Parties are led by autocratic leaders focusing on either preserving or gaining positions of 
power; 

iv. Electoral manipulations and systematic hostility toward opposition parties demonstrate an 
insufficient acceptance of pluralism and basic principles of democracy.22

3. THE NEW ELECTORAL CODE

Before going through the elements of the new Electoral Code, it is useful to briefly outline how 
Armenian electoral laws have developed over time. The last parliamentary elections held under the 
Soviet regime was pure single-member district plurality voting (SMDP), with candidates competing 
in 260 single-member districts. In 1995 the first elections after independence were held. A newly 
adopted electoral law provided for a mixed system: 40 deputies out of 190 were elected through 
proportional representation (PR) from the national party list, and the remaining seats were allo-
cated through SMDP, in so far as the candidate had to obtain the most votes and the total had to be 
equal or more than 25 percent of valid votes cast (VVC). In addition, the law called for a 5 percent 
threshold. The 1999 elections were held under a slightly different system: 75 seats out of 131 were 
assigned through the SMDP system and the remaining 56 through PR (with the 5 percent threshold 
still in force). The new system was intended to be less selective, as shown by the moderate shift 
toward proportional representation.

Another electoral reform occurred in 2011. Under Article 103 of the 2011 Electoral Code: 

“90 deputies shall be elected under the proportional electoral system from one multi-man-
date constituency …, from among candidates for deputies nominated by political parties (alli-
ance of political parties) in the electoral lists. 41 deputies shall be elected under the majoritar-
ian electoral system: one deputy shall be elected per constituency”. 

Despite some differences in the number of seats falling under the PR or the SMDP systems, the 
Armenian electoral systems have therefore always been mixed in nature.

22 According to Nelson and Katulis, many of such features are a legacy of the Soviet system. See: S. Nelson - B. Katulis, Armenia Political 
Party Assessment, supra note 12, p. 21.
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The recently enacted constitution called for a new Electoral Code to be adopted by June 1, 2016. 
Article 89 of the constitution contains only the main principles and sketched elements on the func-
tioning of the electoral system: 

“The National Assembly shall be elected by a proportional electoral contest. The Electoral 
Code shall guarantee the formation of a stable parliamentary majority. If no stable parliamenta-
ry majority is formed as a result of the election or by building a political coalition, then a second 
round of the election may be held. In case a second round is held, it shall be allowed to form 
new alliances. The restrictions, conditions and procedure of forming a political coalition shall be 
prescribed by the Electoral Code”.

In other words, the Article states that the electoral law for the National Assembly shall be pro-
portional in essence, and (indeed, ‘but’) at the same time it shall be able to guarantee a stable 
parliamentary majority. The statement is one of a mixed nature: while the first proposition refers 
to a general electoral formula (PR), the second proposition refers to specific effects – and in a sense 
to a specific outcome – that ought to derive from the enacted system. Furthermore, it is not clear 
what the stability requirement means in terms of numbers of votes or electoral seats: leaving ‘sta-
ble parliamentary majority’ undefined is a voluntary choice made by the drafters pursuant to the 
recommendations of the Council of Europe (Venice Commission), in order not to overly inhibit the 
functioning of the electoral system.23

According to the wording of the Article, if no ‘stable parliamentary majority’ is achieved, either 
as a result of the vote or of political bargain, then a second round of vote may be held. Interestingly 
enough, the use of the verb ‘may’ in place of ‘shall’ seems to declassify the ‘stable parliamentary 
majority’ to a merely preferable, and thus renounceable, end to achieve. It then references the 
Electoral Code as the proper source to set out restrictions, conditions and the formal procedure of 
forming a political coalition. 

Although the Italian model has been expressly taken as a benchmark, Article 89 does not seem 
to demand but only to permit the introduction of some peculiar aspects of Italicum (e.g., a second 
round for coalitions is a sharp deviation from the Italian system, where it is confined to sole parties). 
Some concerns regarding the import of the Italian law were expressed by the Venice Commission, 
according to which “[t]his system has been adopted after a rather long period of instability and with 
the aim of finding a better balance between governability and representation. This system is the 

23 Venice Commission, First Opinion on the Draft Amendments to the Constitution (Chapters 1 to 7 and 10) of the Republic of Armenia 
(Opinion n° 757/2014), 2015, para. 80, p. 14, <www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2015)037-e> [ac-
cessed: 22 Feb. 2015]. The mentioned paragraph reads as follows: “This is why the Venice Commission rapporteurs had recommended 
enshrining in the Constitution only the main principles of the electoral system, in order to ensure the necessary flexibility in the future 
development of that system. Many details have thus been removed from Article 89. Yet, the possibility of a second round between the 
two most voted parties of alliances is mentioned, which gives a binding framework for the adoption of a certain type of proportional 
electoral system. In reality, the electoral system is thus enshrined to a large extent in the Constitution. Paragraph 4 of Article 89 should 
be removed; the possibility of a second round should be regulated in the Electoral Code.”
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fruit of a long experience. It is not necessarily transferrable to a country which is making the choice 
of a parliamentary system and will experiment it for the first time”.24

To sum up, Armenia will transition from a mixed system to a mainly proportional one, which is a 
two-tier system with candidate lists at the national constituency level, and at the district level (13).25 
Districts tend to correspond to provinces (marzes), except for two marzes which are joined into one 
district and the city of Yerevan, which is made up of 4 constituencies. 

The electoral system combines the closed list system with a preferential list system. The ballot is 
composed of two pages: on the first page one has to indicate the chosen party (or coalition), while 
on the second page one may indicate a district candidate (not mandatory). The Code provides that 
a candidate’s name shall be present on both pages of the electoral ballot.

The share of valid votes received by each party is calculated at the national level through the 
largest remainders method, after having aggregated the votes gained within the districts. At this 
stage, it is determined which parties meet or exceeded the national minimum threshold of 5 per-
cent of VVC (7 percent for coalitions). 

Following that step, the national share of votes is split into two parts. 50 percent of mandates 
gained by each party is assigned from the party list, where seats are filled based on the order of 
the names of the list, starting from the top. The other 50 percent of mandates is allocated in a pro-
portional manner to the district lists, through the D’Hondt method: the aggregated national share 
is now disaggregated to calculate how many seats are to be allocated to each district and votes are 
counted in order to select the candidates. Seats here are filled according to the number of votes 
each candidate receives. As the Code provides that a candidate shall be present on both the na-
tional and district list, once a candidate is elected as a district candidate, he/she is then removed 
from the national list.26

The Code then provides for a second round system (or ‘ballotage’). The second round is not 
necessary when: 

i.  A party or coalition has obtained a majority of seats, i.e. 53 seats out of 105 (101 is the 
minimum set out by the constitution, plus 4 reserved seats for national minorities). In this case, the 
distribution of seats occurs pursuant to the previously seen sequence. 

ii. A coalition is formed after the elections and within 6 days from the announcement of the 
official results, provided that coalition is able to reach the majority of seats according to the pre-
liminary distribution (53 seats), and that parties come to an agreement as to the candidate or Prime 
Minister.

24 Ibidem, para. 79, p. 14, <www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2015)037-e> [accessed: 22 Feb. 
2015].
25 Venice Commission, Armenia: Preliminary Joint Opinion on the Draft Electoral Code as of 18 April 2016, 2016, para. 33, p. 10, <www.
venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-PI(2016)004-e> [accessed: 2 June 2016].
26 See: Article 100, para. 1 of the Armenian Electoral Code.
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In both cases (under i. and ii.) if the party (or alliance) or post-electoral coalition obtain the 
majority of seats but less than 54 percent of mandates, additional seats will be distributed; Article 
96, para. 1 of the Code notes that when a political party or alliance obtains a majority of VVC but 
less than 54 percent, it shall be given as many additional seats as necessary to reach 54 percent. 
In a similar vein, under Article 97, para. 3 of the Code, when a post-electoral coalition reaching the 
majority of VVC is formed, additional mandates shall be distributed among coalition member par-
ties (or alliances) “in proportion with the number of ballot papers with affirmative vote cast in favor 
of each of them”. 

If no party or coalition obtains the majority of seats, and no coalition able to reach it is formed 
within 6 days, then a second round of elections is held, pursuant to Article 98 of the Code. Only the 
two forces (either parties or alliances) gaining the highest share of votes are allowed to compete 
in the second round. However, where two political parties (or alliances), having received the maxi-
mum number of VVC (that is the two forces supposed to run in the second round), form an alliance 
together, the ‘next’ political party (or alliance)27 competes against the newly formed alliance in the 
second round. 

4. A CRITICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE NEW ELECTORAL CODE

The Minister of Justice of Armenia requested on February 2016 the Venice Commission and 
OSCE to issue an opinion on the draft Code. After reviewing the code, the Commission and the OSCE 
expressed certain concerns about the exportability of the Italian model, as mentioned above. The 
opinion also reiterates the bias of the European institutions for a proportional system as the only 
electoral system able to create a representative parliament. Therefore, “[a]ny modification to this 
goal should be implemented with care and out of clear needs”.28 Ultimately, the complex electoral 
system enacted by Armenia seems to deviate substantially from a purely proportional system in 
order to achieve a stable parliamentary majority, resulting, in the words of the Commission, in an 
“unusual system”. 

As to the specific provisions of the new Code, the criticism of the Commission and OSCE is 
three-fold. First, it is not clear that there should be a different and higher threshold for pre-election 
coalitions (7 percent in lieu of 5 percent), as pre-election alliances might prove more stable and 
cooperative (and in turn give its contribution to a stable government). However, the Electoral Code 

27 The ‘next’ political party or alliance means “the next political party (alliance of political parties) with the maximum number of ballot 
papers with affirmative vote, having received the maximum number of ballot papers with affirmative vote and not included in the new 
alliance”. See: Article 98, para. 3 of the Armenian Electoral Code. 
28 Venice Commission, Armenia: Preliminary Joint Opinion on the Draft Electoral Code, supra note 23, para. 25, p. 8.
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issued on 25 May confirms such a different threshold for parties and political alliances. It is worth 
noting that it is also not obvious that a coalition might contribute to forming a stable political ma-
jority. The Italian case is illustrative in this sense: where no qualitative restrictions are provided for 
a coalition to be formed, it is very likely that the alliance will turn out to be an obstacle rather than 
an asset in forming a coalitional government. A criticism which seems more appropriate is, instead, 
that no threshold for parties belonging to the coalition is provided (the 7 percent threshold applies 
to the sole coalition). That implies that any party, regardless of its popular support, can potentially 
gain access to the parliament, which is not a desirable outcome if the aim is to reduce the alleged 
fragmentation of the party-system. 

Another criticism was that the three-days deadline (provided in the draft Electoral Code of 18 
April 2016) for arranging new coalitions upon the first round is too short. Since a post-electoral 
coalition can contribute to forming a stable government, “[t]he … possibility must be given a reason-
able chance”.29 The drafters seem to have accepted this recommendation, as the new deadline for 
submitting to the Electoral Commission a newly formed coalition is 6 days – instead of 3 days – from 
the announcement of electoral results.

Also, under Article 97, para. 1 of the Code, the post-electoral coalitions can be formed with 
two more parties or political alliances. Such a quantitative restriction on coalition building appears 
unreasonable to the Council of Europe in so much as it lacks a clear justification. However, this 
provision too has been confirmed. The quantitative restriction can also be criticized under another 
point of view: if a coalition can be formed both with parties and coalitions, it is rather unreasonable 
than one can make an alliance with two coalitions – if we assume that each coalition contains two 
parties, eventually it will have four allies – and, on the contrary, cannot enter into an alliance with 
three parties (running all alone).

The most difficult task is to comprehend why the ruling party decided to create this particular 
type of electoral system. The new system appears to strongly encourage coalitions. The statement is 
also supported by the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE), according to which 
the introduction of the new system could potentially reward parties willing to co-operate and form 
political coalitions.30 In turn, this could counterbalance the “zero-sum mentality” characterizing the 
Armenia’s political environment.

A tentative reason might then be found in the increasing isolation faced by the leading political 
party, the Republican Party of Armenia, over the last few years. Coalitions proved not stable, and 
often parties decided to withdraw their political support for the Republican Party and to abandon 
the government coalition (still, abandonment did not result in a lethal threat to the government 
majority).31 Two major examples can be the withdrawal of ARF after the Sarkisian’s rapprochement 

29 Ibidem, para. 29, p. 9.
30 ‘Armenia monitors encourage all political forces to seek consensus on new election code’, Council of Europe, 23 May 2016. Available 
at: <www.coe.int/en/web/yerevan/news> [accessed: 15 June 2016].
31 See: L. Fuller, ‘Armenian Opposition Launches New Wave Of Protests’, Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, 28 September 2014. Available 
at: <www.rferl.org/content/caucasus-report-armenia-opposition-protests/26610291.html> [accessed: 15 June 2016].
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with Turkey and the normalization of bilateral relations in 2008 and 2009. Also, it is worth recall-
ing the increasing disaffection of a traditional pro-government party, Prosperous Armenia, toward 
the policies of the Republican Party, which climaxed with the formation of the opposition Quartet 
(made up by ARF, Prosperous Armenia, ANC, and Heritage) in 2014. 

This leads us to another issue, which is the declared goal of stability. The positive bias toward 
stability does not seem to fit the Armenian political context. To my knowledge, the current leading 
party, the Republican Party, has been in power since 1999, when it first won the election running 
within the Unity Bloc. Since then, governments proved rather stable with a few exceptions, includ-
ing the previously noted formation of an opposition bloc in 2014 (so-called opposition Quartet), to 
which former members of the majority coalition took part. However, this case is not fully illustra-
tive. The opposition Quartet was lately dissolved as a consequence of serious threats of executive 
actions against its members, made by the ruling elites. Stability, therefore, does not seem to be an 
urgent exigency in Armenia.

Another tentative answer might be, then, the international prestige deriving from the adoption 
of a proportional representation system. As the current political landscape pivots on a leading politi-
cal party and a few satellites parties opting in and out the leading coalition, such a system is likely 
to guarantee a broader representation of opposition parties. Let me further clarify this. Regardless 
of the desired outcome, the new system is essentially proportional: the national share of votes for 
each party is the basis on which seats are granted. The district level is not relevant per se; it is at the 
national level that the share is calculated and then distributed throughout the districts. More im-
portantly, districts, as a matter of electoral history in Armenia, were likely to favor big political par-
ties.32 The latest parliamentary elections are illustrative in this sense: the RP won 29 district seats, 
Prosperous Armenia 9 district seats and only one seat was allocated to Rule of Law (an opposition 
party). Inevitably, this will change. Transitioning from a mixed system to a mainly proportional one 
virtually means broader representation for smaller parties, as there is no such thing as the ‘all or 
nothing’ outcome typical of majoritarian systems. The second round and the ‘stable parliamentary 
majority’ requirement are major deviations from a pure proportional representation, and still the 
new system will presumably grant broader representation to parties, compared to the past. The 
crucial question is then whether the ‘all or nothing’ outcome will be resumed through the second 
round. Again, there are major reasons to doubt it. If one has to stick with the wording of the Code, 
there are reasons to believe that few second rounds are going to be held in Armenia. On the contra-
ry, if one intends to emphasize the current political dynamics, one of the possible scenarios would 
be a further entrenchment of the political power of the leading party. The Republican Party has, in 
fact, sufficient electoral and political leverage to obtain an absolute majority of seats, at least at the 
end of the second round of elections. Under this perspective, the second round would be a tool in 
the hand of a party with a plurality vote to achieve a wide parliamentary majority and to govern all 
alone. However, our duty is to understand the law, not to make complex predictions.

32 Single member districts were likely to favor big parties because the regional or local parties are not deeply rooted or, at least, they have 
a fairly small chance to win against a nationwide strong political party (as opposite to what occurs in Spain).
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5. THE ITALIAN ELECTORAL LAW33

In framing the new electoral system the legislature has drawn from the Italian Electoral Law no. 
52 of 6 May 2015 (so-called Italicum). Information about the Italian system was spread to Armenia 
at a 2015 conference in Yerevan in 2015, where prominent scholars Stefano Ceccanti and Carlo 
Fusaro were invited with an aim to provide a deeper knowledge on the Italian substantive law, and 
by referencing multiple times the Italian model in the report on the electoral reform submitted to 
the Venice Commission.34

The Italian law aims to combine elements of the proportional system, in order to achieve a 
broader representation of parties, and elements of a majoritarian system, to foster stability in gov-
ernment. The option for a majoritarian system, according to Duverger’s ‘prophecy’,35 would yield 
both mechanical and psychological effects, which would, in turn, favor a trend towards a two-party 
system – and reduce the typical fragmentation stemming from a multi-party system.

The Italian law no. 52/2015 needs to be read within the context of the reform of the Italian par-
liamentary bicameralism. It does provide for an electoral law concerning the Chamber of Deputies, 
while it assumes that the Senate will no longer be an elective chamber.36 The law has an “essentially 
proportional soul”,37 subsequently mitigated by the provision of a second-round, yielding majoritar-
ian effects. 

The basic features thereon are the following: a PR, with the provision of a majority bonus sys-
tem (MBS) in favor of the winning party; a prohibition of coalitions among parties; a combination 
of a preferential list system with the closed list system, as far as the top candidate on the electoral 
list is concerned; finally, the allocation of seats within small-size local constituencies (from three to 
nine seats for each constituency).

There are three territorial levels with three different functions: national constituency; regional 
constituencies (20); territorial (intraregional) constituencies38 (100).Parties present their list of can-

33 See supra notes 1 and 3.
34 M. Mazza - C. Filippini, ‘Tendenze del costituzionalismo eurasiatico post-sovietico: il caso armeno’, DPCEonline, no. 4, 2015, p. 17; see 
also: Venice Commission, First Opinion on the Draft Amendments to the Constitution (Chapters 1 to 7 and 10), supra note 21, para. 79, p. 
14, <www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2015)037-e> [accessed: 22 Feb. 2016].
35 M. Duverger, Political parties: Their organization and activity in the modern state, John Wiley, New York, 1963 (Original work published 
1954).
36 The accuracy of the assumption will be determined in October 2016, when the confirmatory popular referendum on the constitutional 
reform will be held. For a comment on the constitutional reform see F. Clementi, ‘Italian constitutional reforms: Towards a stable and effi-
cient government’, Constitutionnet, 23 June 2016. Available at: <www.constitutionnet.org/news/italian-constitutional-reforms-towards-
stable-and-efficient-government> [accessed: 25 June 2016].
37 E. Mostacci, ‘Perseverare autem Italicum, Rappresentanza e sistema politico all’indomani della legge 52/2015’, Rivista AIC, n. 4, 2015, 
p. 2.
38 Territorial constituencies are the so-called ‘collegi plurinominali,’ that can be transliterated as multi-member districts. Although ‘col-
legio’ (district) is usually associated with the notion of single-member district, it here refers to a multi-member constituency. See: Art. 1, 
para. 2, Presidential Decree no. 361/1957, as modified by Art. 2, para. 1 of Law no. 52/2015.
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didates in the territorial constituencies, but the general allocation of mandates occurs at the na-
tional level. The first step is to calculate the share that each list attained at the national level through 
the Hare quota and the largest remainder method, provided that the party exceeds the minimum 
threshold of 3 percent of VVC. Then such share is disaggregated and distributed first at the regional 
level and then at the territorial level. The last step leads to identifying elected candidates, which 
will be first the top candidate on the electoral list and then the candidates with the highest number 
of votes. 

There will be two roads left open, depending on whether the winning party reaches a 40 per-
cent share of VVC: 

i.  In case it reaches the 40 percent share, the party will immediately benefit from the majority 
bonus system (MBS), obtaining 340 mandates (54 percent of the mandates); the remaining seats 
are then allocated to parties exceeding the 3 percent threshold (see supra); 

ii. In case it does not reach the 40 percent share of VVC, a second round is held. 

The two main innovations of the legislative reform are the provision for a minimum threshold 
to assign MBS, and a second round of elections in case the winning party does not reach the 40 
percent share. Both requisites were introduced to comply with decision no. 1/2014 of the Consti-
tutional Court.39 This is a landmark decision in which the Court found the previous electoral Law 
(no. 270/2005) unconstitutional. Concerns expressed therein, through a composite reasoning which 
cannot be thoroughly analyzed here, rested on the ground that the previous law would unreason-
ably sacrifice the representativeness of the parliament. The minimum 40 percent threshold makes 
the MBS much more acceptable, as it waives the electoral results to a reasonable extent40 – under 
the previous system, the winning party could have obtained the bonus with any percentage, e.g., 
20 percent of VVC.

As to the second round, the law identifies it as a run-off second ballot. Second rounds typically 
serve the purpose of enabling voters to adjust their preferences, by allowing a free ‘vote of con-
science’ in the first round, and a strategic vote in the second ballot. Though the principal example 
of the second ballot in comparative perspective is to be found in France, there are major differences 
with the electoral law of the French National Assembly. There – for obvious reasons – the second 
round is open to candidates (not parties) reaching the 12.5 percent of voters on the electoral roll; 
furthermore, the candidates are allowed to enter into arrangements and alliances with other par-
ties, or to stipulate a sort of a non-compete clause; the fundamental distinction is, however, the 
plurality nature of the second ballot, to which multiple candidates can potentially access. On the 
contrary, agreements and alliances of any kind are forbidden in Italy, and the two parties (not even 
coalitions) with the higher share of votes are requested to compete on their own.41 This is congru-

39 E. Mostacci, ‘Perseverare autem Italicum’,supra note 34, p. 11.
40 T.E. Frosini, ‘Rappresentanza + governabilità = Italicum’, confronticostituzionali.eu, 12 May 2015.
41 Referring to parties in lieu of coalitions serves also a utilitarian purpose, if one considers that the bonus is not divisible. See E. Mostacci, 
‘Perseverare autem Italicum’,supra note 34, p. 13.
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ous with the run-off nature of the Italian second round, where only two parties can compete and 
whatever alliance can occur at a merely ‘unofficial’ level (i.e. open electoral support in favor of one 
of the running parties). As third parties are not allowed to play the game, their electoral behavior 
can politically – but not legally – affect the contest.

Finally – again for obvious reasons – votes cast in the first ballot are anything but lost in Italy: 
they will have a double significance, in that they will be the basis for allocating seats to the defeated 
parties and also for the territorial distribution of seats to the winning party. The foregoing system 
cannot apply to France, where candidates compete in single-member districts. In view of this fact, 
they can either win or lose.

Although a ballotage for parties (instead of candidates) is deemed by some scholars to be 
eccentric,42 it is still true that examples in comparative perspective do exist. In particular, a second 
round for parties is in force in Mexico; South Korea; San Marino; at the municipal, departmental 
and regional level in France; and at the municipal level in Italy.43 Nonetheless, a main criticism of 
the current system lies on the grounds that granting the bonus to a party in lieu of a coalition yields 
broader majoritarian effects.44

It also assumes that the party system is a fundamentally two-party system,45 which is not the 
case in Italy – at least not at present. For example, unlike the United States – the quintessentially 
two-party system – over the course of 12 years (1993-2005) Italy s never had two parties reach 30 
percent of votes.46 The 2008 elections gave the illusory impression that the party system was slowly 
heading toward a two-party system – with the Democratic Party and the People for Liberty reaching 
respectively around 33 and 38 percent of VVC. A dramatic change occurred in the 2012 elections, 
where, again, no party went beyond the 30 percent share of votes (25 percent indeed).

Coalitions under the previous Electoral Law no. 270/2005 drew many criticisms for they could 
be formed without restrictions – e.g., affinity between the ideologies of the political parties enter-
ing into it – but by means of a mere declaration.47 That brought about three major problems. First, 
political alliances were often too fragile since political parties were induced to emphasize differ-
ences throughout the campaign in order to gather as many votes as they could, and to grasp the 
heterogeneous needs and interests of the voters. Votes gained by each party were simply summed 
up and then seats assigned proportionally. A viable alternative is, for example, the provision for 
common candidates within districts for each coalition, as was the case under the so-called Matta-
rellum system (Electoral Laws no. 276/1993 and 277/1993).

42 M. Volpi, ‘Italicum: un sistema anomalo e antidemocratico’, costituzionalismo.it, n. 1, 2015.
43 C. Fusaro, ‘Del rifiuto di rafforzare la governabilità per via elettorale’, Quaderni costituzionali, n. 3, 2015, p. 734.
44 On similar grounds, some scholars feared, under the previous system (Law no. 270/2005), that a referendum aimed to abrogate the 
rule granting the prize to coalitions would pass. The referendum would have had as a consequence that the prize be given to parties. 
Therefore, there would have been a higher deviation between the percentage of votes and the number of attained seats. See: M. Volpi, 
‘Considerazioni conclusive’, in M. Oliviero - M. Volpi (Eds.), Sistemi elettorali e democrazie, Giappichelli, Torino, 2007, p. 413.
45 A. Rauti, ‘L’italicum fra “liturgia” elettorale e prove di bipartitismo’, Rivista AIC, n. 2, 2015, pp. 3-4. 
46 M. Volpi, ‘Considerazioni conclusive’, supra note 41, p. 412.
47 See: Article 14 bis, para. 1, Presidential Decree no. 361/1957, added by Article 1, para. 5, of Law no. 270/2005.
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Also, they turned out to be deceptive of the voters’ will in that a vote for a specific party was 
also meant to show a favor for the ruling coalition, which was composed of parties bearing no re-
semblance to each other.48 Finally, the electoral success depended more upon political bargaining 
and political virtuosity in forming alliances than upon the actual exercise of suffrage.

6. READING THE CASE OF ITALY AND ARMENIA IN A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE

Major differences exist between the two electoral systems. The first apparent difference is the 
positive bias toward coalitions in Armenia. Coalitions are allowed to be formed at any of the follow-
ing three stages: prior to the elections; after the elections, in order to avoid a runoff; and during the 
runoff, should a runoff be necessary. Coalitions are a powerful tool to avoid the second round of 
elections, and the power to form coalitions is almost unfettered. There is no qualitative restriction 
in forming alliances, as they can even consist of the two parties gaining the highest share of affirma-
tive votes in the first round. The sole restriction provided is a quantitative one: the post-electoral 
alliance formed to avoid the ballotage can consist of a maximum two additional political parties (or 
alliances) having passed the electoral thresholds. That basically means that one cannot avoid the 
second round if the political landscape is too fragmented (by unduly expanding the coalition). On 
the contrary, there is an explicit ban on forming coalitions in the second round in Italy. 

Such a positive bias toward coalitions makes almost unlikely that a second round is held, either 
because the party/alliance reaches absolute majority, or due to bargaining. Even when the parties 
(or coalitions) are unable to reach the majority of seats and the second round is held, again, it seems 
that the electoral result will depend much more upon political bargaining than suffrage. Political 
actors are given so many opportunities to gather and make and break alliances that it is predictable 
that they will not miss such opportunities, exposing themselves to the risk of running on their own 
(either in the first o second round). There is not even an incentive to run at all in a second round: 
why gambling when the other fellows are using a loaded dice? It is against this backdrop than one 
has to read the Armenian context. This being the case, the Italian system, i.e. a multiparty system 
with the utmost chance of holding a second round, seems to differ enormously from the Armenian 
system both formally and substantially (as for its concrete functioning).

Also, a lower threshold is provided in Italy (3 percent), in order to mitigate the majoritarian ef-
fects of the MBS; the closed list systems applies only to the top candidate of the list, whereas other 
candidates are chosen through a preferential vote; no distinction between the national list and 

48 E. Mostacci, ‘Il proporzionale con premio di maggioranza, tra omissioni costituzionali e disfunzioni della rappresentanza politica’, Giu-
risprudenza costituzionale, n. 6, 2014, p. 31 ff.
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district list exist, as the Italian voter will not find a ‘second page’ with candidates other than the 
national list.

A comparison between the two systems seems to indicate that the Armenian electoral law has, 
either consciously or unconsciously, deviated from the Italian model. However, for a more accurate 
prediction on the implementation of the law, one has to take a look at the systemic, structural simi-
larities and differences between the two countries. 

With decision no. 1/2014 the Italian Constitutional Court has actively guided the transition to 
the new electoral system49 by setting out principles to balance and criteria to meet in order to avoid 
a declaration of unconstitutionality. Such a decision came after a long dialogue with the parliament. 
Given the broad discretion that the legislature enjoys in framing the national electoral system, the 
dialogue took the shape of a weak-form of judicial scrutiny. Starting from 2008, the Court issued 
two formal warnings on the incompatibility of certain aspects of the new electoral system (Law no. 
270/2005) with the Constitution.50 Therefore, decision no. 1/2014 does not exist in a vacuum; it is 
rather to be read within the broader context of a long term discussion in which the two constitu-
tional branches engaged – which merely reached its peak in 2014.

It is widespread knowledge among constitutional scholars that governability and speed in 
the law-making process as aims, within the logic of a proportional representation system, can be 
achieved only to the extent that there is the least possible sacrifice of other constitutionally protect-
ed values and interests.51 The Italian electoral law is, therefore, constrained – both upstream and 
downstream – by judicial review, in the sense that such a decision has guided the drafting process of 
the electoral law and will eventually be a fundamental parameter in reviewing the constitutionality 
of the law. 

The foregoing assertion does not apply to Armenia. The ‘horizontal accountability’ remains an 
issue in Armenia. Inter-institutional checks and balances, though enshrined in the post-independ-
ence constitutions, performed poorly, all things considered. The Armenian Constitutional Court and 
the judicial courts proved deferential52 toward the legislative and executive power. This is probably 
a leitmotif in post-Soviet countries.53 Particularly, the trend has been more apparent in times of in-
stitutional stability, where there was a reasonable expectation that the incumbent presidents would 
remain in office.54

49 For a general overview of the decision, see E. Longo, A. Pin, Don’t Waste Your Vote (Again!). The Italian Constitutional Court’s Decision 
on Election Laws: An Episode of Strict Comparative Scrutiny, ICON•S Working Paper – Conference Proceedings Series 1, no. 10/2015. Avail-
able at:<http://irpa-c02.kxcdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/ICON-S-WP-10-2015-Longo-and-Pin.pdf>[accessed: 14 June 2016].
50 F. Duranti, ‘Constitutional Dialogues on Electoral Law’, Comparative Law Review, Vol. 6, No. 1, 2015, p. 3 ff.
51 E. Rossi, ‘Storia di un “falso”? L’Italicum e la “governabilità”’, Quaderni costituzionali, n. 3, 2015, p. 749. 
52 K.E. Bravo, ‘Smoke, Mirrors and the Joker in the Pack: On Transitioning to Democracy and the Rule of Law in Post-Soviet Armenia’, 
Houston Journal of International Law, Vol. 29, No. 3, 2007, pp. 489-580.
53 R. Di Quirico, La democratizzazione tradita. Regimi ibridi e autoritarismi nei paesi ex-sovietici, Il Mulino, Bologna, 2013, p. 170 ff. 
54 A. Mazmanyan, ‘Constrained, Pragmatic, Pro-democratic: Appraising Constitutional Review Courts in Post-Soviet Politics’, Communist 
& Post-Communist Stud., Vol. 43, No. 4, 2010, pp. 409-423.
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According to a definition lately adopted by Russian authorities, Armenia, as many post-Soviet 
countries endowed with a seeming institutional pluralism, is a “managed democracy”55 (uprav-
lyayemaya demokratiya). The definition alludes to the fact that, notwithstanding a hint of de jure 
pluralism, institutions are manipulated by a central authority as a matter of fact. Similarly, under 
the regime classification adopted by Freedom House, Armenia is “Semi-Consolidated Authoritarian 
Regime”.56 The electoral law is thus likely to apply unfettered by a strong judicial scrutiny, the natural 
setting where governability and representation are balanced against each other.

7. FINAL REMARKS

By way of concluding this brief analysis, it can be said that a legal transplant from Italy to Ar-
menia did not occur. The legislature seems to have found the Italian model, with its original mix of 
proportional representation and MBS, appealing. The reason why is not entirely clear and might 
need a leap of the imagination. It apparently lies on the need for stability, which, as shown, does 
not seem to be a pressing one. It can lie on the international prestige deriving from broadening the 
parties’ representation. But, also, it can be found in the isolation that the leading party is currently 
facing. Regardless of the answer, the Italian model and its bias toward stability seems much more 
of a pretext than a model. 

There are multiple reasons to doubt that a legal transplant occurred. Major differences exist at 
a structural level, such as the absence of a constitutional court strong enough to oppose govern-
ment decisions. Also, the political system is dramatically far from the Italian one. The constitutional 
culture of the country, as feared by the Council of Europe, is too recent for such a transplant to be 
successful. But, first and foremost, the law itself presents significant differences with respect to the 
original model: the positive bias toward coalitions is absent in the Italian law, under which coalitions 
are indeed forbidden. On the contrary, under the Armenian Electoral Code, they can be formed at 
any stage of the electoral process, to such an extent that electoral victory is likely to depend much 
more on political bargaining than suffrage. This point stands at odds with both popular suffrage 
and the PR soul of the system. However, it is congruent with the constitutional culture and rooted 
custom of forming electoral blocs in Armenia and with the purpose of limiting the marginalization 
of the current leading party. 

55 T. J. Colton - M. McFaul, Popular Choice and Managed Democracy: The Russian Elections of 1999 and 2000, Brookings Institution Press, 
Washington, DC, 2003.
56 A. Iskandaryan, ‘Armenia’, Nations in Transit, Freedom House report, 2013. Available at the following URL: <www.freedomhouse.org/
report/nations-transit/2013/armenia#.VaZpOk1OW72> [accessed: 15 Feb. 2016].
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That being said, the law does not aim to break with the past but to further promote coalition 
building. This is another sharp difference compared to Italy, where coalition building was also pro-
moted by electoral law no. 270/2005 and the previous laws no. 276/1993 and 277/1993 but is now 
forbidden.

As a tentative conclusion, it can be said that the ‘legal transplant’ from Italy appears much more 
nominal than real. There are specific reasons – not entirely clear at present, therefore needing 
further research – that led the legislature to adopt the very ‘idea’ of the Italian law and to deviate 
substantially from some of its cornerstones (as negative bias toward coalitions). A possible reason – 
needing further research as well – might be the desire to further entrench the political leverage of 
the leading party and its affiliates. Whatever the reason might be, what is unduly clear is that there 
is no political will to break with the past and that inertia will still be the most powerful engine of 
politics in Armenia. 
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses good governance as a basic right. It details the constitutional guarantees 
for fair administrative proceedings envisaged within the framework of the constitutional reform 
implemented in Georgia. In particular, a new provision ensuring the involvement of natural or legal 
person in the process of public administration was included in the Constitution as a result of the 
reform: Article 18 of the Constitutional Law of Georgia On Amending the Constitution of Georgia 
states that everyone has the right to a fair hearing of his/her case by an administrative body within 
a reasonable time.

This paper discusses the integral elements of good governance as a basic right and its limita-
tions, specifically the right of a person to apply to an administrative body to satisfy his/her interests 
and requirements; participate in administrative proceedings; and be familiarized with the materials 
of a case. It also outlines the obligation of an administrative body to substantiate its decision and 
hear cases within a reasonable time.
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Good Governance – Constitutional Guarantees of the Basic Right within the Framework of the 
Constitutional Reform Implemented in Georgia 

I. Introduction

II. Good governance as a basic right

III. Aim and essence of good governance within the framework of the implemented constitu-
tional reform

IV. Conclusion

I. INTRODUCTION

The necessity to include good governance as a basic right was identified during the constitu-
tional reform process in Georgia. Article 18 of the Constitutional Law of Georgia On Amending the 
Constitution of Georgia ensures the right of every person to a fair hearing of his/her case by an ad-
ministrative body within a reasonable time; the right of a person to be familiarized with the public 
information that exists in public institutions; and the right to full compensation for damages unlaw-
fully caused by the organs of the state.1

While this provision is new for Georgian legislation, it already exists in Europe under Paragraph 
1 of Article 6 of Treaty on European Union and Article 41 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. 
Consequently, the existence of this innovative provision and the constitutional guarantees for its 
realization are a welcoming development. It establishes the rights to fair administrative proceedings 
and access to public information, which are new ideas for Georgian legislation. This paper will ana-
lyze the interpretation of the article that establishes good governance as a basic right in the Consti-
tution adopted by the Parliament of Georgia. In addition, it will define the essence of administrative 
proceedings as a basic right as well as the integral elements and limitations of this right.

1 Article 18. Rights to Fair Administrative Proceedings, Access to Public Information and Compensation for Damages Inflicted by the 
Public Authorities:

1. Everyone has the right to a fair hearing of his/her case by an administrative body within a reasonable time.
2. Everyone has the right to get familiarized with information and official documents about him/her that exist in public institutions ac-
cording to the rule established by law, unless they contain state or commercial secrets.
3. Everyone has the right to get familiarized with information and official documents existing in public institutions according to the rule 
established by law unless they contain state and commercial secrets.
4. Everyone shall be entitled to full compensation for damages unlawfully caused by the organs of the state, of the autonomous re-
publics and self-government or their employees from the state funds or funds of the autonomous republic and local self- government 
bodies, respectively. (compare: https://matsne.gov.ge/ka/document/view/30346)
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II. GOOD GOVERNANCE AS A BASIC RIGHT

In 2000, the catalogue of rights of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights was extended to in-
clude good governance as a right for the first time. Good governance aims at improving the relation-
ship between public administration and individuals. The basic right to good governance, provided in 
the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, is primarily oriented on the intensity of actions of EU citizens 
and the satisfaction of their initiatives and requirements. Moreover, in 2007, the Council of Europe 
adopted the recommendation2 on good governance, setting the key principles that an administra-
tive body must follow to achieve good governance. Within the framework of the EU-Georgia Associ-
ation Agreement, in 2014 Georgia assumed the obligation to enhance good governance.3 According 
to the Agreement, the parties reaffirmed their respect for the rule of law and obligation to consider 
Good Governance Principles.

Good governance combines several rights, including the right of a person to apply to an ad-
ministrative body; participate in administrative proceedings; be familiarized with the materials of 
a case as well as the reasoning for a decision by an administrative body; receive compensation for 
damages; and guarantee the subject of the case understands the language of the administrative 
proceedings.

An important element of good governance is the right of a person to apply to an administra-
tive body. This right is restricted by the subjective right of a natural or legal person, as it relates to 
a person’s legitimate interests, which is directly affected by an administrative legal act or an action 
of administrative body. It is worth noting that a person’s right to fair administrative proceedings is 
an important element of the principles of a legal state and democracy because it is an important 
mechanism that regulates relations between the state and an individual; ensures the effective re-
alization of a person’s constitutional right; and provides protection against unjustified interference 
in a person’s rights.4

A citizen is assigned an active role in modern administrative proceedings. At the same time, ad-
ministrative proceedings obligate an administrative body to hear all the parties to a case, investigate 
all circumstances of a case, follow the reviewing timeframe of the case hearing, and substantiate 
its decision. These steps ensure fair and objective decision-making by an administrative body. Yet 
another integral element of good governance is the obligation of an administrative body to take a 
substantiated decision. A substantiated decision may only be taken following the comprehensive 
investigation of the circumstances of a case. The General Administrative Code of Georgia requires 
an administrative body to investigate all the significant circumstances of a case during the course of 
the administrative proceedings and to make a decision after evaluating and comparing the circum-

2 Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)7of the Committee of Ministers to member states on good governance.
3 The Association Agreement between the European Union and the European Atomic Energy Community and their
Member States, of the one part, and Georgia, of the other part. https://matsne.gov.ge/ka/document/view/2496959
4 See, Tskhadadze K., Right to Fair Administrative Proceedings; Journal Academic Digest, Special Edition, Tbilisi, 2017. P. 42.
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stances.5 Consequently, it is unacceptable to use a circumstance or fact as the basis of a decision of 
administrative body, if it has not been investigated by an administrative body.

The most important stage in administrative proceedings involves the investigation of the cir-
cumstances of a case; the establishment of significant circumstances of the case; the comparison of 
the facts and factual circumstances; and finally, the determination of an adequate legal outcome. 
The proper execution of this stage is a fundamental part of ensuring fair administrative proceedings. 

The General Administrative Code of Georgia defines the right of an administrative body, based 
on the circumstances of a case, to require documents, obtain necessary information, survey the 
scene of an incident, schedule an examination, and apply other measures provided for by law for 
the collecting, examining and evaluating of evidence.6 

In order to take a substantiated decision and to comprehensively investigate the circumstances 
of a case, the most important element is to hear the interested parties. The right of a person to be 
heard by an administrative body is an integral element of good governance. An administrative body 
is entitled to issue an administrative-legal act only after hearing from all persons whose right or le-
gitimate interests are affected by this act.7 A person has the right to submit his/her opinions both in 
writing and in oral form during an oral hearing; this facilitates not only the protection of the right of 
interested persons to express their opinions, but also helps the administrative body in studying and 
investigating all circumstances of a case, thereby contributing to quality decision-making.

A characteristic feature of administrative law is the timely and effective implementation of pub-
lic administration. Consequently, good governance ensures the implementation of administrative 
proceedings within a short period of time; proceedings cannot continue indefinitely as that would 
be a violation of a person’s right. Therefore, the law obliges an administrative body to issue a rel-
evant decision within a specified timeframe. This obligation – the protection of citizens’ rights as 
well as the satisfaction of their interests within a short period of time – differentiates public admin-
istration from other types of administrative body activities.

5 Compare, Paragraph 1 of Article 96 of The General Administrative Code of Georgia, Georgian Legislative Herald, 32(39), 15/07/1999, 
https://matsne.gov.ge/ka/document/view/16270 
6 Ibid., Paragraph 1 of Article 75.
7 See, Adeishvili, Vardiashvili et al., Textbook of General Administrative Law, Tbilisi, Bona Causa, 2005, p. 248. 
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III. AIM AND ESSENCE OF GOOD GOVERNANCE WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF  
 IMPLEMENTED CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM

According to Paragraph 1 of Article 18 of the Constitutional Law of Georgia on Amending the 
Constitution of Georgia, everyone has the right to a fair hearing of his/her case by an administrative 
body within a reasonable time.

According to this provision, the subject of the basic right is “everyone”, which implies every 
physical or legal person. However, despite introducing a broad term in the provision, the circle of 
subjects is limited by “his/her case”, which means that this basic right is limited to a person’s public-
subjective right.8 A subjective right of a person implies the right of a person granted under the law 
to require that others fulfill an action that serves to protect his/her interests. This implies ensuring 
both the material and procedural right.9 Consequently, this right enables a person to apply to the 
state to ensure his/her interests and demand that it implements a concrete action.

One should mention here Paragraphs 2 and 3 of Article 18, which ensure the right of everyone to 
have access to information and official documents, according to the rule established by law, unless 
they contain state or commercial secrets.10 Paragraph 2 of Article 18 concerns the subjective right of 
a person to be familiarized with the information about him/her that exists in public institutions, while 
Paragraph 3 ensures the right of everyone to access public information kept at public institutions.

This provision ensures, on the one hand, the right of a person to obtain public information from 
public sources and, on the other hand, the obligation of the state not to disclose information that 
contains secrets. Consequently, this right is obligation of the state to prevent access to this type 
of information. Thus, this provision is directly linked to the existence of the subjective right of the 
individual, in particular, the right of access to documents and the materials related to a case when 
a legitimate interest exists. The version of the Constitution effective today, namely, Paragraph 1 of 
Article 41, reinforces the right of access to official documents kept at public institutions, in accord-
ance with the rule established in the law. According to this provision, every Georgian citizen has 
the right to access information as defined by law, as well as official documents about him/her kept 
at state institutions, unless they contain state, professional, or commercial secrets.11 Paragraph 2 
of Article 18 of the new version of the draft Constitution, however, provides for a higher degree of 
protection of the right of access to public information. In particular, this right will be enjoyed by any 
person, not only citizens of Georgia, according to the current Constitution. The right of access to 
information kept in official state documents ensures effective participation in the process of public 
administration, which is the key requirement of the principle of a democratic and legal state. The 
right of access to official state documents is an integral part of creating open governance in the state 

8 See, Tskhadadze K., Right to Fair Administrative Proceedings; Journal Academic Digest, Special Edition, Tbilisi, 2017. P. 42
9 See, Tskhadadze K., Institute of Representative in Administrative Law, dissertation thesis for doctoral degree, 2016, http://press.tsu.ge/
data/image_db_innova/disertaciebi_samartali/qetevan_cxadadze.pdf 
10 Compare, http://constitution.parliament.ge/uploads/masalebi/konstitucia-gadasinjva-cvlileba.pdf 
11 Compare, Paragraph 1 of Article 41 of Constitution of Georgia, https://matsne.gov.ge/ka/document/view/30346 
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and, consequently, is important for the establishment and maintenance of a democratic and plu-
ralistic society. This right implies the state’s obligation to create appropriate guarantees to inform 
citizens about public issues.12

The new version of Constitution, namely, Paragraph 4 of Article 18, ensures the right of a person 
to demand, through a court, full compensation from the state funds or funds of the autonomous 
republic and local self- government bodies, respectively, for damages unlawfully caused by the or-
gans of the state, the autonomous republics and self-government or their employees. It should be 
noted that the issue of the responsibility of the state is an important element of a legal state. Conse-
quently, its constitutional guarantees create an important legal basis in terms of the protection of a 
person’s right. It should be noted that Paragraph 9 of Article 42 of the current Constitution contains 
a provision which is analogous to that in Paragraph 4 of Article 18 of the Draft Constitutional Law 
of Georgia. Thus, according to these provisions, the state is responsibility for damages it unlawfully 
causes. This provision is reinforced by Article 208 of the General Administrative Code of Georgia,13 
according to which the state shall be liable for damages inflicted by an administrative body, and by 
its officials, other state employees or public servants in the course of performing their official duties.

IV. CONCLUSION

The right to participate in administrative proceedings provides an individual with the possibil-
ity to protect his/her interests; inquire into public issues which are interesting for him/her; ask 
questions; consider whether administrative functions were adequately performed; and be an active 
participant in decision-making and the implementation of issues of public importance. Moreover, 
transparency increases the level of accountability of public institutions and their efficiency.

In an open government, public bodies/officials expect members of the public to check on the 
quality of their work and if poor performance is observed, they know they may be held responsible 
legally as well as politically.

According to the new version of the Constitution presented by the Parliament, the codifica-
tion of good governance as a fundamental right in the basic law of the country will contribute to 
the protection of individual rights and the efficiency of public administration. Consequently, such a 
provision represents a new category of basic rights and makes the main principles of administrative 
proceedings subject to explicit provisions of the country’s constitution. This is a new addition for 
Georgian legislation and will help develop good governance as a basic right.

12 Compare, Decision of the Constitutional Court of Georgia №1/4/757, dated 27 March 2017, on the case Citizen of Georgia Giorgi 
Kraveishvili vs. Government of Georgia (II-4).   
13 Compare, Paragraph 1 of Article 208 of the General Administrative Code of Georgia.
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INTRODUCTION

It is not uncommon for both national and international courts to impose limitations on the 
freedom of expression in order to protect the authority and impartiality of the judiciary. The Con-
stitution of Georgia recognizes the protection of the independence and impartiality of judges as 
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legitimate grounds to limit freedom of expression.1 A similar provision is provided by the European 
Convention on Human Rights.2

Recent high-profile judicial proceedings in Georgia have sparked a fierce debate in society about 
the scope of freedom of expression. In certain cases, court decisions were followed by negative 
media campaigns against the judges. At a meeting with judges, aformer Secretary of High Council 
of Justice suggested that insulting statements and unfounded allegations against judges should be 
subjected to strict financial sanctions and, in this respect, legislative amendments were necessary.3 
Former members of the High Council of Justice regarded the statements by politicians, the me-
dia and the non-governmental sector concerning the case of the broadcasting company “Rustavi 
2”, which was pending before the Tbilisi City Court, as incompatible with freedom of expression. 
In their statement, they emphasized the protection of the authority of the judiciary as legitimate 
grounds to limit freedom of expression.4 Furthermore, in public and private discussions in the gov-
erning bodies of the judiciary, the idea of amending the law and making Georgian legislation more 
compatible with the standards of the European Court of Human Rights is gaining favour.

It is important to emphasize the fact that for the first time in recent years, a judge of the Tbilisi 
City Court,Vladimer Kakabadze, won a lawsuit against a businessman, Fady Asly, for slander.5 In or-
der to restore Kakabadze’s honour and dignity, Asly was ordered to release a statement about the 
court decision through the same media outlet he first accused the judge. Moreover, he was ordered 
to pay a fine – 3 000 GEL – to the claimant as a compensation for moral damages.

The abovementioned facts demonstrate the importance of thisissue in society. Careful regula-
tion is needed, however, since the conflicting interests of freedom of expression and the independ-
ence of the judiciary are two key principles of a democratic society. Therefore, it is essential to find a 
fair balance between these competing interests to prevent excessive, disproportionate restrictions 
on either of the rights. 

To achieve this goal, it is imperative to review and analyse the best international practices as 
well as the local context and challenges to find the most optimal model for balancing the competing 
interests at stake. 

Several factors are considered when definingthe scope of freedom of expression in the context 
of judicial independence. The first relates to the limits of permissible criticism of the judiciary in and 
outside of the court. The second important factor is public statements made in connection to the 
content of pending judicial proceedings, instances when a judge might not be the subject of criti-

1 The Constitution of Georgia, 24 August 1995, Article 24(4). Accessed: 20/11/2017 
2 The European Convention on Human Rights, 4 November 1950, Article 10(2)
3 “Insulting statements and unfounded allegations against judges may become punishable, interpresnews.ge, 7/10/2016 https://goo.
gl/3y5nE9
4 “Non-judicial members of the High Court of Justice made a statement” interpressnews.ge, 9/11/2016, https://goo.gl/DMRt9Z
5 Tbilisi City Court Decision N2/93-6817 21 September 2017
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cism but the comments arerelated to the authority of the judiciary and the right to a fair trial for the 
parties to the lawsuit. 

This article will review international standards regarding freedom of expression with a special 
focus on the legal standards set down by the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) and the US 
Supreme Court. The article will also analyse the national legislation of Georgia, court practice and 
local context as well as provide a critical comparative analysis to international standards. 

CHAPTER I
STANDARDS FOR RESTRICTING THE CRITICISM OF THE JUDICIARY

There are some difficulties related to the criticism of the judiciary in the context of specific cas-
es. In that regard, it is particularly difficult to adopt universal, general standards. However, analysing 
different court practices enables us to identify the main criteria that should be taken into account 
whena conflict of interest arises. 

The independence of the judiciary secures the right to a fair trialfor every person and therefore 
is not a privilege for judges, but a guarantee of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, 
allowing every person to have confidence in the justice system.6 Therefore, any limitations imposed 
on the freedom of expression should be examined in this context. Interference with this right should 
be permissible only to the extent that is necessary to secure the independence of the judiciary, not 
because judges enjoy a special privileged status. 

1.1. Overview of the case law of the European Court of Human Rights

The European Court of Human Rights has consistently assessed the limits of freedom of expres-
sion with regards to criticism of the judiciary. 

The case law of the Court demonstrates that states are afforded a wide margin of appreciation 
to adopt regulations to protect the reputation of the judiciary. However, the recent judgements of 
the Court setdown stricter standards on imposing restrictions on freedom of expression. For in-
stance, the Grand Chamber in the case Morice v. France emphasized that a high level of protection 
of the freedom of expression applies where the remarks concern a matter of public interest. The 

6 Recommendation CM/Rec(2010)12 of the Committee of Ministers to member states on judges: independence, efficiency and respon-
sibilities (Adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 17 November 2010 at the 1098th meeting of the Ministers’ Deputies), Preamble
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effective functioning of the judiciary was regarded as such,even in the context of judicial proceed-
ings that are still pending.7

The Court highlighted that the effective functioning of the justice system falls within the scope 
of public interest since the judiciary is an institution that is essential for any democratic society. In 
this regard, the judiciary, as the guarantor of justice, must enjoy public confidence to successfully 
fulfil its duties. Therefore, it may be necessary to protect the judiciary from gravely damaging, un-
founded allegations if such attacks undermine public confidence, especially taking into account the 
fact that official duties prevent judges who have been criticised from responding. Nevertheless, the 
Court noted that they may be subject to personal criticism within the permissible limits, unless the 
criticism is a gravely damaging attack or essentially unfounded.8

The case concerned a statement made by lawyers expressing the view that investigations into 
the misconduct of the judges of particular case should have been initiated due to their lack of in-
dependence and impartiality. Subsequently financial sanctions were imposed on the lawyers for 
defamation by the French Court. The Court examined the facts of the case and found that the inter-
ference with the exercise of their right to freedom of expression violated the European Convention. 
The Court held that while the remarks of the applicants could be regarded as harsh, they neverthe-
less should be permissible whenever they have sufficient factual basis. Constructive criticism may 
bebeneficial, not harmful, for the justice system.

The Court emphasized that lawyers hold a central position in the administration of justice and 
they are intermediaries between the public and the courts. The special role of lawyers entails a 
number of duties;they are subject to more restrictions on their professional conduct than journal-
ists. Nevertheless, freedom of expression also extents to lawyers, especially in the case of public 
interest, when they have an opportunity to inform the public about shortcomings in judicial pro-
ceedings and such conduct is in the interest of their clients. Words, alongside a pen and a keyboard, 
are the most powerful tools in the hands of a lawyer in the court.9 

The Court underscored that lawyers, taking into an account the interests of their client, are en-
titled to decide what kind of arguments they prefer to present in the court. Moreover, the interest 
of the fair administration of justice requires the public’s confidence that their interests will be ef-
fectively represented during the judicial proceedings. Accordingly, any financial sanctions imposed 
on lawyers may have a “chilling effect” on their ability to effectively represent the interests of their 
clients. Therefore, it is crucial to find a fair balance between the competing interests at stake. 

The Court generally observed that it is necessary to distinguish between statements made in the 
courtroom and other remarks made elsewhere, outside the court. With regards to the statements 
in the courtroom, his client’s right to a fair trial needs to be considered. Lawyers have the primary 

7 Morice v. France [GC], no. 29369/10, §125, ECHR 2015
8 “Restriction of freedom of expression to maintain the authority of the judiciary is unacceptable” Transparency Georgia, 16/11/2015
9 Casadevall J. Freedom of expression: essays in honour of Nicolas Bratza, President of the European Court of Human Rights, Oisterwijk: 
Wolf Legal Publishers (WLP), 2012 – pp. 235-244
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duty to defend their clients’ interests zealously, which means that they sometimes have to object 
to or complain about the conduct of the court. In addition, it is crucial that the remarks are not 
repeated outside the courtroom. The court took a number of factors into consideration concerning 
the subject of the criticism; for instance, a prosecutor, who is party to the lawsuit, has an even big-
ger responsibility to tolerate the most bitter criticism from the defendant.10

Remarkably, in this context the Court also provides different levels of protection between state-
ments of fact and value judgments. The Court noted that the accuracy of facts can be demonstrat-
ed, whereas the truth of value judgments is not susceptible of proof. Therefore, the requirement 
to prove the veracity of a value judgment would be impossible to fulfil. Accordingly, such a require-
ment would violate the Convention.However, the Court also stated that even a value judgment 
requires sufficient factual basis, otherwise that value judgment may be considered excessive.11

In 2015, the Court ruled in favour of freedom of expression in the case Marian Maciejewski v 
Poland. The case concerned a critical article by a journalist headlined “Thieves in the administra-
tion of justice”. The author described the employees of the court as a “mafia-like prosecutor-judge 
association”. The applicant was fined according to the national legislation. The Court emphasized 
that it is necessary to apply very close scrutiny when the sanctions imposed by a national author-
ity are capable of discouraging members of the press in debates over matters of legitimate public 
interest. The Court held that media is one of the means by which society can verify that judges are 
performing their responsibilities in good faith, in line with the legislation. Shortcomings in the func-
tioning of the justice system are a matter of general interest which could be legitimately discussed 
by journalists or others engaged in a public debate. Moreover, the statements by the journalist may 
seem strict and harsh, however, such exaggerated and even provocative statements remain within 
the acceptable limits of Article 10 of the Convention.12

The case law indicates that a higher level of protection is granted where the remarks are related 
to matters of public interest and political expression. Authorities thus have a particularly narrow 
margin of appreciation and interference within the right,and will be subject to strict judicial scrutiny. 
The Court will decide the content of matters of the public interest on a case-by-case basis. In ad-
dition, the judiciary is one of the most crucial institutions in a state and thus the acceptable limits 
of criticism are much wider compared to ordinary citizens. However, protection is not guaranteed 
against gravely damaging attacks and statements that are essentially unfounded.

In its previous case-law the Court reached decisions where interference within the freedom 
of speech was found unjustified on the groundsofmaintaining the reputation of the judiciary. For 
example, in 1997 the Court held that when sufficient evidence is available to the journalists, it 
may prove necessary for them to be able to confront the judiciary and express critical opinion.13 

10 Beraia. G. “Standards of the European Court of Human Rights on the freedom of expression of the lawyer in a courtroom and else-
where”, Journal of the Georgian Association of Lawyers”Lawyer”
11 ECtHR, De Haes and Gijsels v. Belgium, 24/021997 para. 42
12 ECtHR, Marian Maciejewski v Poland. 13/01/2015 para. 79
13 ECtHR, De Haes and Gijsels v. Belgium 24/02/1997 para. 47
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The case concerned the ruling of the court whereby custody of underage children was awarded to 
the father. An investigation by journalists found that the father supported Nazi ideology and there 
wasevidencethat he had actedinappropriately with the children. The journalists argued that the 
judge appointed to the case shared the father’s ideological views and the judgment was inspired by 
this fact. The journalists were held responsible for defamation. The Court took into the considera-
tion that the local courts did not question the accuracy of the allegations, but instead focused on 
the harm of the excessive criticism based on the information. In addition, the Court noted that the 
interest to protect the judiciary against essentially unfounded allegations is crucial; however, when 
the critical views are based on sufficient research conducted by journalists, interference within the 
freedom of expression is not justified. 

By contrast, the Court held that there would be no violation of freedom of expression where 
critical opinion did not have a sufficient factual basis. For example, in the case Prager and Obers-
chlick v. Austria the Court reasoned that the journalist’s accusations against a judge were exces-
sively harsh and in the absence of a factual basis, undermined public confidence in the judiciary.14 

The Court did not find a violation of Article 10 in the case where a journalist, who alleged that a 
judge had taken advantage of her position in order to obtain illegal profits, was ordered to pay a sanc-
tion.15 After examining the facts of the case, the Court concluded that the information lacked any fac-
tual basis and therefore constituted a personal attack on the judge. Accordingly, in the case of gravely 
damaging attacks and essentially unfounded statements, the protection of expression is limited.

1.2. Review of the U.S. Supreme Court standards

It should be noted that the U.S. Supreme Court sets an especially high level of protection for 
freedom of expression, including cases that concern the maintenance of judicial independence and 
authority. In contrast with the European Court, the U.S. Supreme Court case has made it clear that 
in order to limit freedom of expression, the statement must create a clear and present danger to 
the independence of the judiciary. This requirement explains why interference within the sphere of 
public criticism and contempt of the judiciary has been limited over the past few decades.16

The Court, in the 1941 case Bridges v. California, upheld the view thatfreedom of expression, if 
it concerns pending judicial proceeding in court, can only be limited where the danger posed by the 
speech is likely to be extremely serious and imminent. According to the Supreme Court, an enforced 
silence solely in the name of preserving the dignity of the judiciary could result in suspicion and 
contempt instead of maintaining judicial authority. 

14 See ECtHR, Prager and Oberschlick v. Austria 26/04/1995
15 See ECtHR, Lomakin v. Russia 17/11/2005
16 “Article 19” Background Paper on Freedom of Expression and Contempt of Court 2000 p.15
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The case concerned an article published by a newspaper publisher and editor related toan on-
going case. The editorial indicated that the judge should punish the suspects, as granting probation 
would be a serious mistake. The second publication concerned statements against the character of 
the accused person. Moreover, one of thepreliminary decisions of the court was described as outra-
geous. Authors of the publications werefound guilty and the case was referred to the Supreme Court. 

In the judgement, the Supreme Court noted that the assumption that respect for the judiciary 
can be achieved by shielding judges from criticism is not justified and is based on an incorrect per-
ception of the character of American public opinion. The right to discuss public institutions accord-
ing to one’s conscience, even if it is not always with perfect good taste, is indivisible from the Ameri-
can mentality. Accordingly, an enforced silence by the legislation may trigger suspicions towards the 
particular institution instead of enhancing public confidence.17

The Supreme Court reached a similar decision in the 1945 case Pennekamp v. Florida. In this 
case the plaintiffs were the publishers of a newspaper. They criticized certain actions of a first in-
stance court in non-jury proceedings and described it as being too favourable to criminals and the 
gambling business. The court found the applicants guilty of an attempt to undermine the authority 
of the court and obstruction of justice andfined them.

The Supreme Court held that the facts of the case did not indicate a clear and imminent neces-
sity to interfere with the freedom of speech. The Court explained that it is crucial to analyse not 
only the content of the statement, but the circumstances under which they were made to find a fair 
balance between the competing interests. 

The Court took into account the fact that the statement concerned the attitude of the judges 
towards those who were charged with crimes, and did not constitute an evaluation of theevidence 
or rulings during a jury trial. Accordingly, the existence of a clear and present danger cannot be 
proved. The Supreme Court disagreed with the position that such newspaper articles might influ-
ence a judge because the press coverage is important tosecure theirre-election. The Supreme Court 
did not consider such threat as dangerous enough.18 

It is crucial that the Supreme Court judgement grants the media a wide range of freedom to 
publish reports concerning pending judicial proceedings and provide its own interpretations about 
the ongoing trials. According to the Supreme Court, the judiciary, similarly to other public institu-
tions, does not enjoy any privileges that would enable it to suppress, edit or censor the public state-
ments describing the judicial proceedings.

The media coverage of a judicial proceedings may not be considered as contempt of the judici-
ary if a journalist missed anessential point in the trial or, in the view of the trial judge, failed to ap-

17 SCOTUS, Bridges v. California, 314 US 252 – 1941, para. 270
18 See SCOTUS, Pennekamp v. Florida, 328 US 331-1946
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propriately summarize the details. According to the Supreme Court, the law protecting the judiciary 
is not designed to protect judges who may be extensively sensitive to the winds of public opinion.19

To conclude, compared to the European Court of Human Rights, the Supreme Court of the U.S. 
applies higher standards to interference with freedom of speech on the grounds of protecting judi-
cial authority. For the European Court, the existence of an imminent and serious threat to the ad-
ministration of the justice that is not the decisive factor;rather apotential, tangible threat is enough 
to constitute ground for interference.

1.3. Analysis of the case law of the United Nations Human Rights Committee

Article 19 of the 1966 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) protects the 
right to express one’s opinions without any interference. Article 19(3) of the ICCPR on the other 
hand recognizes that the enjoyment of this right is related to certain duties and responsibilities. 
Therefore, the expression might be subjected to certain limitations if such limitations are provided 
by law and are necessary for the respect of the rights or reputations of others, for the protection of 
national security or of public order, or of public health or moral.

Similarly to the ECHR, the ICCPR permits the limitation of freedom of expression only when the 
interference is prescribed by law. Furthermore, the law must meet the requirementof foreseeabil-
ity, that is, the law must be written with enough precision that a person would be able to foresee 
the consequences of their actions and these laws must be accessible. It is important that restric-
tions serve one of the legitimate aims prescribed by the ICCPR and that the measure is necessary 
and proportionate to the legitimate aims pursued. In this context proportionality requirements are 
essential since, in a number of cases, the restrictions prescribed by law may serve a legitimate aim, 
but adisproportionately harsh sanction may cause a violation of the freedom of expression.

In contrast with the Constitution of Georgia and the ECHR, the wording of the ICCPR does not 
explicitly mention the authority of the judiciary as permissible grounds for the limitation of freedom 
of expression.However, the HRC further interpreted that contempt of court could be considered as 
an action against public order, which is included in the ICCPR. Such proceedings are permissible only 
if it serves the interest of the exercise of the court’s power to maintain orderly proceedings. How-
ever, it should not in any way be used to restrict the legitimate exercise of the rights of defence.20 

According to the HRC, the ICCPR protects the expression of opinion with particularly high stand-
ard in public debates, if it concerns public institutions and public figures. Moreover, certain forms of 
expression can be considered as insulting to a public figure, however it should not become grounds 

19 SCOTUS, Craig v. Harney 1947 P. 331 U. S. 376 p.
20 Human Rights Committee, General comment No. 34, Article 19: Freedoms of opinion and expression, UN Doc. CCPR/C/GC/34, 12 
September 2011, para. 31.  
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to justify the interference. All public figures, including those exercising the highest political author-
ity, can be subject to criticism.21

Unlike the European Court, the HRC did not have a rich case-law regarding the restriction of 
freedom of expression on the grounds of the protection of judicial authority. The Committee found 
a violation of the freedom of expression in the case of Dissanayake v. Sri Lanka where a sanction 
was imposed on the applicant as a result of critical opinions expressed against the court judgement, 
however, the observation of the committee, to a great extent, was based on the evaluation of the 
disproportionality of the sanction instead of the competing interests.22 

1.4. Analysis of the case law of the Constitutional Court of Georgia

The Constitutional Court of Georgia has had to examine the balance between the judicial inde-
pendence and freedom of assembly and expression only once. Namely, in its decision of April 18, 
2011, the Court held that the provisions of the Code of Administrative offences, which prohibited 
conducting manifestations near the residence of the judge, was constitutional. 

The Constitutional Court in that case set down important standards, namely, judges may be 
subjected to personal and professional criticism, however, the permissible limits of the criticism are 
much narrower than the level accepted against political figures. Therationale behind this decision 
is that the role of the judiciary and their obligation not to engage into political debates. However, 
the Court found that interference within the freedom of expression could be justified in certain 
circumstances, such as when the criticism of a judge with the intention to influence him constitutes 
an unjustified interference in the private life of the judge. 

The respondent – the Parliament of Georgia – indicated that holding a manifestation near a 
judge’s residence was tantamount to coercion againstjudges to decide a particular case through 
pressure on family members. Therefore, the legitimate aim of the disputed provision is to safeguard 
the interests of the fair administration of justice and to guarantee judicial independence. Judicial in-
dependence is the key principle of the rule of law and influencing it through a group of discontented 
persons is against the interest of the administration of justice. 

The Constitutional Court agreed with the Parliament of Georgia and concluded that the disput-
ed provision was constitutional. According to the Court, the independence of a judge, as a key prin-
ciple of the rule of law, encompasses the prevention of unjustified interference in a judge’s personal 
and private life with theaim to pressure thejudge. The judiciary must be protected and distanced 
equally from the interference of public authorities as well as different social and political groups, 

21 Ibid: para. 38
22 Communication No. 1373/2005, Dissanayake v. Sri Lanka, Views adopted on 22 July 2008  
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and private persons. The Court also noted that the protection of the judiciary does not mean the 
prohibition of criticism of the judgement or the professional conduct of a judge.

Regarding the expression of a critical opinion on the professional conduct of a judge, the Court 
emphasized that it is a constitutional right. In addition, as a public figure, a judge has to tolerate 
higher public scrutiny, since criticism of his or her professional conduct or personal character might 
be a result of the public interest. Nevertheless, the Court disagreed with the applicant who claimed 
that judges are under the same obligations to tolerate scrutiny as other public figures. According to 
the Constitutional Court, unlike the public-political figures, the professional and especially private 
activities of judges enjoy higher protection since they lack the opportunity to defend themselves 
and engage in public-political debates. Thelimitations that are imposed on the judiciary stem from 
the principle of impartiality and serve as safeguards for public confidence towards the judicial sys-
tem. The Court thus concluded that interference within freedom of expression is permissible only 
when the criticism of the professional conduct of judges intends to influence him and unjustifiably 
interferes within his private life.23

CHAPTER II
THE LIMITS OF THE COMMENTING ON PENDING JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS

Imposing limitations on issuing public comments on pending cases is mostly related to common 
law jurisdictions. This rule is known as sub judiceand prohibits interference in cases that are under 
adjudication.

In practice, this rule is usually used to prohibit the publication of matters which are likely to limit 
and jeopardise the right of a fair trial. In other words, the rationale behind this rule is to prevent 
parallel legal proceedings in the media.24

The main purpose behind this rule was explained in UK case-law: “the due administration of jus-
tice requires first that all citizens have unhindered access to the constitutionally established courts 
of criminal or civil jurisdiction for the determination of disputes as to their legal rights and liabilities; 
secondly, that they should be able to rely upon obtaining in the courts the arbitrament of a tribunal 
which is free from bias against any party and whose decision will be based upon those facts only 
that have been proved in evidence adduced before it in accordance with the procedure adopted in 

23 Constitutional court of Georgia, Political associations of citizens, “movement for Unified Georgia” and Conservative Party of Georgia”, 
citizens of Georgia –Zviad Dzidziguri and Kakha Kukava, Georgian Young Lawyers Association, Citizens Dachi Tsaguria and Jaba Jishkariani, 
The Public Defender of Georgia v. The Parliament of Georgia 2/482, 483, 487, April 18, 2011 paras. 62-79
24 Article 19” Background Paper on Freedom of Expression and Contempt of Court 2000 p.5
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courts of law; and thirdly, that, once the dispute has been submitted to a court of law, they should 
be able to rely upon there being no usurpation by any other person of the function of that court to 
decide it according to law. Conduct which is calculated to prejudice any of these three requirements 
or to undermine the public confidence that they will be observed is contempt of court”.25

The possible violations of the sub judice rule would be present, for example, if a publication 
concerns matters that are not admissible as evidence in court, but may influence a jury, such as 
information about previous convictions of the accused which are not relevant to the case. Another 
example would be a publication declaring that the accused is guilty before the trial is over.

This rule has been recognized by the European Court as a principle, however the Court also has 
adopted the requirements thatthis rule needs to meet. 

2.1. Analysis of the case law of the ECtHR

The ECtHR has a number of cases about the limitation of freedom of expression in pending legal 
proceedings. The general standards adopted by the Court have not undergone any major transfor-
mation over the years. The case law recognizes that states enjoy a wide margin of appreciation to 
adopt regulations, however, the standards set down by the Court should be met. 

In this regard, the 1979 case of the Court – The Sunday Times v. The United Kingdom – is im-
portant. Remarkably, this decision later served asa basis of a review of UKlegislation. The Court 
reasoned that interference with the freedom of expression served a legitimate aim – maintaining 
the impartiality and the authority of the judiciary, on the one hand, and safeguarding the rights and 
interests of litigants, on the other. 

The Court stated that the Convention considers it lawful to limit freedom of expression on the 
grounds of the protection the authority of the judiciary. The authority and impartiality of the judici-
ary has to be understood within the meaning of the Convention, taking into account the right to a 
fair trial. Maintaining the authority of the judiciary includes the idea that society perceives courts 
as the only supreme authority thatcan settle legal disputes. Further, it is crucial that the public have 
confidence in court decisions and legal proceedings. 

In this context, the Court applied certain tests to examine the influence of the publication on 
the right to a fair trial. The publication included opinions regarding the pending judicial proceedings, 
thus, leading the public to form an opinion on the litigation beforehand. The national courts found 
that the publication would most likely be followed by the answer of the opposed party, therefore, 
there was a threat that the parties to litigation would be subjected to a trial by the media. 

25 Attorney-General v Times Newspapers Ltd: HL 1973
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The Court found that the restriction of freedom of expression served a legitimate aim, but as 
a result of specific circumstances it did not meet the principle of proportionality. According to the 
Court, interference must be “necessary in a democratic society.” The word “necessary” does not 
mean “indispensable”, however, it also does not have the light and flexible meaningof such expres-
sions as “admissible”, “ordinary”, “useful”, or “reasonable”. 

The Court took into account the danger of “trial by media” that was indicated by the national 
courts. However, after examining the disputed publications, the Court reasoned that the language 
used in the article was not radical and did not represent the position of only one party. Furthermore, 
there was no emphasis on the fact that the court should reach a certain type of decision. While the 
publication provided a detailed review of the evidence and claims in favour of the plaintiff, it also 
summarised arguments in favour of the opposite party. The interpretation of the publication for 
readers would not be homogenous but would depend on the prejudices and prejudgements.26 

Freedom of expression applies not only to information or ideas that are favourably received or 
regarded as indifferent, but also to those that offend, shock or disturb the state or any sector of 
the population. Such are the demands of tolerance, liberalism and pluralism, without which there 
is no democratic society. In the Court’s opinion, it would be impossible to consider that there can 
be no prior discussion of the subject matter of court proceedings – the courts cannot operate in 
a vacuum. However, in the context of Article 10, it is not only the role of the media to inform the 
public but also the right of the public to be informed. Nevertheless, the right to a fair trial, which is 
enshrined in Article 6 of the ECHR, needs to be taken into account. Journalists need to acknowledge 
that the limits of permissible comment may not extend to statements which are likely to interfere, 
intentionally or not, with the right to a fair trial or to undermine the confidence of the public in the 
role of the courts.27

Recommendation Rec (2003)13 of the Committee of Ministers to member states on the provi-
sion of information through the media in relation to criminal proceedings similarly notes that the 
media should take into account certain interests. Moreover, the European Court notes that the free-
dom of media applies to information that is provocative or exaggerated to a certain degree. Further-
more, courts cannot interfere with the role of media and the preferred method to inform the public. 

Aside from the criteria mentioned above, one of the essential factors for the Court was the fact 
that the case concerned anissue of public interest that was the subject of an active public debate. 
Moreover, the case regarded the rights of numerous victims, who had a vital interest in knowing the 
various important details of the case. 

As a result, the Court concluded that interference was not necessary in order to maintain the au-
thority of the judiciary. However, generally, there is a relatively low standard provided for freedom of 

26 ECtHR: The Sunday Times v. The United Kingdom 1979 §66
27 ECtHR: Ageyevy v. Russia, no. 7075/10, 18 April 2013, §§ 224-225
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expression in the cases that concern the pending judicial proceedings. In the 1997 decision, the Court 
found that the publication was capable of influencing the outcome of criminal proceedings. The pub-
lication concerned the case of a government minister who was being tried in a court for tax evasion. 
The remarks of the journalist in the publication suggested that the accused person was guilty. 

The Court reasoned that the interference with the freedom of expression pursued a legitimate 
aim, that is, maintaining the authority of the judiciary and the defendant’s right to a fair trial. The 
court noted that journalists, when commenting on pending criminal proceedings, should bear in 
mind that their comments are likely to prejudice the issue of the guilt or innocence of the accused, 
and can undermine public confidence in the decisions made by the court.28 

2.2. The U.S. Supreme Court case law regarding the standards of freedom of 
expression on the pending judicial proceedings

Similar to the criticism of the judiciary, the acceptable limits of comments regarding pend-
ing judicial proceedings are much wider in the case-law of the U.S. Supreme Court. The Supreme 
Court considers interference with the freedom of expression justified only when there is a clear and 
present danger to the administration of justice. This standard was introduced in the 1941 case of 
Bridges v. California. Prior to this judgement, the case law of the Supreme Court resembled that of 
the European Court. Accordingly, it was considered justified to limit freedom of expression if there 
was a potential threat that public comments would influence the right to a fair trial. 

The American experience contradicts the assumption of the European Court that turning judi-
cial proceedings into spectacle trials in the media is likely to undermine the perception of the courts 
as the authority for the objective settlement of legal disputes. The American public has observed 
such media coverage of ongoing judicial proceedings for decades, but there is no evidence to sug-
gest that public confidence in the judiciary has been negatively affected in any manner. In fact, 
compared to other countries, Americans have one of the highest rates of using the judiciary to settle 
legal disputes.29

28 ECtHR, Worm v. Austria, 29/08/1997 § 50
29 Article 19” Background Paper on Freedom of Expression and Contempt of Court 2000 p.8
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CHAPTER III

GEORGIAN LEGISLATION IN FAVOUR OF FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION AND THE DANGEROUS 
STANDARD SET BY THE COURT

It is important to note that Georgian legislation does not recognize the rule of sub judice, which 
would make public comments regarding the pending judicial proceedings subject to limitation, due 
to the fact that Georgianlegislation on freedom of expression is based on American standards.

However, the legislation does not exclude the possibility that an individual who has suffered the 
outcome of public statements that are defamatory or damaging honour or reputation could seek to 
protect his rights guaranteed under “Law of Georgia on Freedom of Speech and Expression” How-
ever, in such cases, the subject of the dispute is the rights of a specific person, not general concepts 
such as the protection of the authority of the judiciary. 

Courts of general jurisdiction do not have a legal basis to punish individuals for contempt of 
courts through public comments. Georgian legislation is completely unfamiliar with such a concept. 
While the Criminal Code of Georgia includes provisions protecting the independence of the court, 
there has not been any precedent where the court has interpreted the provision in such manner. 

Moreover, Georgian legislation has a lenient position on the limits of public criticism of the ju-
diciary outside the courtroom.

According to the “Law of Georgia on Freedom of Speech and Expression”, a civil liability may be 
imposed for the defamation of a public figure if the plaintiff provides sufficientevidence in court to 
prove the statement bythe defendant was essentially unfounded, causing damage to the plaintiff 
and the defendant had either previously acknowledged the wrongfulness of the statement or, due 
to clear and gross negligence, unfounded information had been spread30. This provision of the legis-
lation makes the legal proceedings regarding moral damages for defamation extremely difficult for 
judges and other public figures. The current wording of the legislationimplies the unequivocal will 
of Georgian lawmakers to provide a high standard of protection for freedom of expression when it 
relates to matters of public interest. 

However, the recent decision of the Tbilisi City Court questions the practical implementation of 
the high standards set down by the legislation.

The case concerned the public comment of the businessmen Fady Asly regarding the decision of 
Judge Vladimer Kakabadze on a high-profile case. The businessmen claimed that Judge Kakabadze 
is corrupt and the decision was also influenced by corrupt arrangements.

30 “Law of Georgia on Freedom of Speech and Expression”15/07/2004, Accessed: 20/11/2017
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Tbilisi City Court shared the view of Judge Kakabadze, who is employed in the same court, and 
held that Fady Asly made a defamatory statement through gross negligence since the information 
was presented as fact and included remarks about criminal elements in the judge’s activities, with-
out applying and seeking confirmation from the competent authorities.31

Accordingly, the decision, in fact, eliminates the opportunity for public debate regarding the 
possible corrupt arrangements until the competent authorities confirm that thecrime was 
committed by the judge. Such an interpretation poses potential threats to the protection 
of the freedom of expression because it limits the possibility of informing the public about 
an important potential crime without addressing the relevant public institutions. These are 
worrisome developments especially taking into account the local context where, in a number 
of high profile cases, wide public debate and public pressure are the only mechanisms that 
force the competent authorities to conduct an effective and objective investigation.

CHAPTER IV
DANGER ARISING FROM THE RESTRICTION OF FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION IN PRACTICE

Initiatives to restrict the expression of certain views poses not only thedanger of unjustified 
limitation of the freedom of expression, but also may contradictthe requirement of foreseeability of 
the legislation and thus have a chilling effect on the enjoyment of thatright.

Restrictive regulations may become problematic with regards to foreseeability, not only on a 
legislative level, but also in terms ofpractical implementation. There is a potential threat that these 
court decisions might be perceived bythe public as promoting certain corporate interests, as the 
judges themselves constitute the opposite party. While Georgian courts are faced with a serious 
challenge to improvepublic confidence inthe judiciary, such restrictive regulations might aggravate 
the existing problem.

Maintenance of the independence of the judiciary is undoubtedly a valuable legitimate aim and 
it may therefore prove necessary to adopt certain legal regulations. Certainly, the executive and 
legislative branches have a duty to guarantee adequate and necessary protection if the members 
of the judiciary are under the threat of physical violence or coercion. In particular, judges should be 
protected from physical aggression or thethreat of such aggression. However, it does not imply that 
the freedom of expression should be limited to protect judges from being disturbed, unless such 
expression lead to a particularly high scale of threats.

31 Tbilisi City Court Decision N2/93-6817, 21 September 2017
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Gross interference with judicial activities in any manner in order to influence the legal proceed-
ing constitutes a punishable crime under the Criminal Code of Georgia32. Aggravating circumstances 
of the crime include situations when gross interference has been committed by a public political 
official or using the official position. Moreover, it is a criminal offence to makeany threat to kill or 
to damage the health or destroy the property of a judge in connection with the court hearing of a 
case, or commit a violent act – even if it is not life threatening – against the judge. Article 366 of the 
Criminal Code also defines contempt of court manifested in the insult of a judge as a punishable act.

Furthermore, the “Law of Georgia on the rules of communications with the courts of general 
jurisdiction” imposes alegal liability for communication witha judge in connection with acourt hear-
ing of a case if itviolates the principles of judicial independence, impartiality and the principle of 
adversarial process. 

Additionally, criminal and civil procedural law authorizes a judge to apply certain measures pre-
scribed by law, including administrative detention, if an individual insults the judiciary or disobeys 
the orders of a judge. Although the abovementioned provisions of Georgian legislation reveal cer-
tain shortcomings and should be improved, particularly in connection to the foreseeability require-
ment, it is possible to conclude that the legislation provides essential safeguards to guarantee the 
independence and impartiality of the court.

In light of the current problems that are present in the judicial system, the prohibition of a pub-
lic debate on matters that are of high public interest is unjustified, since it limits the opportunity to 
shed light on the problems within the system and to find solutions. 

The Constitutional Court of Georgia reasoned that generally the state is not entitled to restrict 
freedom of expression on the ground that certain information or ideas might be disturbing or en-
couragesocially unacceptable behaviour. Individuals are entitled to receive and impart information 
and decide themselves what information is acceptable. Based on that rationale, apart from the 
restrictions that are strictly necessary to a democratic society, individuals and broadcasters are en-
titled to disseminate all kinds ofinformation, as it grants individuals an opportunity to choose be-
tween various ideas.33 

Protection of the judiciary from external influence, as noted above, is a valuable legitimate aim, 
however, it should not be understood too broadly. Public opinion should not be capable of influenc-
ing the content of the judgement. A judge therefore cannot reasonably expect that a decision will 
not be subjected to criticism. Accordingly, a judge, similarly to other public figures, needs to have 
thecapacity to separate theemotions of the public from the judicial proceedings. A judge should 
also be able to distance himself from his own personal feelings and the repression on personal feel-
ings should not become justified ground to limit freedom of expression. 

32 Criminal Code of Georgia, Article 364(2)
33 Constitutional Court of Georgia, Citizens of Georgia, Giorgi Kifiani and AvtandilUngiadze v. the Parliament of Georgia 1/3/421,422, 
November 10, 2009, II-7
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CONCLUSION

In a democratic society, which is based on the principle of the accountability of public institu-
tions, unlimited public debates onmatters of public interest, including the fair administration of the 
judiciary, is of the utmost importance. Freedom of expression is one of the core universal human 
rights and represents an important precondition for a democratic society. It is a crucial factor in a 
state for the development of every individual and the fostering of democratic values. 

The case law of the ECtHR indicates that freedom of expression does not apply in certain ex-
ceptional circumstances when the only objective of the expression is to insult a court or to impart 
essentially unfounded information. These are the cases where the accusations against the judiciary 
areextremely grave and are not factually based.It is not justified to limit public criticism in other 
cases, particularly when the aim is to protect the authority and reputation of the judiciary.An even 
higher standard of protection of thefreedom of expression is recognized by the U.S. Supreme Court, 
whichrequires the existence of an imminent and real threat. 

It is essential to realize that independence is not a privilege granted to judges, but rather it is 
their foremost professional duty in order to guarantee the protection of human rights and free-
doms of every person. Public criticism of the judiciary not only does not impose a threat, but can 
play an important role in guaranteeing itsindependence. Such criticism is a type of encouragement 
forjudges to be faithful to their profession and prevent the influence of public opinion and the risk 
of bias. Accordingly, like other branches of the government, judicial authorities will benefit from the 
process of the public exchangeof opinions. 

In a state based on the principles of democracy and the rule of law, the judiciary should be the 
primary guarantor of the freedom of expression. Accordingly, they should be committed to making 
surethat society has the opportunity to be informed on matters of high public interest, including 
those relating to the judiciary, to form their own opinions. In that respect, any additional regulation 
poses serious threats of excessively restricting freedom of expression and reducing the account-
ability of government institutions. 
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ABSTRACT

The work of constitutional courts – the public “reading”, interpretation of a constitution – is 
quite influential. Therefore, one can often hear assessments regarding the activist or self-restraint 
policies pursued by these courts. The aim of this paper is to understand how the views of constitu-
tional courts follow defined logic and theory. This research is an attempt to form a systemic vision 
about the alternative methods and determining factors that the courts consider when interpreting 
constitutions. The objective is to ensure that scientific or political assessments of court judgments 
are not based on superficial analysis. In addition, another important issue concerning the courts is 
whether concrete methods and approaches of interpretation, which would minimize risks of politi-
cization, exist and whether, against this backdrop, courts can be a healthy check on the power of the 
government and maintain the public trust.

INTRODUCTION

The aim of constitutional courts1 is to implement constitutional democracy. Constitutional jus-
tice is an accelerator of the democratization of a modern state. This clearly indicates that the activ-

1 In this research, the term “constitutional court” covers all institutions that carry out constitutional justice.
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ity of constitutional courts is marked with politically “high stakes”.2 Although almost every society 
agrees about the special importance of constitutional courts, the perception of their views is mixed; 
in other words, some believe that a court is an activist and others feel it pursues a policy of self-
restraint. More specifically, questions are raised about the motives that determine the decisions a 
court makes.

This paper aims at understanding how a constitutional program is implemented, i.e. what is 
the nature of the decision-making process (content-related part) when carrying out constitutional 
justice. The objective is to show that the views of a constitutional court or equivalent institutions 
rest on defined logic and theory and that assessments on the part of scientific, as well as political, 
circles must be based on an in-depth analysis of this issue. This research is an attempt to form a sys-
temic vision about the alternatives methods and ideological views as well as the determining factors 
that the courts consider. A more comprehensive study is necessary, however, to provide a detailed 
analysis of all these factors.

The main question in analyzing views concerning constitutional interpretation is whether there 
are concrete methodologies that will minimize the risks mentioned above and whether, against this 
backdrop, courts will be able to be a healthy opponent to the state and to maintain public trust. In 
the process of seeking answers, it is important to understand the presumptions of this paper: (a) 
A constitutional court is perceived as an actor in the country’s politics (in this case it concerns the 
institutional views of court), although the politics of the actions of the court are not perceived as 
something having a role and influence. (b) Constitutional courts have a responsibility, which means 
a clear reading of the constitution for each member of society, each institution and participant of 
government system.

Thus, this paper will focus on how a constitutional court forms constitutional identity and how 
it applies alternatives of constitutional interpretation in this process. The research applies compar-
ative-legal, analytical, descriptive and other methods of scientific research. To identify the bounda-
ries of the interpretative views of constitutional justice, the research brings together and analyzes, 
on the one hand, methodical issues of constitutional interpretation as a technical characteristic and, 
on the other hand, content-related aspects of constitutional interpretation based on examples of 
the preamble, application of foreign law, and economic and social rights. This paper does not pursue 
the aim of ranking them by any trait. This research does not cover the technical aspects of reasoning 
– the structuring of substantiation, logic of expression; the impact of the ideological views of judges 
on the process of constitutional interpretation; and issues of internal and external communication 
as the foundation of forming institutional authority.

2 Goldsworthy J., Constitutional Interpretation, in Oxford Handbook of Comparative Constitutional Law, Eds. Michel Rosenfeld &Andras 
Sajo, 690 (2012).
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1. CONSTITUTIONAL INTERPRETATION BY CONSTITUTIONAL COURTS – SEARCH FOR AIM

1.1. General issues of constitutional interpretation

The interpretation of constitutions by constitutional courts provides an opportunity to advance 
democratization while its main addressees are the people and the authority.3 More specifically, it 
provides an opportunity for an individual to view the constitution as an effective, daily document 
and “to realize the necessity […] to unconditionally observe it”,4 and a possibility for the government 
to see a rationale of their existence “in ensuring freedom and not power”.5

When discussing various methods of constitutional interpretation, this research does not at-
tempt to demonstrate which interpretative method is better or suitable. Would it be correct, after 
all, to assume that it is possible to identify the sole correct method of constitutional interpretation? 
These issues, however, are often debated and a part of the scientific community is interested in 
determining the rationale of this or that constitution and “what a constitution is for”.6 Academic 
literature notes examples of when professional circles demanded from the Supreme Court of the 
United States (from the majority of its justices) that it base its decisions on a concrete method of 
constitutional interpretation. Such a possibility, however, may be assessed as something uninten-
tional and even impossible.7

The answer to the question of which method of constitutional interpretation should be used 
is provided by the text of the constitution, the context of the case and the philosophy of judges. 
In regards to the text of a constitution, one should single out two aspects: implicit and explicit. Ex-
plicit aspect implies the constitutionalization of a method of interpretation. For example, a group of 
countries (Portugal, Spain, South African Republic), considering their history or existing risks, refer 
to the necessity to use international law when it comes to the interpretation of human rights and 
freedoms. Hungary decided to explicitly specify a method of interpretation when it stated that the 
provisions of the constitution shall be interpreted in accordance with their purposes, the preamble 
of the Constitution of Hungary – known as the National Avowal – and the achievements of the his-
toric constitution.8 In such cases, countries create the determining factors of the constitution, ena-
bling judges to make a “moral choice”; for example, according to the Constitution of the Republic 
of South Africa, when interpreting human rights, relevant institutions (a court, tribunal or forum) 

3 Eremadze K., Freedom within the Scope of Constitution and Freedom of Understanding Constitution Itself, Georgian Constitution after 
20 years; Ed. Natsvlishvili V. and Zedelashvili D. Open Society Georgia Foundation (2016)
4 Ibid., 163.
5 Ibid.
6 Marmor A., Meaning and Belief in Constitutional Interpretation, “Fordham L. Rev.” 82, 577 (2013).
7 Schauer F., The Occasions of Constitutional Interpretation, in Contemporary Perspectives on Constitutional Interpretation, Eds. Susan J. 
Brison& Walter Sinnott Armstrong, Westview Press, Oxford, 28 (1993).
8 The Basic Law of Hungary, Article R.
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“must promote the values that underlie an open and democratic society based on human dignity, 
equality and freedom”.9

In implicit cases, the system of constitutional text creates various possibilities and avenues of 
interpretation. Proceeding from a constitution, a determining factor may also be the difficulty in 
formally amending a constitution. As Mark Tushnet argues, the difficulty to amend the US Constitu-
tion resulted in justices interpreting the constitution within the context of democratic and modern 
processes. This, in turn, proved acceptable for society.10 When discussing examples, Kommers cites 
the case of Germany when “the comparative ease” of amending the constitution reinforced judicial 
reluctance to bring about substantial changes through interpretation.11 But the ease of amending 
worked the other way in India, where judges felt compelled to interpret provisions creatively.12

Thus there is a correlation between the difficulty to amend a constitution and constitutional 
interpretation, though it is not uniform as the context plays a decisive role. Contextual, individual 
characteristics include political culture, experience, educational culture, et cetera. With regard to 
political culture, one should underline, for example, the principle of parliamentary sovereignty. One 
of the most significant countries pursuing the principle of parliamentary sovereignty is Great Britain 
where “generally, the courts cannot overrule Parliament’s legislation and no Parliament can pass 
laws that future Parliaments cannot change”.13 Such ideological boundaries, naturally, created a fer-
tile ground for a tendency of deference to legislative will in countries such as Canada, Australia – the 
countries which absorbed the British tradition of parliamentary sovereignty. Issues of context may 
even be called non-normative definitions. The non-normative aspect implies the doctrine as well.14

One important determinative factor in the process of constitutional interpretation is legal edu-
cation and culture. The legal conscience and reasoning of judges is formed during the process of 
obtaining a legal education. An important issue is the manner of integrating concepts of sociological 
jurisprudence and legal realism into the legal academic culture. In Germany, constitutional law is 
a system of civilian-positivistic tradition, which perceives itself as a self-subsistent sphere of law – 
Kommers describes legal education in Germany as overly theoretical, systematized and deductive.15

9 The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, article 39.1
10 Goldsworthy J., Constitutional Interpretation, in Oxford Handbook of Comparative Constitutional Law, Eds. Michel Rosenfeld &Andras 
Sajo, 708 (2012).
11 Kommers D. P., Germany: Balancing Rights and Duties, in Interpreting Constitutions: A Comparative Study, Ed. Jeffrey Goldsworthy, 
Oxford University Press, 171-172 (2006).
12 Goldsworthy J., Constitutional Interpretation, in Oxford Handbook of Comparative Constitutional Law, Eds. Michel Rosenfeld &Andras 
Sajo, 708 (2012).
13 Parliamentary Sovereignty, available at: <http://www.parliament.uk/about/how/sovereignty/> [29.10.2017]. However, the operation 
of international instruments does not result in leaving the legislation outside control in relation to human rights and freedoms.
14 The mentioned is understood as a means of standardization of methods which provide non-legal lever of control of excessive discre-
tion of judges. See, Jakab A., JudicialReasoning in Constitutional Courts: A European Perspective, “Ger. Law J” 14:08, 1228 (2013).
15 Kommers D. P., Germany: Balancing Rights and Duties, in Interpreting Constitutions: A Comparative Study, Ed. Jeffrey Goldsworthy, 
Oxford University Press, 208, 207 (2006).
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For its part, judges’ philosophy is a non-objective criterion16 though its consideration among 
other factors is that of inevitability rather than will. Otherwise, constitutional interpretation would 
have belonged to the realm of mathematical and logical problems, which can be substantiated in 
a consistent manner and can provide clear-cut answers.17 This issue is reflected in the area of ju-
dicial appointments, which may have a decisive influence in terms of the interpretative policies of 
courts.18 This is an issue which may be successfully manipulated by a country’s leadership. Meaning, 
the members of courts can be selected by their ideological views and philosophy.19

1.2. Methods of constitutional interpretation

A method of constitutional interpretation may be prescriptive and descriptive. Descriptive theo-
ries merely describe a constitutional interpretation whereas prescriptive theories indicate how a 
judge should lead the process of interpretation.20 According to the literature, when a judge applies 
this or that model of interpretation, the subject of criticism is usually based on the following four 
grounds: (1) the constitutional meaning of the word; (2) the intention of the authors of a constitu-
tion; (3) coincidence with a precedential interpretation (relates to the countries of common law 
system, see below for more information on its role in the countries of continental Europe, for exam-
ple, in Germany); (4) links with so-called important, value-based interpretation.21 For its part, the 
intensity of the application of one or another argument fully depends on the peculiarities of the 
legal jurisdiction.

Legalism tries to find answers to all questions in the constitution, in particular, to have a law 
that is objective, determinate and comprehensive. Scientific literature notes that the ambiguity and 
vagueness of provision is not an issue in the German constitution as it is believed that the Basic Law 

16 For its part, differentiation is made even among such criteria by aspects of legitimacy and illegitimacy. See, Jakab A., Judicial Reasoning 
in Constitutional Courts: A European Perspective, “Ger. Law J” 14:08, 1229 (2013). 
17 Jakab A., Judicial Reasoning in Constitutional Courts: A European Perspective, “Ger. Law J” 14:08, 1227-1228 (2013).
18 Goldsworthy J., Constitutional Interpretation, in Oxford Handbook of Comparative Constitutional Law, Eds. Michel Rosenfeld &Andras 
Sajo, 711 (2012).
19 The issue of ideological impact on constitutional interpretation is actively studied in the USA (liberal-conservative scale); talks about 
such link are also going on in cases of constitutional courts of Spain, Portugal, Germany, Taiwan. See, for example, Hanretty C., Dissentin 
Iberia: the Ideal Points of Justices on the Spanish and Portuguese Constitutional Tribunals, “Eur. J. Pol. Res.” 51 (2012); Hönnige C.,The 
Electoral Connection: How the Pivotal Judge Affects Oppositional Successat European Constitutional Courts, “W. Eur. Politics” 32 (2009); 
Pellegrina L. D., Garoupa N. & Lin S. C., Judicial Ideal Points in New Democracies: The Case of Taiwan,“Nat’l Taiwan U. L. Rev.” 7 (2012); 
Segal J. & Spaeth H., The Supreme Court and the Attitudinal Model Revisited, Cambridge University Press (2002);Solum L. B., Judicial 
Selection: Ideology Versus Character,”Cardozo L. Rev.“26 (2005). 
20 Contemporary Perspectives on Constitutional Interpretation, Eds. Susan J. Brison & Walter Sinnott Armstrong, Westview Press, Oxford, 
2 (1993).
21 Ibid.
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of Germany “contains the right answer to almost any constitutional dispute”.22 For a segment of 
scholars, strict legalism is the best means of maintaining public confidence in the court.23

However, “judicial discretion” is inevitable.24 When assessing these directions, a distinction is 
made, on the one hand, between positivism and normativism, and on the other hand, between 
originalism and non-originalism. Positivism and normativism are considered the main conflicting di-
rections among schools of constitutional interpretation. Positivism means the action of clearly for-
mulated constitutional provisions; in other words, it fully depends on the interpretative text of the 
constitution (on the level of each provision). Normativism is guided by a holistic conception of a con-
stitution and reasoning by the ideas that derive from the entire document is an essential part of it.25

Sub-directions of positivism are literalism and purposivism.26 The former implies rules of gram-
mar of provision (which excludes the founders’ purposes) while the latter interprets provisions in 
light of their purposes.27 Interpretation by applying the method of purposivism is especially topical 
in relation to human rights and freedoms since this field sets extraordinary obligations for a consti-
tutional court.28

Normativism broadens the law and turns its focus to answers insofar as it implies guidance 
by “abstract norms of political morality.”29 The radicalization of such views, on the one hand, and 
guidance by principles of natural law, on the other, are considered identical approaches in scientific 
literature.30

In the case of originalism, a constitution is interpreted by taking into account the time of the 
adoption of the constitution. Originalists differ from one another by the rationale behind their deci-
sions: the intentions and purposes of the founders of the constitution,31 the understandings of the 

22 Goldsworthy J., Constitutional Interpretation, in Oxford Handbook of Comparative Constitutional Law, Eds. Michel Rosenfeld & Andras 
Sajo, 691 (2012); Kommers D. P, Germany: Balancing Rights and Duties, in Interpreting Constitutions a Comparative Study, Ed. Jeffrey 
Goldsworthy, Oxford University Press,161, 207-208(2006).
23 Goldsworthy J., Constitutional Interpretation, in Oxford Handbook of Comparative Constitutional Law, Eds. Michel Rosenfeld &Andras 
Sajo, 713 (2012).
24 Ibid, 691.
25 Positivism as textualism-originalism, also normativism as teleological-dynamic approach. See, Rytter J. E., Constitutional Interpreta-
tion, “ScandinavianStudiesin Law” 52, 258 (2007).
26 The doctrine also refers to it as a teleological method. For its part, the idea of strict textualism is perceived as an unjustifiable radical-
ism even by prominent representatives of this method; Translation technique is considered a refined form of purposivism. See, Lessig 
L.,Fidelity in Translation, “Texas Law Review” 71 (1993); Sunstein C. R. &Vermeule A., InterpretationandInstitutions, John M. OlinPro-
gramin Law andEconomicsWorkingPaperNo. 156 (2002).
27 Goldsworthy J., Constitutional Interpretation, in Oxford Handbook of Comparative Constitutional Law, Eds. Michel Rosenfeld &Andras 
Sajo, 691 (2012).
28 Rytter J. E., Constitutional Interpretation, “Scandinavian Studies in Law” 52, 258 (2007); cited: MüllerJ.P.,Zursog. Subjektiv- undobjek-
tivrechtlicheBedeutungderGrundrechte, Derstaat, 33-48 (47) (1990).
29 Goldsworthy J., Constitutional Interpretation, in Oxford Handbook of Comparative Constitutional Law, Eds. Michel Rosenfeld & Andras 
Sajo, 692 (2012).
30 Ibid.
31 In parallel to constitutional interpretation in countries of common law system, the modern literature about originalism established a 
new term of constitutional construction. For a critical analysis of the mentioned issue see, Kay R., Construction, Originalist Interpretation 
and the Complete Constitution, University of Pennsylvania Journal of Constitutional Law Online available at:<https://works.bepress.com/
richard_kay/14/> [29.10.2017]; also Balkin J. M., The New Originalism and the Uses of History, “Fordham L. Rev.” 82 (2013).
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founding generation32 or the meanings of the words when adopting it.33 For originalists, constitu-
tional interpretation means the exclusion of politics, discretion, and indeterminacy.34 When speak-
ing about this direction, one may pay attention to Hugo Black’s phrase. For Black, reliance on the 
text of the constitution means considering it as the only source in the sense that, otherwise, a judge 
would have to determine an individual (specific) scale of justice, which might become an object of 
daily variation.35 Thus, based on Black’s phrase, one may conclude that the rationale behind the 
position of an originalist is the concept of stability and general agreement.

One cannot talk about originalists without mentioning the views of Robert Bork as he was one 
of most prominent defenders of originalism and active supporters of judicial self-restraint. To un-
derstand originalism, Bork describes the Madisonian dilemma, which is perceived through the lens 
of US reality though its content is more ideological than contextual. This dilemma implies the sup-
port of the simultaneous existence of two principles. The first is the principle of self-governance, 
indicating that the majority, if they wish so, have a possibility to govern insofar as “they form the 
majority”.36 One should also bear in mind that there are spheres where the majority cannot inter-
fere, i.e. where the freedom of the minority does not experience interference from the majority. 
Such spheres, however, cannot be determined either by the majority or the minority because there 
is no trust towards either of them as they are inclined to tyranny.37 In Bork’s view, a judge also can-
not make a classification based on this idea for the simple reason that he/she is in either of the 
two mentioned groups. There is a solution and it can only be written down in a constitution and be 
read from it.38 It follows from here that, in Bork’s view, originalism is the only philosophy of consti-
tutional interpretation that ensures the legitimacy of constitutional justice. Bork’s argument about 
the unavoidable connection of judges to any of the groups is perceived as inevitability by modern 
theories.39

The textualist interpreter represents originalists. Texts have linguistic and social dimensions. 
Critics of this philosophy are equipped with plausible arguments, according to which it is impossible 
to take into account the social aspect of the period when a constitution was enacted for the follow-
ing reasons: on the one hand, it is unimaginable to restore the social context of that period while, on 

32 Dorsen N., Rosenfeld M., Sajo A., Baer S., Comparative Constitutionalism: Cases and Materials, American Casebook Series, 219 (2010).
33 Contemporary Perspectives on Constitutional Interpretation, Eds. Susan J. Brison & Walter Sinnott Armstrong, Westview Press, Oxford, 
4 (1993).
34 Feldman S. M., Constitutional Interpretation and History: New Originalism or Eclecticism?, “BYU J. Pub. L.” 28, 283 (2013-2014).
35 Contemporary Perspectives on Constitutional Interpretation, Eds. Susan J. Brison & Walter Sinnott Armstrong, Westview Press, Oxford, 
4 (1993).
36 Bork R. H., The Original Understanding, in Contemporary Perspectives on Constitutional Interpretation, Eds. Susan J. Brison & Walter 
Sinnott Armstrong, Westview Press, Oxford, 48 (1993).
37 Ibid.
38 Ibid., 48-49.
39 Dyevre A., Technocracy and Distrust: Revisiting the Rationale for Constitutional Review, “Int’l J. Const. L.” 13, 32 (2015). Dicey uses a 
similar model to substantiate the principle parliamentary sovereignty, when he does not consider parliamentary activity as a necessary 
expression of public desire.
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the other hand, social context is not a static phenomenon.40 Consequently, such views undermine 
the order of constitutional values and place it beyond the challenges facing modern society.

In case of non-originalism41 constitutional justices may rely on modern purposes, challenges and 
values and not assign decisive meaning to the founders’ intentions. A pressing issue for supporters 
of a dynamic reading of the constitution is the following: if there is, on the one hand, a concept of 
interpretation of law and, on the other hand, a concept of constitutional interpretation42 but the 
former disregards the intention of its author [for example, by common courts when applying the 
law], why is the intention of the founders considered so intensely in the case of the latter?43 This 
question is popular in scientific literature. However, there is also a widespread opinion that this ar-
gument is not relevant due to vagueness – or more precisely, a lack of clarity that is characteristic for 
constitutional provisions.44 This issue is also explainable insofar as a constitution pursues the goal of 
confining political processes within legal limits while legal rules may not have claims (both in theo-
retical and practical terms), on the one hand, and resources, on the other hand, to fully regulate 
political processes.45 Thus, notions of ordinary law and constitutional interpretation, for their part, 
represent a comparison of unequally important conceptions.46

Philosophies of constitutional interpretation are mainly oriented on a correct reading of the es-
sence of a constitution. An opposite form of this context is the skeptical method of constitutional 
interpretation, according to which a constitutional interpretation may not always be linked to a 
reasonable result insofar as a constitution, for its part, may subject moral “flaws” to regulation.47 
This model conflicts with the approach of originalists and textualists. The concept of skepticism also 
contains the idea that the text of the constitution may provide a number of different interpretations 
which, in their turn, endanger the “stability and rationality” of the rule of law.48

40 Dorsen N., Rosenfeld M., Sajo A., Baer S., Comparative Constitutionalism: Cases and Materials, American Casebook Series, 220-221 
(2010).
41 Identical notion in the doctrine is the approach of dynamic reading of constitution.
42 For comparison of notions of interpretation of law and constitutional interpretation see, Jakab A.,Judicial Reasoning in Constitutional 
Courts: A European Perspective, “Ger. Law J” 14:08, 1224-1226 (2013); Arshakyan M., The Impact of Legal Systems on Constitutional 
Interpretation: A Comparative Analysis: The U.S. Supreme Court and the German Federal Constitutional Court, “Ger. Law J” 14:08, 1324-
1327 (2013).
43 Marmor A., Meaning and Belief in Constitutional Interpretation, “Fordham L. Rev.” 82, 577 (2013).
44 Arshakyan M., The Impact of Legal Systems on Constitutional Interpretation: A Comparative Analysis: The U.S. Supreme Court and the 
German Federal Constitutional Court, “Ger. Law J” 14:08, 1325 (2013); Jakab A., Judicial Reasoning in Constitutional Courts: A European 
Perspective, “Ger. Law J” 14:08, 1224 (2013).
45 However, such an understanding of constitution is viewed as a source of judiciary self-restraint. For its part, this argument can be 
successfully transformed to prove an opposite opinion insofar as this idea may encourage constitutional justice towards bolder actions 
within the limits of constitutional identity. Compare, Arshakyan M., The Impact of Legal Systems on Constitutional Interpretation: A Com-
parative Analysis: The U.S. Supreme Court and the German Federal Constitutional Court, “Ger. Law J” 14:08, 1326 (2013).
46 StarckC., Constitutional Interpretation, in Studies in German Constitutionalism, 50; Citation: Arshakyan M., The Impact of Legal Sys-
tems on Constitutional Interpretation: A Comparative Analysis: The U.S. Supreme Court and the German Federal Constitutional Court, 
“Ger. Law J” 14:08, 1326 (2013).
47 West R. L., Constitutional Scepticism, in Contemporary Perspectives on Constitutional Interpretation, Eds. Susan J. Brison& Walter 
Sinnott Armstrong, Westview Press, Oxford, 233 (1993).
48 Ibid., 235.
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1.3. Jurisdictional tendencies of constitutional interpretation

The issue of belonging to a law system is an important issue in constitutional interpretation; for 
example, a precedent is assigned a different weight in the jurisdiction of the countries of common 
law and continental Europe. Although the principle of staredecisis is not mandatory in Germany, 
judgments by the Federal Constitutional Court always contain references to earlier interpretations 
of the court.49 This might be an indication that one of the differences between these two systems is 
being erased. Should this mean that a decision by the constitutional court is that which influences 
its future reasoning? Representatives of German scientific circles note that such a tendency only 
shows that the German court is “stable” in interpreting its Basic Law.50 Thus, if non-changeability 
and stability lies in the essence of court policy, this indicates for both systems that earlier decisions 
represent important determinants in interpreting the constitution. In any case, the aim of constitu-
tional courts should be, on the one hand, to take a decision in line with a constitution and on the 
other hand, to reinforce trust in the court, which really makes the logic of earlier constitutional 
interpretation binding, to a certain degree.

In contrast to countries in the common law system, there is a tendency in Germany to apply the 
approach that doctrinal interpretations and opinions represent an important source of substantia-
tion and reasoning. This means that decisions are the result of scientific consensus. This makes it 
more convincing that the Basic Law provides a possibility to form rational and objective views and 
that opinions of the court do not reflect the value order or mindset of concrete judges. These issues 
are so essential for a court that, one may say, academic papers are more important that precedents.51 

Concepts of the interaction of interpretation and political processes are different in the countries 
of common law and continental law systems. For example, when the constitution does not or cannot 
reflect a social or political reality in Germany, amendments are made to the Basic Law itself in order 
to avert a threat to the “clarity, precision, and predictability” necessary for a constitutional state.52

There are also established opinions about the use of methods of constitutional interpretation. 
For example, it is agreed that the Australian High Court has traditionally been much more legalist 
than the constitutional courts of Germany or Canada.53 However, the aim of analysis in such a direc-

49 To illustrate the above mentioned, Kommers refers to the 2003 decision of German Federal Constitutional Court, in which the court 
made reference to 23 of its decisions - Germany, BVerfG, Judgment of the Second Senate of 24 September 2003 - 2 BvR 1436/02, avail-
able at: 
<http://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/EN/2003/09/rs20030924_2bvr143602en.html>[29.10.2017].
50 Kommers D. P., Germany: Balancing Rights and Duties, in Interpreting Constitutions: A Comparative Study, Ed. Jeffrey Goldsworthy, 
Oxford University Press, 193 (2006).
51 Kommers underlines that there is a differentiation among doctrinal sources by their usage. Kommers D. P.,Germany: BalancingRight-
sandDuties, inInterpretingConstitutions: A ComparativeStudy, Ed. Jeffrey Goldsworthy, Oxford University Press, 193 (2006).
52 Goldsworthy J., Constitutional Interpretation, in Oxford Handbook of Comparative Constitutional Law, Eds. Michel Rosenfeld &Andras 
Sajo, 702 (2012).
53 Ibid., 695
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tion cannot be the establishment of something constant as the dynamics of processes contains a 
high risk of error.54

My assessment of the interpretative methods of constitutional courts provides evidence of the 
challenges facing a legal system. This is linked to the fact that the connection between the value 
system of the judges and the interpretative ideology seems to imply a certain degree of stability, 
however, the scientific literature indicates that judges that interpret a constitution may, in order to 
avoid a constitutional crisis, shift from legalism to a normativist approach (change in the strategy).55 
However, the creativity of judges is not always “progressive”.56 

2. MATERIAL ISSUES OF CONSTITUTIONAL INTERPRETATION

2.1. Text of preamble to constitution

Reading a constitution means reading it from the beginning and it means that the preamble is a 
determinant of constitutional reasoning; however, in this case one should pay attention to what an 
interpreter manages to understand from the preamble of the constitution. According to popular defi-
nition, the preamble to a constitution is a text providing information to an addressee about the pur-
poses and objectives of a basic law. There is no uniform approach with regard to its legal outcomes, 
legal power.57 One should mention in this context the following: when speaking about the Weimar 
Constitution, Carl Schmitt notes that the constitution specified the main decisions taken as a result 
of a political compromise, while the preamble expressed this compromise especially clearly and em-
phatically.58 Apart from expressing such a compromise, preambles also convey political decisions. For 
Schmitt, results of such political compromise are not legally binding elements, but, in his view, they 
represent a list of the prerequisites that lay the foundation of the action of the Constitution.59

Regarding the legal power of preambles, the legal literature indicates that a preamble itself 
contains information about their power and it is not suitable to establish a uniform approach.60 In 

54 For Tuschnet this is eclecticism in opinions of a judge; for Goldsworthy this is “change in the philosophy of interpretation,” which is 
conditioned, on the one hand, by the degree of influence of judges’ opinions (internal factor of court) and on the other hand, the change 
of judges themselves (external factor of court). See, Goldsworthy J., Constitutional Interpretation, in OxfordHandbookofComparative 
Constitutional Law, Eds. Michel Rosenfeld &Andras Sajo, 695 (2012).
55 Goldsworthy J., Constitutional Interpretation, in Oxford Handbook of Comparative Constitutional Law, Eds. Michel Rosenfeld &Andras 
Sajo, 715 (2012).
56 Ibid., 717.
57 Hulme M. H., Preambles in Treaty Interpretation, „U. Pa. L. Rev.“ 164 , 1288 (2016).
58 Schmitt C., Constitutional Theory, Trans. & Ed. Jeffrey Seitzer, Duke University Press, 77 (1928).
59 Ibid., 78-79.
60 Orgad L., The Preamble in Constitutional Interpretation, “Int. J. Const. Law” Vol. 8 No. 4, 715 (2010)
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functional terms, there are three categories of constitutional preambles: (1) symbolic, (2) interpre-
tative, and (3) substantive.61 

The characteristic of a symbolic preamble is its aim to persuade the people to obey the law – it 
must demonstrate the reasons why laws are “good”.62 This category may be even called a “pure 
formality”.63 One of the grounds of this approach is the opinion that preambles do not contain 
enough information to provide the possibility to form any logical and systemic reasoning. The pre-
amble of the US constitution is also limited in practice to a ceremonial role.64 

In case of an interpretative preamble, a preamble is the facilitator and the basis of the process 
of constitutional interpretation, in other words, it creates a certain framework and can be consid-
ered a sort of argument for the justification of relevant interpretation. A decision by South Africa’s 
Constitutional Court is cited as an example of this scheme, in which the court confirmed the pre-
amble’s status as a guide and inspiration in interpreting human rights.65 This approach is applied by 
countries of both common law and constitutional law. For example, in Estonia, the court confirmed 
the constitutionality of an act requiring adequate command of the Estonian language as a prerequi-
site for election to a local government council.66 This court decision was based on the preamble of 
the Estonian Constitution, according to which the constitution must guarantee the preservation of 
the Estonian nation and its culture throughout the ages. However, it would be incorrect to consider 
such approach as a tendency in the case of Estonia, as in some cases the court did not use the pre-
amble as a source for interpretation.67 However, the latter assessment would not be accurate either 
as the methods of interpretation the court took as guidance are also important.

Yet another cited example of the interpretative role of the preamble is the decision by the Fed-
eral Constitution Court of Germany on the compliance of the Treaty of Lisbon with the Basic Law of 
Germany.68 The constitutional court did not find a violation of the principle of sovereign statehood 
that is guaranteed by the German constitution. To specify the constitutional basis of the principle of 
sovereign statehood, the court refers to articles 23 to 25 of the Basic Law and concludes that Euro-

61 Ibid.
62 Although Plato is named as the author of this concept. For details see, Orgad L., The Preamble in Constitutional Interpretation, “Int. 
J. Const. Law” Vol. 8 No. 4, 722 (2010).
63 Hulme M. H., Preambles in Treaty Interpretation, „U. Pa. L. Rev.“ 164 , 1289 (2016).
64 Although it is also indicated that the preamble of US constitution has a resource to become a serious source in the matter of inter-
pretation of determined issues. See, Leiter B.,Handler C. E. &Handler M., A Reconsideration of the Relevance and Materiality of the 
Preamblein Constitutional Interpretation, “Cardozo L. Rev.” 12, 117, 147-148 (1990); Himmelfarb D.,The Preamblein Constitutional Inter-
pretation, “SetonHallConst. L.J.” 2, 202-204 (1991-1992).
65 Orgad L.,The Preamble in Constitutional Interpretation, “Int. J. Const. Law” Vol. 8 No. 4, 724 (2010).
66 Ibid., Number of decision EST-1998-3-007.
67 A disputable norm for Estonians was an act forbidding Estonians to change their Estonian last name to a non-Estonian last name. The 
court declared it unconstitutional despite the provision in the preamble regarding the protection of Estonian national identity (which 
could be successfully used in the reasoning part, but, for its part, conception of identity requires contextualization). See, Orgad L.,The 
Preamble in Constitutional Interpretation, “Int. J. Const. Law” Vol. 8 No. 4, 725 (2010); Number of decision EST-2004-2-004.
68 Germany, BVerfG, Judgment of the Second Senate of 30 June 2009 - 2 BvE 2/08 - paras. (1-421) available at: <http://www.bverfg.de/e/
es20090630_2bve000208en.html>[29.10.2017].
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pean integration is not only permitted by the Basic Law but desired by it.69 The latter is interpreted 
by the court in the following way: the Preamble of the Basic Law emphasizes not only the moral 
basis of responsible self-determination but also the willingness to serve world peace as an equal 
partner in a united Europe.70 For the court, the preamble also creates an essential basis for this issue 
in terms of conformity with other provisions of the Basic Law of Germany. Thus, with this decision, 
the German Constitutional Court confirmed once again that the preamble “has not only political 
importance but also legal content”.71

A substantive analysis of the constitution implies that it is an independent source of constitu-
tional interpretation. In this case references are made to the experience of France, India, Nepal, and 
Bosnia and Herzegovina. In the case of France, pursuant to a decision taken in 1971,72 the preamble 
of the constitution adopted in 1946 did not have legal power and the reference to the 1789 Declara-
tion of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen was just “a token of respect,” which thereafter became 
the law to be applied by the court.73 In the case of India, the preamble of the constitution acquired 
essential and independent importance through a constitutional interpretation in the ruling of the 
court. However, in the case of Nepal, for instance, the constitution explicitly defines the exceptional 
role of the preamble, which indicates that it has a normative meaning.74 The scientific literature also 
believes that the Basic Law of Hungary, by referring to the National Faith, includes the preamble of 
constitution in the list of methods of interpretation.75

2.2. The context of social and economic rights

2.2.1. Social and economic rights - a program or an obligation

The issue of interference of constitutional justice in decisions taken by a state authority on the 
grounds of social and economic rights is very sensitive and widely discussed. While there is a high 
degree of agreement on the necessity to consider civil or political rights, views about social and 
economic rights are different and controversial. The discussion around the issue grows even more 
interesting by such tendencies as the constitutionalization of these rights in national systems (for 
example, South Africa, Lithuania, Estonia, Poland, etc). However, the inclusion of these rights in a 
constitution was and remains a very controversial issue.76

69 Ibid., para. 143.
70 Ibid., para. 222.
71 Germany, BVerfGE 36, 1 2 BvF 1/73 Grundlagenvertrag - decision of 31 July 1973.
72 France, decision no. 71-44 DC of 16 July1971.
73 Stone A., The Birth of Judicial Politics in France: The Constitutional Council in Comparative Perspective, Oxford University Press, New 
York, 119-140 (1992).
74 Orgad L.,The Preamble in Constitutional Interpretation, “Int. J. Const. Law” Vol. 8 No. 4, 727-729 (2010).
75 Jakab A., Judicial Reasoning in Constitutional Courts: A European Perspective, “Ger. Law J” 14:08, 1227.
76 Schwartz H., Do Economic and Social Rights Belong in a Constitution?, “Am. U. J. Int’l L. &Pol’y” 10, 1233 (1994-1995).
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The most cited example in the area of the constitutionalization of social and economic rights 
is the case of South Africa. Some scholars even speak about the suitability of its replication in the 
jurisdictions of various countries.77 For example, according to a provision in the Constitution of the 
Republic of South Africa, the state must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its 
available resources, to achieve the progressive realization of this right. Such an obligation of the 
state is specified, for example, with regard to the rights to health care, food, water and social secu-
rity.78 But when the constitution does not explicitly refer to social and political rights, does it include 
concepts such as, for example, a social state, which would put the forward social and economic 
rights of people? Or is it possible to consider them within the context of other rights, for example, 
the right to equality, life, dignity?

2.2.2. Issue of institutional platform

Among arguments concerning the exclusion of the possibility for courts to take decisions on 
social and economic rights, it is worth mentioning issues that are impossible to standardize, for 
example what constitutes adequate housing, or a fair wage? It is also noted that the realization of 
these rights is part of the state policy (which is its exclusive competence).79 This is further enhanced 
with the argument that the government is more experienced in distributing limited resources.80 This 
echoes the concept that the discussion about social and economic rights by bodies implementing 
control over the constitution is not covered by the constitutional mandate and institutional exper-
tise of these institutions.81 One should also take into account the factor of political culture, in other 
words, the understanding of rights and freedoms by individualist and communitarian conceptions.82

In contrast to these arguments, a broadly debated opinion is that it is impossible to separately 
consider, on the one hand, civil and political rights and on the other hand, economic and social 
rights, since this is a single category.83 The role of social rights is being enhanced in modern times, 
encouraged by the reinforcement of the vision of the indivisibility of human rights.84 Social rights 

77 See, for example, Christiansen E. C., Using Constitutional Adjudication to Remedy Socio-Economic Injustice: Comparative Lessons from 
South Africa, 13 UCLA J. of Int’l Law and Foreign Affairs369 (2008).
78 The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, articles 26-27.
79 Key Concepts on ESCRs - Can Economic, Social and Cultural Rights be Litigated at Courts? Available at: <http://www.ohchr.org/EN/
Issues/ESCR/Pages/CanESCRbelitigatedatcourts.aspx>[29.10.2017].
80 Pillay A., Revisiting The Indian Experience of Economic and Social Rights Adjudication: the Need for a Principled Approach to Judicial 
Activism and Restraint, „I.C.L.Q“ 63, 387-388 (2014).
81 Ibid., 386.
82 Goldsworthy J., Constitutional Interpretation, in Oxford Handbook of Comparative Constitutional Law, Eds. Michel Rosenfeld &Andras 
Sajo, 714 (2012).
83 Beetham D., What Future for Economic and Social Rights?, Human Rights, Ed. Robert McCorquodale, Cromwell Press, Wiltshire, 216-
219 (2003). For similar ideas see, Beetham D., What Future for Economic and Social Rights?, Human Rights, Ed. Robert McCorquodale, 
Cromwell Press, Wiltshire, 215-234 (2003)
84 Evangelista G. F., Prevention, Homelessness Strategies and Housing Rights in Europe, in A report on Criminalization of Homelessness 
in Europe, Ed. Jones S., 163-164, Available at: <http://housingrightswatch.org/sites/default/files/11.%20Chapter%208.pdf>[29.10.2017].
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have been understood in terms of their content – as court experience shows, the aims of social 
rights in some cases are already protected within the boundaries of civil and political rights. For 
example, the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) considered the demand to be protected 
against industrial contamination85 and the demand to be protected against homelessness86 within 
the scope of the civil right to respect family life. To illustrate this issue, instances are cited when 
ECHR as well as the UN Committee against Torture considered the right to prohibit cruel and inhu-
mane treatment87 within the right to housing while the US court banned the detention of a home-
less person for sleeping in public places.88

The problem of “adequate justiciability” of decisions on economic and social rights taken within 
the scope of constitutional justice is raised in some cases. Claims towards the Supreme Court of 
South Africa that judges fail to properly interpret the essence of social or economic rights also re-
late to the issue of justiciability of decisions.89 The result is that while a constitutional law philoso-
phy (justiciability) may greatly contribute to the strengthening of a relevant position, such a result 
becomes difficult in this context. Some scholars raise this question because there is no agreement 
among judges; in other words, there are no clearly formulated positions within the court. For exam-
ple, in India, it is noted that judges themselves need to clearly formulate a position on what should 
be the boundaries of court activism or self-restraint in relation to economic and social rights.90 

2.3. Context of the method of application of foreign law

When interpreting a constitution in the decision-making process, a constitutional court may ap-
ply the experience of a foreign country, in particular, its law or court interpretations. In such cases, 
the main question that arises is whether the international law of other countries is applicable91 if 
a constitutional court believes that it coincides with the constitutional logic and value order of a 
relevant country. This issue is made pressing, on the one hand, by conceptions of “globalized legal 
world”, “transnational legal interactions”92 and on the other hand, the theory of positivism, which 
opposes the former.93 Tripkovic discusses the possibility of consensus on the use of foreign law in 

85 López Ostra v. Spain, App. no. 16798/90, ECtHR, 09 December 1994.
86 Botta v. Italy, App. no. 21439/93, ECtHR, 24 February 1998.
87 Moldovan and others v. Romania,App. nos. 41138/98 &64320/01, ECtHR, 12 July 2005.
88 Langford M.,TheJusticiability of Social Rights: From Practice to Theory, in Social Rights Jurisprudence: Emerging Trends in International 
and Comparative Law, Ed. Langford M., Cambridge University Press, 4 (2008).
89 Pillay A., Revisiting The Indian Experience of Economic and Social Rights Adjudication: the Need for a Principled Approach to Judicial 
Activism and Restraint, “I.C.L.Q“ 63, 387 (2014).
90 Pillay A., Revisiting The Indian Experience of Economic and Social Rights Adjudication: the Need for a Principled Approach to Judicial 
Activism and Restraint, „I.C.L.Q“ 63, 387 (2014).
91 Scientific literature considers that international law and foreign law have different contextual connotations for constitutional interpre-
tation. See, Perju V. F., The Puzzling Parameters of the Foreign Law Debate, “Utah Law Review” 20, 169-170 (2007).
92 For “transnational law,” “global law” and “world law” conceptions see, Perju V. F., The Puzzling Parameters of the Foreign Law Debate, 
“Utah Law Review” 20, 168-169 (2007).
93 Tripkovic B., Judicial Comparativism and Legal Positivism, “Transnational Legal Theory” 5(2), 285-286 (2014).
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the context of positivism94 and uses Jeremy Waldron’s concept as a starting point, according to 
which a foreign law may be understood as the law of a relevant country.95 Goldsworthy sees the idea 
of “cosmopolitan constitutionalism” in constitutional courts of countries of the continental legal 
system going beyond geographical boundaries and “borrowing ideas” from, inter alia, countries of 
common law system and continental law system and vice versa.96 

The arguments for and against the use of foreign law show that the former view is a persuasive 
authority while the latter attributes authoritative legal weight to it.97 The importance of these issues 
is underlined by the fact that the debate about foreign law is not a debate about citation but rather 
a debate about “the rule of recognition or the grundnorm, to use Kelsen’s term for a similar but not 
identical idea”.98 It is interesting, however, whether there is any consensus about when foreign law 
should be used in constitutional interpretation. For a number of scholars, this resource is especially 
important when foreign law and the customary international law coincide.99 Waldron applies the 
same philosophical approach when he notes that when the constitutional norms and precedents of 
a foreign country comply with each other, it leads to the perception that it is a supranational law, i.e. 
ius gentium.100 For some scholars, the use of this law is already acceptable in certain types of cases 
when it is necessary to modernize and develop law; when a problem repeats in several jurisdictions, 
there is a need/possibility to ensure uniform responses; when risks may be justified by considering 
the experience of foreign country, et cetera.101

As a rule, constitutions do not refer to the possibility of the use of foreign law as a source, es-
pecially in constitutional interpretation. By examining the results of a thorough study of the men-
tioned relations, one may distinguish three categories of countries (both by rules and approached 
of judges).102 In the first category, the constitution does not explicitly refer to these issues and, 
consequently, leaves the choice to the judges; an example of this category is the Constitution of 
the South African Republic, according to which the court must consider international law and may 
consider foreign law when interpreting human rights.103 Thus, the will of the founders opened the 
issue for judges and even established a hierarchy in applying the law by making the use of inter-
national law mandatory104 and indicating only a possibility of the use of foreign law. The second 

94 Ibid.
95 Waldron J., Partly Laws Common to All Mankind: Foreign Law in American Courts, Yale University Press (2012).
96 Goldsworthy J., Introduction, in Interpreting Constitutions: A Comparative Study, Ed. Jeffrey Goldsworthy, Oxford University Press,3 
(2006).
97 Tripkovic B., Judicial Comparativism and Legal Positivism, “Transnational Legal Theory” 5(2),288 (2014).
98 Schauer F., Authority and Authorities, “Va. L. Rev.” 94, 1959 (2008).
99 Perju V. F., The Puzzling Parameters of the Foreign Law Debate, “Utah Law Review” 20, 169 (2007).
100 Waldron J., Partly Laws Common to All Mankind: Foreign Law in American Courts, Yale University Press, 3 (2012).
101 Markesinis B. &Fedtke J., Judicial Recourse to Foreign Law: A New Source of Inspiration?, Routledge, NY, 109-127 (2006).
102 Ibid.
103 The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, article 39.
104 The use of norms of international law as an interpretation method is specified in, for example, constitutions of Portugal (article 16.2) 
and Spain (section 10.2). In case of Portugal, the emphasis is made on the interpretation of human rights and freedoms, which must be 
in line with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights while in case of Spain, additionally on those human rights protection instruments 
which are ratified by the country.
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category includes constitutions that do not provide for such a possibility, but judicial rulings leave 
an impression of lawmaking on their part; in the third category, norms are similar to the second 
category, though judges are totally detached from the text of constitution.105 The abovementioned 
categorization is intended specifically for a comparative approach though it is based on a general 
approach of judicial activism.

The use of foreign law has several characteristics and among them selective, facultative use is 
the most extraordinary.106 Selective use means that a court uses this law individually and not in all 
cases.107 Opponents of the selective use of law assert that a court cannot establish the ground of the 
adoption of this or that norm, i.e. it is difficult to consider the context of jurisdiction.108 All this leads 
to the constantly incorrect interpretation of foreign law, and contains dangers of nominalism.109 It 
is true that the use of foreign law and related interpretations may become an important source of 
inspiration, but one should be aware of the dangers of its incorrect use, which might be prompted 
by “unconstitutional” motivation on the part of courts.110 

CONCLUSION

The right to interpret the constitution is an essential lever for constitutional courts in order to 
implement the policy envisaged in the constitution. Constitutional justice must pass a test in terms 
of separating the discovery of law and the creation of law. This, however, can be done through the 
interpretation of constitutions.

The objective of the constitutional court is to keep a political society within the legal dimensions 
provided by the constitution itself, which, in contrast to other legal acts, is more political, open 
and less perfect.111 This process means taking decisions that conform to the constitution and not 
fully reading out a decision from the constitution. These ideological boundaries make the following 
points clear:

105 Markesinis B. & Fedtke J., Judicial Recourse to Foreign Law: A New Source of Inspiration?, Routledge, NY, 24-25 (2006).
106 Tripkovic B., Judicial Comparativism and Legal Positivism, “Transnational Legal Theory” 5(2),306-307 (2014).
107 Ibid.
108 Perju V. F., The Puzzling Parameters of the Foreign Law Debate, “Utah Law Review” 20, 169-170 (2007).
109 Tripkovic B., Judicial Comparativism and Legal Positivism, “Transnational Legal Theory” 5(2), 308 (2014); Perju V. F., The Puzzling 
Parameters of the Foreign Law Debate, “Utah Law Review” 20, 170 (2007).
110 Annus T., Comparative Constitutional Reasoning: the Law and Strategy of Selecting the Right Arguments, “Duke Journal of Compara-
tive & International Law” 14:301, 321 (2004); Lee, J. T., Foreign Precedents in Constitutional Adjudication by the Supreme Court of Singa-
pore, 1963-2013, “Washington International Law Journal” 24(2), 253–288 (2015).
111 Brugger W., Legal Interpretation, Schools of Jurisprudence, and Anthropology: Some Remarks From a German Point of View, in Com-
parative Constitutionalism: Cases and Materials, American Casebook Series, Eds. Dorsen N., Rosenfeld M., Sajo A., Baer S., 178 (2010).
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One of top concerns of constitutional interpreters is to take a position on how they will orientate 
themselves in terms of time. In other words, it is essential whether the philosophical approach they 
choose is prompted by past aims, current challenges or future prospects. Orientation on the past is, 
as a rule, conditioned by the issue of democratic legitimacy, which is justified by the unconditional 
observation of public agreement. On the other hand, the analysis of various approaches and sourc-
es of constitutional interpretation showed that each interpretative philosophy has its own rationale 
and consequently, it would be incorrect to speak about the advantage of this or that direction with-
out supporting criteria. One of the essential criteria is to meet the challenges faced by a country. 
Thus, it would be better if a constitutional interpreter opts for a dynamic reading of the document. 
In other words, in terms of time, consideration of the past should be the least significant factor.

This vision shows that we should discuss which philosophical approach constitutes the basis of 
constitutional courts for carrying out their authority. For example, in accordance with the Trustee 
Model of the delegation theory of founding power, the function of constitutional control is “to im-
prove the quality of legislation, to enhance the efficiency of public policies and, if possible, to facili-
tate the smooth functioning of the political system”.112 In such a case, members of the constitutional 
court are trustees of the political system, ensuring that the system operates in line with democratic 
principles. This is the theory that corresponds to the approach of the dynamic reading of the con-
stitution – the methods of constitutional interpretation become the subject of broader discretion.

It should be taken into account what a constitutional court itself wants to demonstrate. For 
example, when the institution of constitutional justice is young, it is more motivated to show its ne-
cessity as a guarantor of constitutional democracy. In this case, a court is bolder and the separation 
of politics and law might become a greater challenge. On the other hand, it is important for a court 
to make use of the opportunities available.

Apart from the technical issues of constitutional interpretation, this research highlighted those 
material aspects that are most pressing in the modern discourse of constitutional justice. Such is-
sues include the consideration of social and economic rights within the boundaries of constitutional 
control as well as the constitutional weight of preambles and the consideration of international 
experience by constitutional courts in the decision-making process.

The essence of the pressing issues of constitutional interpretation and modern tendencies prove 
that the increase of the role of constitutional courts is inevitable, which has political and social im-
plications. Moreover, members of other branches of the government remain fearful of the trust in 
constitutional justice and intellectual rivalry.

112 Dyevre A., Technocracy and Distrust: Revisiting the Rationale for Constitutional Review, “Int’l J. Const. L.”13, 36 (2015).
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ABSTRACT

In the modern world it is hard to imagine how people could exist without an important personal 
data protection mechanism – depersonalization – since the life of an individual comprises of such 
details that, if publicized, would cause immeasurable damage to individual in question and the peo-
ple around him/her.

This paper looks at how data is defined in a number of diverse categories, discusses the mean-
ing and quality of each category, determines the relevance and importance of legal regulation and 
examines the practical implementation of depersonalization to fulfill the legislative aim of data sub-
ject protection. 

In order to study this issue in its entirety, the article reviews the normative base and practice in 
Georgia as well as the best practices of other countries in creating personal data protection guaran-
tees. This approach makes it possible to analyze the pros and cons of depersonalization as a guar-
antee for data subject protection.
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INTRODUCTION

“Inviolability of personal data is the precondition for the autonomy of an individual, his/her 
independent development, and the protection of his/her dignity”,1 therefore, it is important to pro-
tect the dissemination of any information related to a data subject that may harm him/her in terms 
of employment, creating a family or even interacting with the outside world. 

Depersonalization is an important guarantee for the protection of a data subject. However, its 
practical implementation is difficult as there is legitimate public interest in informing society about 
various issues. This means that the data processor must be careful to not spread information that 
enables the public to identify the data subject.

This article discusses questions of the legal regulation of depersonalization and its practical im-
plementation. In addition, special attention is given to the categories of data that should always be 
depersonalized should it become necessary to use it in a public form. 

The findings in this paper are based on comparative-legal, formal-logical, analytical, historical 
and sociological research. The comparative-legal research method made it possible to reach a logi-
cal and consistent conclusion by comparing and collating positive and negative aspects of laws in 
several countries. The analytical research method involves problem analysis, which aided my pur-
suit of consistent and logical arguments and helped me arrive at a rational conclusion. The histori-
cal research method helped ascertain the stages of the development of personal data protection 
legislation. Sociological research was vital due to the fact that personal data is related to society and 
each individual in society possesses it.

1. THE ESSENCE OF PERSONAL DATA DEPERSONALIZATION AND THE TYPES OF  
 INFORMATION SUBJECTED TO PROTECTION FROM DISSEMINATION 

1.1.  Definition of personal data depersonalization 

The practice of government bodies and various physical entities to collect and process person-
al information started centuries ago. For instance, even in the Roman Empire, information on tax 
payers was collected by government representatives and carefully documented on papyrus scrolls. 
These records provided information taxpayer’s occupation, as well as offering insight into real and 

1 Decision of the Constitutional Court of Georgia of 10 June 2009 on case N1/2/458, “Citizens of Georgia – Davit Sartania and Aleksandre 
Macharashvili against Parliament of Georgia and Ministry of Justice of Georgia”.
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potential enemies of the empire. Taxpayer records have been found for Jesus Nazarene, his ap-
prentices, the leader of slaves – Spartacus – and also about some political and religious activists. In 
Greek and Egyptian cities, personal data was collected, largely based on information gathered from 
land registries and the private contracts concluded on the property. This data included information 
on the racial provenance of citizens in order to differentiate the Jewish, Macedonian, Phrygian, 
Egyptian and other populations.2 Experience gained over the course of centuries and the desire to 
easily identify people led to the introduction of a practice of collecting the most information pos-
sible about every living person, which created a threat to the supreme principle of personal privacy. 

In 1966 Judge William Douglas stated that people were rapidly approaching an era where there 
would be no confidentiality; everyone would be subject to surveillance in any time, and nothing would 
be hidden from the state.3 In light of the development of technologies, that era will arrive soon. 

The increasing tendency in Georgia to collect as much comprehensive information about eve-
ryone has resulted in establishing a definition of personal data (which entirely corresponds to the 
definitions created by developed countries): personal data is information of any kind that serves for 
the identification of an individual. It may be an identification number, or any type of characteristic – 
including physical, physiological, psychological, economic, cultural or social features.4 

Prior to the enactment of Georgian law on “Personal Data Protection”, the definition of personal 
data was included in the “General Administrative Code of Georgia”, which considered personal data 
as the public information needed for the identification of a person,5 and, in some cases, this was in 
complete conflict with the necessity of personal data confidentiality.6 

The Georgian Constitution sets the standard of protecting personal data from disclosure in ar-
ticle 20 paragraph 1 and article 41, without determining its definition. Particularly, article 41 of the 
Constitution includes a list of the data that is related to the health of a person, his finances or other 
private issues.7 Information related to the health of a person is connected to the question of the 
individual’s physical existence; the financial data is connected to his or her life and occupation,8 and 
“private issues” is likely linked to the intimate life of a person.9 According to the interpretation of 
the Constitutional Court of Georgia, this article of the Constitution “is in connection with the article 
20 of the Constitution, by which the inviolability of private life is protected, as it includes such data 
that is related to the private sphere of a person”.10 

2 Madsen W., Handbook of Personal Data Protection, New York, 1992, 6.
3 Madsen W., Handbook of Personal Data Protection, New York, 1992, 6.
4 Law of Georgia on “Personal Data Protection”, article 2, paragraph (a). 
5 “General Administrative Code of Georgia”, article 27, paragraph (t) (edition of 15.07.1999).
6 “General Administrative Code of Georgia”, article 44, paragraph 1 (edition of 15.07.1999).
7 The Constitution of Georgia, article 41 paragraph 2. 
8 Decision of the Constitutional Court of Georgia of 30 October 2008 on case N2/3/406,408 “The Public Defender of Georgia and Yong 
Lawyers’ Association of Georgia against Parliament of Georgia”.
9 Commentaries to the Constitution of Georgia, Tbilisi, 2013, p. 360.
10 Decision of the Constitutional Court of Georgia of 30 October 2008 on case N2/3/406,408 “The Public Defender of Georgia and Yong 
Lawyers’ Association of Georgia against Parliament of Georgia”.
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Protection from the disclosure of personal data in cases where public access to certain decisions 
or collected information is inevitable (for instance: all court decisions are declared publicly;11 the 
personal data protection inspector publishes an annual report;12 the annual report of the public 
defender is published through the official publishing body of the Parliament of Georgia;13 informa-
tion on crimes is spread through mass media etc.), is possible by applying depersonalization or using 
pseudonyms. Of the two possibilities, the best way to avoid disclosing the identity of the individual 
in question is depersonalization. 

Generally, it is important that depersonalization is applied in cases when the information re-
lated to a fact, event, person and others will be accessible to public. If the possibility of disclosure 
was not an issue, depersonalization would not have become necessary, since the information in 
question would not have left the domain of the data processor. 

Complete depersonalization, which implies a data anonymity mechanism that makes it impos-
sible to identify the subject, is practically unattainable,14 therefore the legislation considers deper-
sonalization as the modification of information to the degree that would make it impossible to link 
it to the data subject, but at the same time seeks to address the circumstances, when anonymity 
may not be secured entirely. In such a case, exposing the link between the data and person must 
require a disproportional amount of effort, expense and time.15 The Federal Data Protection Act 
of Germany includes a nearly identical definition of depersonalization.16 This is known as practical 
depersonalization (“faktische Anonymisierung”),17 as total depersonalization depends on the actual 
implementation of the act; legislation is just the legal framework that defines the means of data 
modification to hide the subject’s identity. 

The legal definition of depersonalization is not included in the acts on personal data protection 
in most countries; the best definition can be found in Germany and Georgian legislation on personal 
data protection. In Ukraine, the act on personal data protection also defines depersonalization, but 
very briefly: depersonalization means eliminating information that directly or indirectly identifies a 
person.18 

Some countries, however, opt not to define depersonalization if the government agency that 
processes or maintains data on the state’s citizens modifies that information to the extent that the 
data subject is protected from exposure.

11 Criminal Procedure Code of Georgia, article 10, paragraph 2.
12 Law of Georgia on “Personal Data Protection”, article 38, paragraph 1.
13 Organic Law of Georgia on “Public Defender”, article 22, paragraph 2. 
14 Fischer-Hübner S., IT-Security and Privacy: Design and Use of Privacy-Enhancing Security Mechanisms, Berlin, Heidelberg, New York, 
Barcelona, Hong Kong, London, Milan, Paris, Singapore, Tokyo, 2001, 112. 
15 Law of Georgia on “Personal Data Protection”, article 2, paragraph (r).
16 See. Federal Data Protection Act in Germany, section 3, paragraph 7.
17 Fischer-Hübner S., IT-Security and Privacy: Design and Use of Privacy-Enhancing Security Mechanisms, Berlin, Heidelberg, New York, 
Barcelona, Hong Kong, London, Milan, Paris, Singapore, Tokyo, 2001, 112.
18 Law of Ukraine on Protection of Personal Data, article 2, sentence 6.
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1.2. Categories of data subjected to depersonalization and legal standards of 
confidentiality

1.2.1. Information relating to the special category and means of protection 
from disclosure

Prior to the adoption of the Georgian law on “Personal Data Protection”, the legislation did not 
contain a special status for any type of personal data or stricter regulation for its protection. How-
ever, under the influence of developed countries, in 2010 the Supreme Court of Georgia ruled to 
define personal data according to two categories – sensitive and ordinary data – and underscored 
that “personal data in the sensitive category differs from ordinary personal data under a special 
legislative regime. The processing-distribution of such personal data requires consent from the rel-
evant person”.19 This definition was exceptionally progressive, considering the limited regulations 
regarding personal data protection that existed at that time.

Nowadays the existence of personal data protection legislation that does not protect informa-
tion deemed to be “sensitive, and of special category”20 – related to a person’s racial or ethnic 
identity, political views, religious or philosophic beliefs, enrolment in professional union, health 
condition, sex life21 – is inconceivable. According the directive of European Parliament and Council, 
this short list is the minimum that must be included in the personal data protection legislation of 
every country; therefore there is an expectation that member states of European Union will expand 
the list of special category information and will strengthen the regulations, as they are free to imple-
ment stricter rules.22 

Considering Georgia’s aspiration to become a member of the EU and comply with European 
standards, the Georgian law on “Personal Data Protection” is very comprehensive. It not only pro-
tects the minimum of special category information, but also includes additional information con-
cerning any convictions, administrative custody or imprisonment as well as any plea bargaining, 
probation, recognition as a victim or damaged from crime that a person may have experienced in 
his or her lifetime. Information related to biometric and genetic data is also covered.23 

As a rule, laws related to personal data protection in most countries define the special meaning 
of information connected to criminal law processes.24 The most comprehensive is Estonia’s “Person-
al Data Protection Act”, which includes information obtained during criminal law case proceedings 

19 Decision rendered by the Chamber of Administrative Cases of the Supreme Court of Georgia, dated of 5 July 2010, Nbs-1278-1240 (k-08). 
20 Brouwer E., Digital Borders and Real Rights: Effective Remedies for Third-Country Nationals in the Schengen Information System, 
Leiden, Boston, 2008, 2012.
21 Directive 95/46/EC (Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, Luxembourg) (in force from 13.12.1995), Article 8.
22 Klosek J., Data Privacy in the Information Age, Westport, Connecticut, London, 2000, 31.
23 Law of Georgia on “Personal Data Protection”, article 2, paragraph (b). 
24 E.g. see ,,Data Protection Act 1998” of UK part I, paragraph 2, part h), ,,Law On Legal Protection Of Personal Data” of Republic of Lithu-
ania, article 2, paragraph 9, ,, Personal Data Act (523/1999)” of Finland Chapter 3, Section 11, part 6), ,,The Greek Data Protection Law of 
1997 (Law 2472/1997)” Article 2, paragraph b) etc.
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or during other proceedings related to crime in the category of sensitive information, protecting 
it from disclosure until a public court hearing takes place or a decision is made. Information that 
includes social morality, private or family life; less important issues; the identity of a victim and dam-
ages inflected upon them; and any other data that is protected from disclosure according to the law, 
are also considered sensitive.25 Unlike the Estonian “Personal Data Protection Act”, the Georgian 
law on “Personal Data Protection” names the data related to a criminal law procedure as part of 
the sensitive category, due to the fact that this information is not included in the criminal code. The 
data listed includes personal data of special category, specifically information connected to previous 
convictions, administrative imprisonment, detention, plea bargaining, probation, recognition as a 
victim or injuries as the result of a crime. 

Data that falls within the special category is given the highest standard of protection and can-
not be processed26 without the written consent of the data subject except in certain circumstances, 
including: employment issues; protecting the interests of a third person; health care; and court 
cases.27 Considering that special category data is highly sensitive and is classified as confidential 
information,28 despite the lawful access of the data processor, it is prohibited to publish or disclose 
to any third person the information collected without consent of data subject – with the exception 
of the circumstances listed above.29 Therefore, data processor shall be empowered by law or an 
agreement with the data subject to allow it to process data that has been defined as part of the 
special category.30

1.2.2. Biometric data and standards to restrict its disclosure

The question whether biometric data is personal information has long been the subject of dis-
cussion. The dispute is based on two issues: first, biometric samples are mostly medical information 
and represent a key to access personal information and, second, biometric data is produced by a 
person’s behavioral and psychological characteristics, which links the data to a particular individual 
and turns it into personal data.31 Regardless of whether biometric data is considered to be personal 
data or not, the main purpose of the processors of such data is to have access to the personal in-
formation existing about a data subject. Therefore, the protection of biometric data and, in some 
cases, the decision to define it to the special category,32 is motivated by the scale of the information 
collected and the particularities of the interest in it. 

25 Estonia: Personal Data Protection Act, article 4, paragraph 7.
26 Law of Georgia on “Personal Data Protection”, article 6, paragraph 1. 
27 Law of Georgia on “Personal Data Protection”, article 6, paragraph 2.
28 “Who Owns Our Genes?”: Proceedings of an international conference, Tallinn, 1999, 78.
29 Law of Georgia on “Personal Data Protection”, article 6, paragraph 3.
30 Law of Georgia on “Personal Data Protection”, article 16.
31 Nanavati S., Thieme M., Nanavati R., Biometrics: Identity Verification in a Networked World, New York, Chichester, Weinheim, Bris-
bane, Singapore, Toronto, 2002, 243.
32 Law of Georgia on “Personal Data Protection”, article 2, paragraph (b).
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The grounds for serious biometric studies were laid in the 1960s, while the technology devel-
oped and improved in the 1970s to 1980s. Significant development started in the mid-1990s.33 

The Georgian law on “Personal Data Protection” considers biometric data to be personal data 
and defines it as a physical, psychical and behavioral feature of a person that is unique and perma-
nent for each individual and can be used to identify him/her (fingerprint, footprint, color of the eye, 
membrane of eyeball – an image of the eyeball, characteristics of the face).34 

Generally, the list of physical biometric data is much longer and has been used for many years. 
As early as 1960, data from an individual’s hand was used as a mean of identification. Athletes 
identified themselves using a hand scan at the 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games. Today, however, hand 
scans are rarely used.35

The most actively used type of physical biometric data is the fingerprint, which is unique to 
every person and permanent. It was first used in the criminal law system, where initially fingerprints 
were studied and classified manually. By the 1960s, however, after the invention of computers, 
experiments using biometric fingerprints began at the US National Standardization Bureau. In 1979 
the US Federal Bureau of Investigation examined the first test sample of the fingerprint searching 
system. By 1983, the Automatic Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) was regularly used.36

The possibility of identifying a person by his or her voice was first raised in 1963, however it 
wasn’t until 1974 that the technology was tested by US telephone and telegraph company in its 
research laboratories.37 

People frequently use facial appearance for confirmation of their physical identity (e.g. identi-
fication card and driving license, passport and other identification documents usually include the 
individual’s photograph), and the idea of using the face as biometric data was actively discussed 
after Helen Chan and Charles Bisson published their first studies on the issue in 1965. Research 
into an automatic face recognizing system started in Canada in 1977, but there were no significant 
breakthroughs until the 1990s, when companies like Cognitec, ZN, Viisage Technology and Visionics 
Corporation started producing commercial systems of face recognition. By 2004, the technology 
needed to study the “texture of the face” had already been developed.38

The development of technology to identify a person using the membrane of the eyeball started 
in the mid 1970s. Two ophthalmologists, Leonard Flom and Allen Safir,39 developed – and later pat-

33 Dunstone T., Yager N., Biometric System and Data Analysis Design, Evaluation, and Data Mining, Eveleigh, NSW, Australia, 2009, 5.
34 Law of Georgia on “Personal Data Protection”, article 2, paragraph (c).
35 Dunstone T., Yager N., Biometric System and Data Analysis Design, Evaluation, and Data Mining, Eveleigh, NSW, Australia, 2009, 6.
36 Dunstone T., Yager N., Biometric System and Data Analysis Design, Evaluation, and Data Mining, Eveleigh, NSW, Australia, 2009, 5.
37 Dunstone T., Yager N., Biometric System and Data Analysis Design, Evaluation, and Data Mining, Eveleigh, NSW, Australia, 2009, 8. 
38 Dunstone T., Yager N., Biometric System and Data Analysis Design, Evaluation, and Data Mining, Eveleigh, NSW, Australia, 2009, 7.
39 Dunstone T., Yager N., Biometric System and Data Analysis Design, Evaluation, and Data Mining, Eveleigh, NSW, Australia, 2009, 8.
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ented – the technology to identify an individual by scanning the iris of his or her eye. This method 
has its challenges, particularly when the subject is a child or someone who is ill.40

Other types of biometric data also exist, including: the so called keyboard dynamics, which 
allow a person to be identified based on the rhythm of how he or she types on a keyboard;41 the 
3D face image was first used as a biometric sample in 1992 and involves using cameras to study a 
person’s face down to the tiniest detail;42 and the hand palm print, first used in Hungary in 1994 and 
now done by AFIS.43 

Studies related to the identification of a person and the gradual increase of the information 
linked to the biometric data proved that an individual’s unique features are limitless and technol-
ogy alone determines when and how they will be used for research. Eventually it will be possible to 
identify an individual using even more types of biometric technologies, such as scanning blood ves-
sels; face thermography; setting compliance of DNA; and determining body odor, blood pressure, 
walking manner and the form of a person’s ear.44 It is widely expected that, as technology advances, 
new types of biometric data will also be developed. Therefore, most countries do not list the types 
of biometric data that will require special protection in data protection laws; rather they define 
generally unique and permanently existing physical, mental and behavioral features as biometric.

Based on the informative nature of biometric data, the Georgian law on “Personal Data Pro-
tection” defines different regulations for the processing of biometric data by public and private 
institutions and stipulates that the processing of such data is only possible for purposes involving 
the security of an individual, the protection of property and should not be accessible in any other 
circumstances. The legislator has unlimited rights to process biometric information in accordance 
with the law on the issuing of an identification document or the identification of person crossing 
border as well as other circumstances directly prescribed under Georgian legislation. The law re-
quires that private institutions provide information to the personal data protection inspector and 
the data subject before using biometric data.45 

The Georgian legislator stipulates special regulations for processing biometric data, since it is 
important that the information remains confidential and is not released to the general public. The 
identity of the data processor and the framework for processing biometric data are both strictly 
defined. It is also noteworthy that the law includes additional obligations for private institutions 
that process biometric data, specifically the responsibility to inform the personal data protection 
inspector before using the processed data, while public institutions are not obligated to do so. An 
important distinction is when the information is necessary as part of a covert police operation. In 

40 Newman R., Security and Access Control Using Biometric Technologies, Boston, 2009, 42.
41 Newman R., Security and Access Control Using Biometric Technologies, Boston, 2009, 53.
42 Dunstone T., Yager N., Biometric System and Data Analysis Design, Evaluation, and Data Mining, Eveleigh, NSW, Australia, 2009, 6 and 64.
43 Dunstone T., Yager N., Biometric System and Data Analysis Design, Evaluation, and Data Mining, Eveleigh, NSW, Australia, 2009, 5.
44 Newman R., Security and Access Control Using Biometric Technologies, Boston, 2009, 53.
45 Law of Georgia on “Personal Data Protection”, articles 9 and 10.
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that case, the prosecutor involved in the investigation must notify the personal data protection 
inspector about the activities already implemented or to be executed46 that concern processing 
personal data. In fact, even the Georgian National Communications Commission is legally obliged to 
register any instances that the data is discussed through telecommunication networks to the state 
institutions and to pass the necessary information to the personal data protection inspector.47 In 
all other cases, i.e. any other public service that requires the use of personal data, the law requires 
that the data processor takes the necessary steps to ensure the information is not disseminated to 
the wider public. 

1.2.3. Genetic data and confidentiality standards

Genetics is the study of heredity and the variation of inherited characteristics.48 The field started 
in 1860 thanks to the work of Gregor Mendel, who first proposed the existence of genes.49 A gene is 
the double twisted molecular thread, known as deoxyribonucleic acid or DNA.50 In 1953, after Wat-
son and Crick discovered the structure of DNA, molecular genetics were used to explain the flow of 
vital processes.51 The discovery of genes, their molecular structure and functions has allowed us to 
comprehend the two biggest secrets of biology: 1. What makes a species appear as they appear to 
us? (It has been shown that genetic inheritance is decisive, for instance cats always give birth to cats, 
etc) and 2. What causes the differences within a species? (For instance animals with unique coloring 
frequently have descendants of the same color, with the same characteristics, which means that they 
are particularly “produced only from this family”).52 Therefore, genetics is the means for “surveying” 
an organism.53 Through genetics it is possible to find unique and permanent information which is 
particular to an individual subject and his/her blood relations.54 Knowledge about one’s genetic data 
may help an individual avoid or significantly minimize hereditable diseases;55 however the public dis-
closure of this information may lead to a particular individual being excluded from society. 

The Georgian law on “Personal Data Protection” defines genetic data as the “unique and per-
manent data of a data subject on genetic heredity and/or DNA code, by which the identification of 
a person is possible”.56 This means genetic data is part of the special category.

46 See Criminal Code of Georgia article 1433 paragraphs 5,61, 7 and article 1438 paragraph 3.
47 Decree N2 of the Georgian National Communications Commission “On approval of the Statute of Georgian National Communications 
Commission”, article 7, paragraph 3, subparagraph (l).
48 https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/genetics
49 Griffiths A., Miller J., Suzuki D., Lewontin R., Gelbart W., An Introduction to Genetic Analysis, New York, 2000, 23.
50 Ibid. 3
51 Human Genetic Information: Science, Law and Ethics, UK, 1990, 6.
52 Griffiths A., Miller J., Suzuki D., Lewontin R., Gelbart W., An Introduction to Genetic Analysis, New York, 2000, 3.
53 Human Genetic Information: Science, Law and Ethics, UK, 1990, 7.
54 Ibid. 6
55 Ibid. 96
56 Law of Georgia on “Personal Data Protection”, articles 2, paragraph (c1).
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Some genetic data, such as genetic inconsistency and inclination to serious diseases, is particu-
larly sensitive, compared to other types of genetic information, such as sex, color of hair and eye, 
which is less sensitive. However, it is possible that attitudes towards this information will change. 
For instance, some parents are not provided with information on the sex of the embryo,57 if the 
concern exists that the family could decide to abort the pregnancy based on the sex of the fetus.

DNA samples of a human’s cellular tissue, as a determinant of person’s individuality, will be al-
ways considered confidential, as far as its disclosure could result in revealing exceptionally sensitive 
information,58 or “family secrets” such as parentage and adoption.59 

The Georgian law on “Personal Data Protection” does not provide any special regulations with 
regard to the processing of genetic data; however the regulation of processing special category data 
applies to genetic data as well, as the definition of the abovementioned includes genetic data. Con-
sequently, the protection of genetic data is as strict as any other data of special category. 

2. PROBLEMS IN THE PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF DEPERSONALIZATION

As the legislative definition of depersonalization must include the possibility of practical imple-
mentation, it is necessary that several legal preconditions exist to ensure implementation. For in-
stance, in the decision on the census of the population, Constitutional Court of Germany requested 
early practical depersonalization of the census data to exclude the possibility that a data subject 
could be identified: According to section 40, paragraph 3 of the Germany Federal Data Protection 
Act, personal data in the possession of research institutes “shall be depersonalized immediately 
whenever the research purposes make it admissible”. Up until that point, the information identi-
fying data subjects must be stored separately. If the separation is not performed, at least it must 
be substituted by pseudonyms directly (or if possible indirectly).60 Without the implementation of 
preventive protection measures, identity thieves who possess additional data on a person’s iden-
tity (name, surname, address, personal number), demographic features (sex, nationality, education, 
religion, family status), medical data (diseases, habits), etc, could identify data subject and disclose 
his/her sensitive personal data.61

57 “Who Owns Our Genes?”: Proceedings of an international conference, by Nordic Committee on Bioethics, Tallin, 1999, 78.
58 Ibid. 78
59 Stefanick L., Controlling knowledge: Freedom of Information and Privacy Protection in a Networked World, Canada, 2011. 101.
60 Fischer-Hübner S., IT-Security and Privacy: Design and Use of Privacy-Enhancing Security Mechanisms, Berlin, Heidelberg, New York, 
Barcelona, Hong Kong, London, Milan, Paris, Singapore, Tokyo, 2001, 112.
61 Fischer-Hübner S., IT-Security and Privacy: Design and Use of Privacy-Enhancing Security Mechanisms, Berlin, Heidelberg, New York, 
Barcelona, Hong Kong, London, Milan, Paris, Singapore, Tokyo, 2001, 113.
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For statistical, scientific and historic purposes, the obligation of protecting the interests of a data 
subject during data collection is stipulated by the Georgian law on “Personal Data Protection”,62 
however it does not oblige the person processing the data to depersonalize the collected informa-
tion, which is a shortcoming that should be corrected. As it stands, the practical mechanism to 
protect information from disclosure is limited to the requirement that a personal data protection 
inspector carry out the depersonalization of data, “if he/she considers that processing of data is 
not performed in conformity with legislation”.63 The problem arises when personal data becomes 
available to outsiders before it has been depersonalized and before an inspector is informed about 
the breach. The Georgian law on “Personal Data Protection” does not include uniform regula-
tion dictating how to protect a data subject’s identity from disclosure; in practice, this is possible 
through encryption, withholding or concealing information or assigning pseudonyms, as well as 
other methods. Assigning an individual a pseudonym is mostly done in criminal law procedure with 
the purpose to protect the individual involved, particularly, if the person is under special protection 
measure. This includes individuals who witnessed a crime and are in protective custody. Steps can 
be taken to conceal his or her identity, such as referring to the individual by a pseudonym; chang-
ing his or appearance; and classifying procedural documents including those that make it possible 
to identify or recognize the person.64 As it is prohibited to disclose and publish the personal data of 
juvenile, except in cases prescribed by the law on “Personal Data Protection”,65 people processing 
data are obliged to assign a pseudonym, use the juvenile’s initials, encode the information or use 
other method to ensure the individual’s identity remains protected

3. MECHANISMS OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR NOT PERFORMING DEPERSONALIZATION

The right of a data subject to depersonalize his/her personal data in cases defined by Georgian 
law must be protected and guaranteed; the personal data protection inspector is obligated to, upon 
receipt of the relevant request, follow the depersonalization measures as prescribed by law.66 An 
inspector, even without notification from a data subject, also has the right to require depersonaliza-
tion under his/her initiative if he/she has reason to believe that the data processing is being done 
illegally.67 

62 See Law of Georgia on “Personal Data Protection”, article 7, paragraph 5 and article 15, paragraph 4.
63 See Law of Georgia on “Personal Data Protection”, article 39, paragraph 1, subparagraph (c). 
64 Criminal Procedure Code of Georgia, article 68, paragraph 3, subparagraph (b).
65 Law of Georgia on “Juvenile Justice Code”, article 13, paragraph 2, sentence 2. 
66 Law of Georgia on “Personal Data Protection”, article 34, paragraph 1. 
67 Law of Georgia on “Personal Data Protection”, article 39, paragraph 1, subparagraph (c).
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: It is worth noting that the personal data protection inspector does not have to justify his/her 
decision to depersonalize data. In fact, the data processor has the right to depersonalize data even 
when there is a legitimate public interest in this information. For instance, decisions by common 
courts are usually published using the initials of the parties involved – even though court hearings 
are public and anyone could attend and learn their identities.

There were only two situations when a personal data protection inspector has required deper-
sonalization of the data: in order to ensure compliance with international election standards and in 
order to create an accessible environment for persons with disabilities to vote.68 

In 2015 report by the personal data protection inspector describes two occasions, when the 
court issued copies of a judgment as public information using only the initials of the parties involved, 
without personal data, however, due to the nature of the judgment, it was possible to identify the 
citizens involved and reveal information that belonged in the special category.69 This experience il-
lustrates that depersonalization is not just a matter of concealing data such as someone’s name or 
personal identification number; true depersonalization is making the data anonymous.

A personal data protection inspector has two instruments to reinforce the law: warnings and 
fines. The amount of the fine depends on what kind of personal data was processed illegally and 
whether a second instance of illegally personal data processing has taken place following the initial 
warning or fine.70 The law does not consider the volume of amount of data that was illegally re-
vealed. The amount of the fine is fixed regardless of the scale of the damage. However, it is impor-
tant to take into consideration that the illegally disseminated data may be worth more than the fine 
imposed. The best regulation would be if a personal data inspector had the right to study each case 
individually and determine the amount of the fine based on the scale of the violation. 

If a person’s right to depersonalization has been violated, the individual in question is allowed to 
seek justice through the proper authorities, including through the court system.71 

Out of the cases involving personal data protection that have been heard in Georgian courts, 
one particular case, involving the Rustavi city assembly, stands out. The judge hearing the case re-
fused to allow the publication of the data in question. In this decision, the court discussed certain 
articles of the Constitution while talking about disclosing data of a distinct category, notwithstand-
ing the fact that by that time the special law was enacted, however it uses law on “personal data 
protection” as well. This decision is important as it defines a legal precedent for issuing personal 
data about individuals determined under article 2 of the Georgian law on “Conflict of Interest and 
Corruption in public service” and determines that publishing information related to public officials 
(as well as their family members), including confidential information, serves a legitimate purpose 

68 Report of the Personal Data Protection Inspector “Condition of Personal Data Protection in Georgia”, Tbilisi, 2014, 15.
69 Report of the Personal Data Protection Inspector “Condition of Personal Data Protection in Georgia”, Tbilisi, 2015, 26-27.
70 See Law of Georgia on “Personal Data Protection”, chapter VII.
71 Law of Georgia on “Personal Data Protection”, article 26, paragraph 1.
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– provide transparency of information on public officials.72 Based on this definition, the court con-
siders that disclosing any kind of information on public official is justified; however regardless of 
the individual’s status and the increased public interest, it is necessary to ensure that some of the 
information that is available has been depersonalized and can only be publicized if the data subject 
has given consent. 

It shall be noted that the courts have largely weighed in on issues of data protection when it 
related to issuing information as well as refusing to provide and process data. The issue of the re-
quirements for depersonalization and its legality has not been discussed in court yet. 

CONCLUSION

Georgia is just beginning to create personal data legislation and it is to its credit that the country 
is following the standards that have been set by other countries and international organizations. In 
some areas, like the definition of depersonalization, Georgia is at the forefront. 

This article sought to demonstrate that depersonalization is the best way to protect a data sub-
ject from exposure. That means it is necessary for Georgia to continue to improve how depersonali-
zation is implemented, so that the practice becomes consistent with the legal definition. 

The examples used in this paper illustrate the need to resolve the problem of disclosing data 
that should be depersonalized. This problem continues to exist due to problems in the systems like 
the courts, and the poor example they set undermines efforts to ensure that other public and pri-
vate organizations follow the law on depersonalization.

There is ample evidence that the personal data protection inspector is working well; the agency 
immediately and correctly reacts to violations of the law on the personal data protection inspector. 
It would be better, however, if depersonalization cases were thoroughly studied by the personal 
data protection inspector because incorrect depersonalization harms public interests. For example, 
there is information which the public has the right to know but it has been depersonalized due to 
incorrect decisions. 

In addition, the issue of imposing fines when there are violations should be reviewed. Namely, 
the inspector should have the right to determine the amount of the fine considering the damage 
that was caused by the infringement and the benefit received by the data processor. This will lead 
to a detailed study of every case and the implementation of fair punitive measures.

72 Decision made by the Administrative Chamber of the Supreme Court of Georgia, Nbs-527-518 (k-12) from 30 May 2013.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper examines the characteristic features of the legislators’ failure to approve the state 
budget. I would like to point out that we have chosen the term “negative finale” of the budget pro-
cess since we believe it simply and clearly describes the situation we are going to examine.

The paper will analyse the 1921 Constitution of Georgia and examine the regulations of the 
current Constitution. It will also review the initial version of the current Constitution as well as new 
regulations adopted after the 2004 constitutional reform. We will try to identify the role and im-
portance of the negative finale of the budget process within the constitutional system of Georgia.
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THE 1921 CONSTITUTION OF GEORGIA

The budget regulations in the 1921 Constitution are vague and, it could be said, incomplete. 
In our opinion, this assessment is not something unexpected since some criticisms concerning the 
1921 Constitution already exists, specifically related to the state system it created.1

The real model of the negative finale is demonstrated in the appropriate manifestation of the 
separation of powers. We agree fully with the prevailing opinion, which holds that the 1921 Consti-
tution does not set forth broad mechanisms to restrain the executive power by the legislative one 
or vice versa.2 This created an anomalous model of governance which can hardly be called a parlia-
mentray system. The concept of the 1921 Constitution has been described as: “The composition of 
the parliament is to be changed by means of new elections, but its operation shall be continuous, 
as a supreme ruler of the state, it shall be permanent. Therefore, it is obvious that while parliament 
does not dissolve itself neither it can be dissolved by any other branch of power”.3 It is a concept of 
the parliament’s supremacy that is reflected in the budget processes. Since that parliament, as the 
highest representative body, is inviolable, the question of its dissolution was not even considered 
even if it failed to pass the state budget. The Constitution did not put the issue in the agenda.

Under the Article 54 (“f” paragraph), the budget was approved by the parliament. The Constitu-
tion ignored pivotal issues related to the adoption of the budget law. For instances, Article 72, which 
defined the authorities of the government, did not directly state that the initiation of the budget bill 
was the government’s competence. Instead, the government’s role is addressed in Article 89, which 
implicitly indicates that it is the government that submits the budget bill to the parliament. The Con-
stitution did not explicitly state ways out of a negative finale situation. Article 89 only stated that, if 
the parliament failed to pass the budget bill before the start of a new budget year, the government 
could have been authorized by the parliament to cover the expenses under the previous budget’s 
arrangements before the parliament passed a new budget. Even in this situation, the government 
needed the consent of the parliament.

When we look closely at these regulations, the question arises as to how we reached a stale-
mate. If no one goes home, what happened?(It should be noted that the legislature did not have 
a right to table a motion of no confidence against the entire government. According to the Article 
73 of the 1921 Constitution, a censure motion could be moved against individual ministers.) The 
situation presented the two branches of government opposed to the budget and the budget, which 
failed to pass. Yet, not all was lost. The balance between the powers was tilted in favour of the par-
liament, as we had the government that was elected for a year by the parliament. Consequently, 

1 Collection, second revised ed.; Constitutional Law of Georgia; Tbilisi 2014.
2 G. Papuashvili; The 1921 Constitution of the Democratic Republic of Georgia; Batumi, 2009, p. 13 (პაპუაშვილი გ., საქართველოს 
დემოკრატიული რესპუბლიკის 1921 წლის კონსტიტუცია 21-ე საუკუნის გადასახედიდან, ბათუმი, 2009 წ., გვ. 13).

3 M. Matsaberidze; The Concept of the 1921 Constitution of Georgia, 1996 ( მაცაბერიძე მ., საქართველოს 1921 წლის კონსტიტუციის 
კონცეფცია, 1996 წ).
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any stubborn behaviour from the side of the government would not bring any benefits because, if 
the budget bill failed, the government would not have been able to renew the composition of the 
parliament and it would have been forced to go home. Then the parliament would have elected a 
new leader of the cabinet to approve the budget bill proposed by the majority.

Under the 1921 Constitution, the parliament could defeat the budget bill without endangering 
its supremacy. This power indicates that processes related to budget development took place in 
one branch of the government. In this situation, the government’s initiation of was nothing more 
than a formality. While it appears that the budget process was divided between two branches (the 
government submits the bill and the parliament approves it) but the manner in which the negative 
finale was solved clearly shows the reality and the essence of the problem. It should be noted that 
the founding fathers who played a decisive role in formulating the 1921 Constitution’s wording had 
idealistic views of the parliament as a representative body and supreme ruler. For example, Giorgi 
Gvazava observed that, “although the budget authority is a powerful tool in the hands of the par-
liament, it will never hinder the state’s operation”.4 However, despite his optimism he added that 
if disagreements concerning the budget occur, the government would be compelled either to suc-
cumb to the parliament’s will or resign. Social-democrat Razhden Arsenidze clearly describedthe 
views of the then Georgian political elite in his scholarly work “Democratic Republic”. He argued 
that political elite of the First Republic sought to create “a responsible cabinet system5” which would 
be not only accountable and responsible to the representative body, but would also lack any “tools” 
and would therefore silently obey the parliament. They believed that this system would create a 
government as an equal branch of power on the same horizontal level with other branches of gov-
ernment. How the constitution regulated the budget issue was a vivid example of their intent. 

2. PRESIDENT’S ROLE

A country’s president always plays a role at the end of the budget process, based on the state’s 
constitutional system and constitutional traditions. This chapter will highlight the president’s place 
and role according to systems of governance. This is an interesting issue due to the fact that Georgia 
changed its constitutional system of power from presidential to a mixed model after the 1995 Con-
stitution was drafted and is now heading towards a parliamentary system.

4 G. Gvazava, Main Principles of Constitutional Right, Tbilisi, 2014, p. 64 (გვაზავა გ., ძირითადი პრინციპები საკონსტიტუციო 
უფლლებისა, თბილისი, 2014 წ. გვ 64).

5 R. Arsenidze, Democratic Republic, Tbilisi, 2014, p. 27 (არსენიძე რ., დემოკრატიული რესპუბლიკა, თბილისი. 2014 წ., გვ. 27). 
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2.1. In a Presidential Republic

The presidential republic was created as an alternative to the parliamentary system and mon-
archy.6 Unlike the parliamentary system and monarchy, it was a product of the theoretical delibera-
tions of the founding fathers. Its main doctrine is based on the strict separation of powers, which 
makes the formation of the branches of the government rather inflexible. The executive and leg-
islative branches are formed independently.7 They acquire their own legitimacy separately in the 
presidential system, unlike in a parliamentary system where the parliament is the direct conductor 
of legitimacy. This means that no branch of power can dissolve the legislative body in a presidential 
republic. Likewise, the system does not allow for the possibility to question the political responsi-
bility of the executive power. The system described above has been widely used in newly founded 
states, including Georgia. However, it’s difficult to say how successfully the system works in these 
countries because of differences in variations of the system they use. Sometimes the variations 
created a system that violated the major principles of a presidential republic.8 Regardless of the 
changes made to the individual systems of government, the dissolution of the parliament and pos-
sibility of raising a question of political responsibility of the executive are issues which have been 
tabooed everywhere this system is used. 

These main characteristics of the presidential republic are also reflected in the budget process. 
One of the US Congress’ most powerful tools is its authority over the budget process. The US presi-
dent, as a representative of the executive branch, does not have the right of legislative initiative 
(unlike Georgia’s president),consequently the president cannot submit the budget bill to the legisla-
tive body. Moreover, the president cannot use any funds from the budget without approval from 
Congress and, as a result, he won’t be able to exercise his powers and functions. This is a serious 
tool of influence for the Congress. “While the US Constitution has not so far recognized the institu-
tion of presidential accountability and responsibility before the legislative body, the Congress found 
possibilities for controlling the executive power within its legislative and budget authorities”.9 It is 
indisputable that the founding fathers granted budget prerogatives to Congress in order to coun-
terbalance presidential powers. This power has become an indispensable part of the presidential 
system. By ignoring it we reject the major principles of the presidential model and eventually we’ll 
get unclear variations of a presidential republic. And there are many versions indeed. One of them 
is the presidential model presented in the Georgian constitution (Georgian constitution from 1995 
to 2004), which has become known in the world’s constitutionalism as “a mixed Georgian-American 
presidential institution”.10 A clear example of the Georgian approach was the right of legislative ini-

6 Collection, second revised ed.; Constitutional Law of Georgia; Tbilisi 2014.
7 In some states even judiciary is formed through elections.
8 Georgia’s case illustrates that presidential system was not successful in 1995-2004.
9 L. Izoria, Parliamentary, Presidential or Semi-Presidential? Toward Democratic Consolidation, Tbilisi, 2010, p. 18 (იზორია ლ., 
საპარლამენტო, საპრეზიდენტო თუ ნახევრადსაპრეზიდენტო? გზა დემოკრატიული კონსოლიდაციისაკენ, თბილისი, 2010, 
გვ. 18).

10 Z. Jibgashvili, Weak and Strong President’s Phenomenon in European Constitutional Systems, Law Journal, 1999, N3 p. 21; citation 
in Н. А. Сахаров, Институт президентства в савременном мире 1994, ст 27. (ჯიბღაშვილი ზ., სუსტი და ძლიერი პრეზიდენტის 
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tiative granted to the president. According to the Article 93 (1st paragraph) of the Constitution, be-
fore the 2004 major constitutional changes, only the president was authorized to submit a budget 
bill to the parliament (this was a vivid demonstration of how the balance was tilted in president’s 
favor). Georgian legislators introduced the norm that was characteristic of a parliamentary system 
into a presidential one, which suggests that the budget prerogative was divided between the ex-
ecutive and legislative branches. However, under this system, if the parliament did not obediently 
pass the budget bill, a political crisis could have developed because both the president and parlia-
ment were able to remain in power.11 As this is a main requirement for a presidential model, it was 
impossible to ignore. However, the 3rd paragraph of the Article 93 of the 1995 Constitution offered 
a way out of this possibly precarious situation. The article stipulated that a president could accept 
the parliament’s remarks and make the appropriate amendments to the budget bill. Although this 
was certainly the only way out, it depended on the president’s opinion and the political situation. 
The presidential system requires actions that both parties agree to, which is a characteristic feature 
of this model. In addition, it is also advantageous that the president and legislative body have good 
working relations since, unlike the parliamentary system, the presidential system does not provide 
institutional levers to resolve a conflict between the president and legislative body.12

Famous constitutionalistWolfang Babeck observes that “the president can agree to the amend-
ments made to the budget submitted by him (Article 93, 3rd paragraph of the Constitution) so, there 
is a visible need for constructive relations between the parties. If the president and parliament are 
political opponents, then the remaining days before the start of a new budget year will be used for 
negotiations and seeking a compromise”.13 Surely, negotiations and compromise are necessary for 
agreed-upon actions to be successful, but was that possible in Georgia in the 1990s or even today? 
In an unstable political situation, it is difficult to look for ways to avoid a negative finale.

Theproblem of a negative finale is resolved in presidential systems by granting budget authority 
to the legislative power, which requirescollaborationand agreed-upon actions to fulfill its obliga-
tions. Otherwise, the executive power will be compelledto make a compromise in order to carry out 
its duties. This is the main formula of the presidential system, which is manifested in the regulations 
concerning the budget. If the formula does not work, it will result in vague formations and end in a 
crisis. The crisis will be even more serious in countries where political and party cultures, as well as 
the relevant traditions, are not yet developed.

ფენომენი მმართველობის ევროპული სისტემის ფონზე, იურიდიული ჟურნალი, 1999 წ. N3 გვ 21.

11 This is a taboo for the presidential republic.
12 P. Pakte, F. Melan-Sukramanian; Constitutional Law; Translation; Tbilisi 2012, p.351 (პაქტე პ., მელან-სუკრამანიანი ფ., 
კონსტიტუციური სამართალი, თარგმანი, გ. კალატოზიშვილი, რედაქტორი: ა. დემეტრაშვილი, თბილისი, 2012 წ., გვ. 351).

13 Wolfgang Babeck, Developing Constitution and its Adoption in Georgia (1993-1995)
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2.2. In the Parliamentary Republic

Separation of powers in the parliamentary system is based on the principle of the parliament’s 
supremacy.Power is concentrated in the parliament, the only source of popular sovereignty and 
the conductor of governance, which exercises legislative authority. It creates the executive govern-
ment, controls its activities and, as a rule, elects a president.14 This definition clearly shows that the 
legislative branch in the parliamentary system has a leading role and power. That’s why the budget 
authority is divided between the executive and legislative powers (Germany, England, Lithuania, 
and Estonia).15 This tendency has its origins in British parliamentarism. “The government’s privilege 
in the budget issues has been preserved most of all in Great Britain. Only the executive is authorized 
to submit the budget initiative, as for the budget bill it’s a secret of the minister of finances. The 
members of the parliament do not have sufficient time to examine complex initiatives and plenary 
sessions become more like committee hearings where the members can only propose budget re-
duction schemes”.16 The House of Lords does not have the budget authority.17 “The budget rejection 
in parliamentarism has always been considered to be a final sanction to be imposed on the execu-
tive for breaching political responsibility”;18 consequently, disagreements over budget issues have 
always been followed by calls for political responsibility. At this point, the existence of the govern-
ment depends on the constitutional regulation for a vote of no confidence. This is the stage when 
the president, whose role in parliamentary models is formal, intervenes; he/she only accepts/signs 
the product adopted by the parliament. In Zerma Jahia v Punjab State, the Supreme Court of India 
noted that the president is a formal head of the executive government19 whose power is limited to 
registering a decision officially. The same limitation exists in the process of a negative finale of the 
budget in a parliamentary republic, where the president’s power is restricted to a mere formality. 
As we have mentioned above, this is often contingent on a constitutional regulation of a vote of no 
confidence. The president, who in reality is the head of the state, has been disengaged from the 
process. In this situation, the president’s role fits the pattern of the parliamentary republic. “Dur-
ing a legal crisis the president becomes an actual guarantor in filling the vacuum in the executive 
power and consequently, also a guarantor in avoidance of political crisis, the only legal lightning 
conductor”.20 And indeed, the rights granted to him for filling legal vacuum even in a negative finale 

14 Collection, Constitutional Law of Georgia, second rev. edition, Tbilisi 2014, p. 94 (see citation: K. Kandelaki, I. Rukhadze, V. khmaladze, Z. 
Jibgashvili; Constitutional Systems and Constitutional Process in Georgia (1995-2009) Perspectives of its Development, Tbilisi, 2009, p.13. 
(ავტორთა კოლექტივი, საქართველოს საკონსტიტუციო სამართალი, მეორე გადამუშავებული ვერსია, თბილისი 2014 w. გვ 
94. იხილეთ ციტირება: კანდელაკ კ., ლოსაბერიძე დ., რუხაძე ი., ხმალაძე ვ., ჯიბღაშვილი ზ., კონსტიტუციური სისტემები 
და კონსტიტუციური პროცესი საქართველოში (1995-2009) მისი განვითარების პერსპექტივა, თბილისი, 2009, გვ.13).
15 Collection, Constitutions of Foreign States, Tbilisi, 2006, V 1.2.3. (ავტორთა კოლექტივი, საზღვარგარეთის ქვეყნების 
კონსტიტუციები, თბილისი, 2006 წ., ტომი 1. 2. 3).

16 Sajo A., Self-Restraint of Government, translated by M. Maisuradze., edited by T. Ninidze, Tbilisi, 2003, 235 (in Georgian შაიო ა., 
ხელისუფლების თვითშეზღუდვა, თარგმანი: მ. მაისურაძე, რედაქტორი: თ. ნინიძე, თბილისი, 2003 წ., გვ. 233.).
17 Ibid, citation: C.J. Boulton et al., Erskine May, Treatise on the Law, Privileges, proceedings and Usage of Parliament (London Butter-
worths, 1989), გვ. 733-734.
18 P.Lovo, Parliamentarism, Tbilisi, 2005, p.118 (ლოვო ფ. პარლამენტარიზმი, თბილისი, 2005 წ., გვ. 118).
19 A. Demetrashvili, I. Kobakhidze, Constitutional Law, Tbilisi, 2014, p.231.
20 Z. Jibgashvili, Weak and Strong President’s Phenomenon in European Constitutional Systems, Law Journal, 1999, N3 p. 24; 
(ჯიბღაშვილი ზ., სუსტი და ძლიერი პრეზიდენტის ფენომენი მმართველობის ევროპული სისტემის ფონზე).
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of the budget process are more of a mandatory nature than discretionary. Hence, a president’s im-
partiality is secured by the constitution. 

2.3. In the Mixed (Semi-presidential) Republic

The name of this system of governance, the mixed model, suggests combined models of the 
presidential and parliamentary governance systems.21 “The laboratory of the constitution”, the off-
spring of the Fifth Republic of France, is a rich subject for research. The Constitution of the Fifth 
Republic combined the most important elements of two earlier models, which greatly affected the 
president’s role in a negative finale of the budget process and, at the same time, provided it with 
special features. We will divide the issue in two parts and examine premier-presidential relations 
and the presidential-parliamentary variation separately, following Constitutionalists Mate Shugart’s 
and Kerry Kovington’s classification.

2.3.1. Premier – Presidential Relations

According to the Shugart and Carey classification, in a premier-presidential variation the presi-
dent has, to a degree, a formal role in the forming the government. Another defining feature of 
this variation is the clear accountability of the government to the legislative body. These features 
enable us to state that, as a result of the 2010 constitutional reforms, Georgia has become a mixed 
republic with a premier-presidential variation in the Constitution’s current wording. Accordingly, we 
will examine this model based on the Georgian Constitution. 

According to the Article 93 (41 paragraph) of the Constitution, “If Parliament fails to give the 
Government a vote of noconfidence… the President shall dissolve the Parliament…and call ex-
traordinary elections”. It appears that this norm clearly states that the president has mandatory 
competence;22 if the parliament fails to complete a constructive vote of no confidence process, the 
president shall be required to dismiss the parliament. However, let’s closely look at the 4th para-
graph of the same article, which states, “if the Parliament fails to adopt the State Budget within two 
months after the beginningof a new budget year, this shall be regarded as raising the issue of a vote 
of no confidence and the procedures under the Article 81(2-5) of the Constitution shall continue”.23 
This implies the initiation of a vote of no confidence under the Article 81 (1st paragraph) of the 
Constitution does not enter into force and the procedure will continue with the proposal of new 

21 G. Gogiashvili, Comparative Constitutional Law, Tbilisi, 2014, p. 173.
22 Z. Jibgashvili, Weak and Strong President’s Phenomenon in European Constitutional Systems, Law Journal, 1999, N3 p. 24; 
(ჯიბღაშვილი ზ., სუსტი და ძლიერი პრეზიდენტის ფენომენი მმართველობის ევროპული სისტემის ფონზე).

23 Constitution of Georgia; see English text: https://www.constituteproject.org/constitution/Georgia_2013.pdf?lang=en (last seen on 
18.12.2017).
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prime minister candidates by two fifths of MPs on the current party list. In this case, the president’s 
delaying veto power under the Article 81 (3 paragraph) gains importance. Actually, the president’s 
obligation under Article 93 (41 paragraph) is a smoke screen;he/she can veto the candidate for the 
position of prime minister which earlier had the support of the majority of members on thecurrent 
nominal list and greatly affect the process, because the president can dismiss the parliament at this 
stage, as overcoming a veto with the same candidate and three fifths of MPs is in fact, impossible.In 
this situation, a general principle of constitutionalism, “The one who appoints, also dismisses24”, is 
really under threat because it “forms the most general and fundamental principle25 of responsibility 
and accountability which is used in anysituation with a few exceptions”.26

The situation described above may cause further criticism of the Constitution’s provision allow-
ing a president to delay his/her veto under the Article 81 (3rd paragraph) of the Constitution (The 
Venice Commission has already criticized the norm).27 While in theory the president’s veto can serve 
as a basis for the parliament’s dismissal, under Article 93 (41 paragraph) of the Constitution, the 
dissolution will actually be inevitable as the president has an obligation and not the discretionary 
authority28 to dismiss the parliament in the case of a negative finale of the budget process. 

It should be noted that a mixed model with the premier-presidential variation is a logical ver-
sion, and is believed to be a positive version, of the mixed model. It is undeniable that the Constitu-
tion of Georgia has been fundamentally changed and the president’s powers in forming the govern-
ment have been diminished, but in the case of a negative finale of the budget process – resulting 
from the constructive vote of no confidence – his/her role conflicts with the premier-presidential 
variation. These norms make the government accountable, albeit not directly, to the president in 
case of a negative finale of the budget process. This indirectly gives the president the possibility to 
offer protection to the government. The temptation is stronger where the president plays a more 
significant role in forming the government. In this case, it is obvious what he will decide29.

24 Gegenava D., Georgian Model of Constructive Vote of No-Confidence: Gordian Knot in the Constitution of Georgia; Law Journal, 2013, 
p. 338; Citation A. Sajo, The Government’s Self-Restraint.
25 See Ibid, p. 338.
26 In the US, the Congress approves candidates for the President’s cabinet, while the President can dismiss them without Congressial 
consent. This fact had been contested although the Supreme Court of the US left unchanged the practice.
27 Wolfgang B., Stephen Fish., Reihenbeher S.; Review of the Constitution-Georgia’s Path to Europe (ვოლფგანგ ბ., სტივენფიში., 
რაიჰენბეჰერი ც., კონსტიტუციის გადასინჯვა - საქართველოს გზა ევროპისაკენ). Venice Commission, Final Opinion on the Draft 
Constitutional Law on Amendments and Changes to the Constitution of Georgia; Adopted by the Venice Commission at its 84th Plenary 
Session (Venice, 15-16 October 2010).
28 Constitution of Georgia (Article 81 (6 paragraph); see English text: https://www.constituteproject.org/constitution/Georgia_2013.
pdf?lang=en (last seen on 20.12.2017).
29 Z. Jibgashvili, Weak and Strong President’s Phenomenon in European Constitutional Systems, Law Journal, 1999, N3 p. 24. 
(ჯიბღაშვილი ზ., სუსტი და ძლიერი პრეზიდენტის ფენომენი მმართველობის ევროპული სისტემის ფონზე, იურიდიული 
ჟურნალი, 1999 წ., N3, გვ. 24).
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2.3.2. Presidential-Parliamentary

According to the Shugart and Carey classification, the president has significant powers in the 
forming of the government in the presidential-parliamentary variation, in addition to the dual ac-
countability regime that exists inthe government. In the model thatwas brought about by the 2004 
reforms, the formation of the government was strongly linked to the president. A renewal of the 
government’s cabinet was contingent on the presidential, rather than parliamentary, elections. The 
parliament was well aware that if it did not support the president’s favorites for ministerial posi-
tions, he/she would appoint a prime minister, dismiss the parliament anyway and, eventually, the 
party that supports the president would win the majority. Due to the fact that president would 
have been newly elected, he/she would enjoy wide popular support and his legislature would have 
been so bright that it inevitably would have affected the parliament’s elections. The 2004 Constitu-
tion also provided provisions for a dual no confidence vote and an unconditional vote of no confi-
dence. The chances of success of a motion of no confidence, due to the complex procedures and 
inadequate timing provisions, were so slim that the parliament never used it during the life of the 
Constitution (2004-2013). In fact, it did not even try to initiate a motion. In this context, if the par-
liament had been obstinate, the president̶, with broad discretion and without any reserved clause, 
could have dissolved the parliament or dismissed the cabinet (and eventually, could have adopted 
the budget by decree before the formation of a new parliament) under Article 93 (6th paragraph) 
of the 2004wording of the Constitution. Here, we should note, that under the Article 93 (1st para-
graph) of the Constitution, “Only the Government of Georgia is authorized to submit the Draft State 
Budget to the Parliament after reaching agreement on the main data and directions with the Par-
liamentary Committees”,30 – And this is the government renewal of legislature of which is linked to 
the presidential elections, and the nomination of its prime minister is made by the president after 
consultations with parliamentary political groups 31 (no one understands what kind of consultations 
or why the president should be interested in holding consultaions with anyone, after all, he at his 
own discretion decides who will be a prime minister and who will occupy ministerial positions), and 
any kind of opposition from the parliament will end in its dissolution. 

Finally, we must find an answer to the question of why the president should support the parlia-
ment during the process of a negative finale of the budget. In a mixed system, it does not matter 
whether the president enjoys broad constitutional authority or not, he/she will always decide in 
favor of his team32 and the budget it has approved. This characteristically Georgian context includes 
aspects of the presidential-parliamentary variation, although we cannot call them characteristic 
features. Rather, they are reflections of the faults of the system. It is possible that in every country 

30 Constitution of Georgia (Article 93 (1 pa); see English text of 2014 wording:
http://www.legal.nbg.gov.ge/en/document/view/; (last seen on 20.12.2017).
31 Constitution of Georgia (Article 80 (2 pa); see English text of 2014 wording:http://www.legal.nbg.gov.ge/en/document/view/; (last 
seen on 20.12.2017).
32 Z. Jibgashvili, Weak and Strong President’s Phenomenon in European Constitutional Systems, Law Journal, 1999, N3 p. 24. 
(ჯიბღაშვილი ზ., სუსტი და ძლიერი პრეზიდენტის ფენომენი მმართველობის ევროპული სისტემის ფონზე, იურიდიული 
ჟურნალი, 1999 წ., N3, გვ. 24).
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where the mixed system operates, the president does not have extensive constitutional possibilities 
(for example, the cabinet’s legislature is not linked to the elections of the president or the president 
does not have wide discretionary power in the case of a negative finale of the budget), but if he 
plays a substantial role in the formation of the government, then he/she in all probability will not 
reject his/her team in the budget process.

3. IMPACT OF CLASSIC AND RATIONALIZEDPARLIAMENTARISM ON THE NEGATIVE FINALE  
 OF THE BUDGET PROCESS

A perpetual threat of governmental crisis dominated classical parliamentarism, where the cabi-
net’s legislature was weak and parliamentarism was largely associated with instability.33 This should 
not be surprising; any piece of legislation, especially the budget, might have served as the basis for 
disagreement between the legislative body and the government.34 A shift from classical to rational-
ized parliamentarism should be seen as an important step toward progress, governmental stability 
and a more powerful executive. Hence, authority over the budget, as an important tool for the 
state’s operation, would not formally be divided between the parliament and government and the 
executive branch would be able to defend its position without any fear of repercussions.

We have examined the 1921 constitutional regulations of Georgia and have seen that the leg-
islative body enjoyed a considerable advantage in the budget process. We have also examined the 
regulations in force today. Although it is difficult to call the then governance model a parliamentary 
system, the current model is even further from the parliamentary system. However, a closer look at 
the two Georgian constitutions has enabled us to discern a golden mean: those with authority over 
the budget in the parliamentary and mixed systems should be divided between the cabinet and the 
parliament. The political accountability of the cabinet when the budget is not passed should not be 
enforced in a way that makes it obvious who will win the battle. The search for a golden mean has 
driven the shift from the classic model to rationalized parliamentarism. 

33 Collection, Constitutional Law of Georgia, second rev.ed, Tbilisi, 2014, pg 99 (ავტორთა კოლექტივი, საქართველოს 
საკონსტიტუციო სამართალი, მეორე გადამუშავებული ვერსია, თბილისი, 2014 w., გვ. 99).

34 Avaliani T., PHD Thesis: Financial Competence, as a Form of Parliamentary Control in Georgia (ავალიანით., სადოქტორო თემა: 
ფინანსური კომპეტენცია, როგორც საპარლამენტო კონტროლის ფორმა საქართველოში, თბილისი, 2016 წ., გვ. 73).
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4. PRESIDENT’S VETO

The president’s veto power should be understood as one of the manifestations of the negative 
finale of the budget process. If the president vetoes the budget, what happens next? To be passed, 
the budget bill requires a majority of votes, which is equal to the number needed for the formation 
of the cabinet,35 which is to say the majority of MPs on the current nominal list, i.e. the party list.36 
It should be noted that although the Constitution calls the budget law an ordinary law, it’s adoption 
requires the same quorum as a higher law, i.e.an organic law as determined in the Article 66 (2nd 
paragraph) of the Constitution. This has a great impact on the issue of overriding the president’s 
veto. The Article 68 (4th paragraph) distinguishes between the quorums needed to override vetoes 
on a law and organic law (in case of a law, the quorum is the majority of MPs on the current nominal 
list while an organic law requires a majority of the total number of MPs). As a result, a veto on a 
draft budget that has been approved by the number of MPs needed for an organic law can be over-
ridden by the number of MPs necessary for an ordinary law. In simpler terms, a law adopted by the 
majority of MPs on the list can be overridden by a simple majority. Consequently, the president’s 
veto becomes a symbolic measure that serves to demonstrate the president’s political will and 
delay the passage of the bill for some days. In our opinion, this approach makes it more difficult to 
solve the problem. What would happen if the president’s veto had the same strength (although it 
cannot be said it is weak now) as it had underArticle 68 (4th paragraph) of the 2004 Constitution? In 
that case, the president would have had an inappropriate role in the budget process, since he would 
have been granted considerable constitutional power to indirectly influence the budget formation 
at any time and could force it to fail. If that were the case, what sensible government would have 
ignored the president’s will or his/her opinions on the budget?

Under the 2004 Constitution the veto issue was really comical. Although the government would 
submit the budget bill to the parliament with the president’s consent, without his/her consent the 
bill could not be changed. In addition, the president could dissolve the parliament in the case of the 
latter’s stubbornness without any risk because he/she retained the power to veto the budget bill. 
This veto was really strong: three fifths majority of the MPs on the list were required to override it.37 
In this context, why was it necessary to empower the president to veto the budget bill? That would 
have led to chaos. Also, what would have been the logic in vetoing the president’s own budget bill?

In the context ofvetoing the budget bill, the 3rdparagraph of the Article 68 is even more inter-
esting. Acording to this norm the president sends his/her comments to the parliament; if the com-
ments are approved by the majority of MPs on the list, they should be included in the bill. It should 

35 Z. Jibgashvili, Parliament’s Control Authorities in Budget Sphere (ჯიბღაშვილი ზ., პარლამენტის საკონტროლო 
უფლებამოსილებანი საბიუჯეტო სფეროში, გვ. 3).

36 2004 Constitution of Georgia (Article 92 (1 pa); see English text:http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/
search?q=cache:cixSdMfSqHsJ:www.parliament.ge/files/68_1944_951190_CONSTIT_27_12.06.pdf+&cd=1&hl=ka&ct=clnk&gl=ge
37 2004 Constitution of Georgia (Article 92 (1 pa).
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be noted that this norm was criticized by the Venice Commission38 because it complicates proce-
dures. It is also inappropriate in respect to the budget as, under the Article 184 (1st paragraph) of 
the Rules of Procedure of the Parliament of Georgia, the comments are considered in one reading 
for obvious reasons. This prompts the question: why are the procedures stipulated in the Article 68 
(3rd paragraph) necessary, what impact do they have? The parliament cannot pass the comments 
since it had not been granted the necessary legal mechanisms; under the Article 93 (3rd paragraph), 
it should be inadmissible to make amendments to the budget bill without the government’s con-
sent. This norm is unclear and may be incorrectly interpreted. 

5. GEORGIAN ANOMALY OR A MANIFESTATION OF THE ART OF BALANCE

Under the Article 93 (41 paragraph), if the budget bill is facing an impasse, the process of a vote 
of no confidence is launched (in Georgia’s case it is a constructive vote of no confidence), which 
aims at reducing tensions and managing a serious finance crisis that could have a major impact not 
only on the development of the country but also for its existence. If the vote of confidence is un-
successful, the president is forced to dissolve the parliament and call for new elections, according 
to Article 93 (41 paragraph) of the Constitution. A special regulation included in the norm, which 
essentially differs from the Article 81 (6th paragraph), stipulates that if the “Gordian knot” was not 
untied39 and the parliament did not send the cabinet home, the president would have a political 
choice whether or not to dissolve the parliament”40. According to the constitutional regulation the 
president is obliged to dissolve the parliament and call for new elections in this situation. But what 
happens if this occurs within six months following the election of the parliament or during the 
president’s last six month in office? The Article 51 (1) of the Constitution was added following the 
2004 constitutional reforms. Under the initial wording of the paragraphs “a” and “d”, the president 
was not authorized to dissolve the parliament “within six months from the elections of the Parlia-

38 Venice Commission, Final Opinion on the Draft Constitutional Law on Amendments and Changes to the Constitution of Georgia; 
Adopted by the Venice Commission at its 84th Plenary Session (Venice, 15-16 October 2010); p. 9. 
39 D. Gegenava, A Georgian Model of a Vote of Constructive No Confidence: Gordian Knot in the Constitution of Georgia; Journal of 
Law, 2013 (გეგენავა დ. უნდობლობის კონსტრუქციული ვოტუმის ქართული მოდელი: გორდეას კვანძი საქართველოს 
კონსტიტუციაში. სამართლის ჟურნალი 2013 წ).

40 This norm can be explained by the new functions of the president, although it’s unclear if a vote of no confidence fails after lengthy 
procedures, like: no less than 2/5 of the MPs on the list initiate a motion; majority of the MPs on the list table a motion; the 2/5 of the 
MPs on the list propose candidate (s) for prime minister’s position; the candidate gets majority votes of the MPs on the list; the president 
uses his delaying veto power; the same candidate gets support from the 3/5 of the MPs on the list; the parliament does not support the 
cabinet proposed by a candidate for a prime minister’s position, and all these mean that a vote of no confidence has actually failed - why 
the president would want or why he/she should have constitutional possibility not to dissolve the parliament after all these procedures? 
(Here, we should note, that these lengthy procedures have many critics among influential organizations and well-known scholars). I can-
not see how the parliament with as many as 90 MPs (the 3/5 of the MPs on the list) opposed to the government would work in coopera-
tion with this government. It means that the government will not have a pillar or legal basis, which is necessary for the state’s economic 
and political wellbeing. This issue does not relate to this research and that is why I have put into the footnotes.
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ment” and “within the last six months of the term of office of the President of Georgia”. After the 
constitutional changes, an exception was added to these paragraphs stipulating that the dissolution 
of the parliament was possible during these periods on the ground of the Article 80. The Georgian 
Constitution recognizes three legal grounds for the dissolution of the parliament: declaration of 
non-confidence (Article 80, 7th paragraph); dissolution of the parliament after a constructive vote 
of no-confidence has been defeated (Article 81 (6th paragraph); and a negative finale of the budget 
process (Article 93 (41 paragraph). Although the latter is linked to the non-confidence procedure, in 
our opinion, it should be distinguished as a separate ground for the dissolution of the parliament 
since the grounds as well as results are different from those stipulated by the Article 81 (6th para-
graph). It should be noted that the dissolution of the parliament in the cases defined in the “a” and 
“b” paragraphs of the Article 50 (1st paragraph) on these last two grounds is impossible. Therefore, 
if a negative finale situation develops during this period and the result is not in the favor of the 
parliament (and there is a good chance for this situation to develop in such a manner) we will find 
ourselves in a situation where one of more of these factors has occurred: 1. a budget bill has failed; 
2. nearly half of the budget year has gone (because of the terms defined in the Article 81); 3. we 
have the same government and 4. the president’s colliding obligation to dissolve the parliament. 
The constitutional regulation mentioned above (Article 93 (41 paragraph), which demands the presi-
dent dissolves the parliament, indicates that the dissolution of the parliament is compulsory in 
this situation. Consequently, the circumstances under the paragraphs “a” and “b” of the Article 
51 (1st paragraph) of the Constitution create a stalemate; constitutional changes are required to 
end the conflict. The resulting situation is in full conflict with the model Georgia has been follow-
ing and therefore cannot be considered as an example of the art of balancing, since it’s outside of 
the predefined model. The given situation, in terms of its legal outcome, creates a situation that 
is more like that one defined in the 1995 wording of the Article 93 (41 paragraph) of the Constitu-
tion. However, the Constitution, which rejected the presidential model of governance, should not 
contain regulations that are more typical for a presidential system, for example, the handling of the 
prime minister’s countersignature. According to the Article 73 (4 “a” paragraph) of the Georgian 
Constitution, “dissolution… of the parliament on the grounds of the Article 80 of the Constitution 
should not require a prime minister’s signature”. This phrase implies that the president’s act on the 
dissolution of the parliament on the grounds of the Article 81 or 93 (41 paragraph) requires prime 
minister’s countersignature. It is unclear why a countersignature is needed in the case of the Arti-
cle 93 (41paragraph) as the president has an obligation to dissolve the parliament (he/she cannot 
make a different decision). The regulation concerning the countersignature gives a prime minister 
the right to not sign the president’s act, which in its turn makes possible for him to keep the cur-
rent composition of the parliament. While logically it seems that the executive power will always 
countersign acts because it will not be enthusiastic about keeping a hostile parliament, including 
this phrase in the Constitution creates uncertainty. It can be unquestionably stated that in the given 
situation the president’s act should not require the prime minister’s countersignature. 
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6. DELAYED BUDGET

According to the Article 93 (41 paragraph), if the budget bill is not adopted within two months 
after the beginning of the new fiscal year, a no-confidence vote in the government is initiated. Un-
der the same paragraph of the same article, it is stipulated that the no-confidence vote procedure 
should continue from the second paragraph of the Article 81. This means that a Georgian construc-
tive vote of no confidence should take between 20-25 days. In practical terms, the deadline set 
under Article93 (41 paragraph) ends on 28 (29) February; after that another 20-25 days are added 
as stipulated by the Article 81 (2 paragraph). Regardless of whether or not the president uses his/
her veto power, a new government will be installed within14 days. If he does use the veto power, 
the procedure will take another 15-20 days41 plus the extra 14 days under the Article 80 (3,4 para-
graphs). If the parliament is able to untie the Gordian knot,42 the state budget will be passed in June 
of the new fiscal year, but if the parliament fails and an act on its dissolution is issued as stipulated 
by the 41 paragraph of the Article 93of the Constitution, then, according to Article 50 (3rd para-
graph), a parliamentary election will be held on the 60th day after the day of its dissolution, which 
would fall in August or the beginning of September. In addition, we have to add another 20 days to 
this timelines outlined, as Article 125 (1st paragraph) of the Election Code of Georgia requires the 
Central Electoral Commission to finalized the election results 19 days after the election and Article 
51 of the Constitution states that the president should convene the first sitting of a newly elected 
parliament within 20 days of the elections. Consequently, in this scenario, the state budget would 
be adopted in October at the latest, two months before the end of the year.

Even though we are not a specialist in economics, it is obvious that adopting the state budget 
just months before the end of the year would not be beneficial for the development of the country. 
This situation is created by the unusually lengthy timelines for the vote of no confidence defined 
in Article 81 of the Constitution of Georgia43, which has been widely criticized. One of the conse-
quences of this drawn out process is an increased risk of a negative finale of the budget process, in 
our opinion. 

It should be also mentioned that paragraph 41 of Article 93 of the Constitution is not a product 
of the October 2010 constitutional reforms. The wording of Article 93 was completely changed in 
2010 and paragraph 41 was added on 4 October 2013 by constitutional law. The way the parliament 
chose to change the wording makes us think that, initially, this issue was left to the politics of the 
parliament. If the parliament does not support the budget bill, and the bill requires the vote of the 
majority of MPs on the list to be passed, it means that the parliament has the resources to hold 

41 Constitution of Georgia (Article 81 (paragraph 4).
42 D. Gegenava, A Georgian Model of a Vote of Constructive No Confidence: Gordian Knot in the Constitution of Georgia; Journal of 
Law, 2013 (გეგენავა დ. უნდობლობის კონსტრუქციული ვოტუმის ქართული მოდელი: გორდეას კვანძი საქართველოს 
კონსტიტუციაში. სამართლის ჟურნალი 2013 წ).

43 Ibid, p. 337.
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a constructive vote of no confidence. While this would delay the adoption of the bill, in theory, 
in practice the consequences are vague. In this respect, we can observe that adding paragraph 41 
made the budget time limits more flexible but nevertheless, we cannot say this norm is the best 
way out.

7. CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM AND NEW REGULATIONS FOR A NEGATIVE FINALE  
 OF THE BUDGET PROCESS

The 2017 constitutional reforms also affected the norms related to a negative finale of the budg-
et process. Article 66 regulates the issues concerning the adoption of the state budget. It’s the first 
time in history of constitutional reforms in Georgia that regulations concerning a negative finale 
of the budget process were not defined in the article regulating the adoption of the state budget. 
Article 66 (the State Budget) does not provide any direct wording that defines a resolution for this 
serious situation. Nevertheless, the logic of constitutionalism indicates that “the rejection of the 
budget in parliamentarism meant a sanction for political responsibility of the executive”.44 Conse-
quently, the disagreement over the budget has always led to raising the question of the political re-
sponsibility of the government. At this point, it does not matter whether a negative or constructive 
vote is included in a relevant article (regulation of the adoption of state budget) of the constitution; 
the question of whether or not the executive resigns depends solely on the constitutional regula-
tion of the vote of no confidence. From the point of view of constitutional logic, we should assume 
that Georgian legislators and the people who participated in constitutional reforms decided not to 
create the relevant regulation and left the issue of the non-adoption of the budget as an ultimate 
sanction to be imposed on the executive and the parliament. If a disagreement over the budget 
persists, either the government should go home or the parliament. It should be noted that the Ven-
ice Commission has not expressed an unfavorable opinion concerning how this issue was regulated 
during the reforms. It did not comment on the handling of a potential negative finale of the budget 
process and advised the Georgian government to let the parliament be more significantly involved 
in budget processes.45

This approach echoes a statement by the country’s ruling party, which said that Georgia was 
heading towards a parliamentary republic.46 That shift is why a negative finale of the budget process 

44 Lovo F.; Parliamentarism, Tbilisi, 2005, p.118. 
45 EUROPEAN COMMISSION FOR DEMOCRACY THROUGH LAW (VENICE COMMISSION), Adopted by the Venice Commission at its 111th 
plenary Session (Venice, 16-17 June 2017), Adopted by the Venice Commission at its 112th plenary Session (Venice, 6-7 October 2017), p. 31
46 http://www.parliament.ge/ge/parlamentarebi/chairman/chairmannews/irakli-kobaxidzem-veneciis-komisiis-plenarul-sxdomaze-sakon-
stitucio-reformis-shesaxeb-isaubra.page
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has been linked to a vote of confidence. The legal soundness of this process should be sought in the 
textual fabric of regulatory norms of these issues, in particular Article 58 of the Constitution. This ar-
ticle introduces an element of a quasi-negative vote of no confidence, according to which the prime 
minister is authorized to link important issues, including the budget, to a vote of no confidence and 
exert considerable influence over the parliament. If a consolidated and powerful political unity does 
not exist in the parliament, pressure from the government will be effective and the parliament will 
succumb to the government’s wishes out of a fear of destabilization. 

From the point of confidence/no confidence, the improvement of the regulations of these is-
sues should be positively assessed, particularly the shorter timeframes and the removal of “the un-
clear role” (president’s veto) of the president. This should be also positively assessed in the context 
of the negative finale of the budget process because, as we have already noted, the vector of the 
power should not tilt towards any of the actors, either the executive or legislative.

The new approach related to the regulation of the negative finale of the budget process is di-
rected towards the parliamentary model of governance. New regulation should be evaluated as 
based on its effectiveness in the regulation of this issue but one problem still remains, namely, what 
will happen if the parliament does not adopt the budget, the prime minister does not exercise his 
right to table a vote of confidence on his/her initiative, as guaranteed by Article 58 of the Constitu-
tion, and parliament does not begin the procedure for a vote of no confidence? In this case, the 5th 
paragraph of Article 66 enters into force. Accordingly, if the parliament does not adopt the budget 
bill before the start of the new fiscal year, the expenditures should be covered according to the 
state budget for the previous year. But, how long will the authorities be willing to cover the costs 
of a current year under a previous year’s budget? This cannot be an acceptable solution for the 
development of the country. In our opinion, the constitution should contain a regulation calling for 
procedures for a vote of confidence after a defined period following the failure of the budget bill as 
prolonging uncertainty for an indefinite time is not reasonable.

CONCLUSION

We have examined a negative finale of the budget process and explained its role in the separa-
tion of powers. We have also revealed some flaws in the constitutional regulations. In addition, we 
have demonstrated that in a presidential system, the question of a negative finale of the budget pro-
cess is addressed at the very foundation of the separation of powers, which create a system where 
the president should be dependent on the legislative branch of power. The parliament should find 
its strength in the budget authorities. In parliamentary and mixed systems, the regulation of this 
matter requires a golden mean, according to which the parliament should be able to express no-
confidence in the cabinet in the process of a negative finale. However, here we need a procedure 
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which would not make the winner a foregone conclusion. In short, a wandering animal must be 
stopped by both a fence and barking dog47.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

• The Article 51 (1paragraphs “a” and “b”) should be changed and the case envisaged in the 
Article 93 (41 paragraph) should be added as a further possibility of dissolution.

• An instance described in the Article 93 (41 paragraph) should be added to the Article 73 (1, 4 
“a” subparagraph). This would remove the need for a countersignature for the president’s act 
on dissolving the parliament.

• In a process of the negative finale, time limits for the passage of the budget bill should be 
shortened (this can be solved by changing the relevant regulations of the Article 81). 

• The Article 81 of the Constitution should be reformed so that it is able to balance the outcome 
in the case of a negative finale of the budget process.

47 A. Sajo, Self-Restraint of the Government (შაიო ა., ხელისუფლების თვითშეზღუდვა, თარგმანი, მ. მაისურაძე, რედაქტორი 
თ. ნინიძე, თბილისი 2003 წ).




